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President's
Notes
The second annual
Arts and Letters Club
Award will be announced next Sept,•
ember. (Please don't
confuse this with the
90th Anniversary Art
Exhibition, 18 April 2 May ) Mary Lou Fallis, soprano and
comedian, won the Club's first ever Arts
Award last year; it was presented to her at a
Members' Meeting last September. She
received a cash award and a certificate, and
gave an excellent acceptance speech. The
selection committee this year is composed of
Judith Graham, Margaret McBurney, and John
along with two holdovers from last
"llivan,
John McKellar and Lyman Henderson.
var,
Lyman will chair it. The committee is now
seeking nominations from club members.
Nominees should be outstanding in the arts
and/or letters, well-known or not, and serve
our arts community in a truly distinctive way.
The nominees must not be members of the
Club. Nominators should submit a detailed
curriculum vitae of their nominee and other
relevant material, and explain in an accompanying letter their reasons for the nomination. The quality of the submission will assist
the committee in its careful consideration of
the nomination. Please submit your nomination not later than 1 February, 1998,and
address it to Lyman Henderson, at the Club.
Our membership is growing, thanks to
efforts.
I want to remind members who
your
have successfully nominated new members to
play a role in orienting them to the Club and
its activities, and to introduce them to other
members whenever possible. New members
are often shy about attending the Club alone.
Some good orientation times would be weekly
Monday club nights, Friday lunches, and
literary and music tables. New members
*hould also be directed to club committees in
which they are interested.
,•

Happy New Year.
Ezra Schabas

Febrebnr

23 to 27

Come one, come all to our fabulous week of entertainment, elucidation
and excellent edibles. LAMPSWEEK 1998 has something for everyone
(and their guests) and it only waits your subscription to lay its riches
before you. Inside is a handy subscription form that you can complete
And NOTE that a
and deliver to Molly ASAP - spaces go quickly!!
delectable discount of $10 is offered if you subscribe for all the events.
Monday. Februarv 23MUSiC
An Evening of eOibet amd SBsu . The Gilbert and Sulivan Society
of Toronto presents an exciting evening of G & S tavourites. The programme will include
selections from The Sorcerer. The Mikado and The Gondoliers. The 20 singers will be
conducted by Roy Schatz. This is music to make you smile with pleasure by the best in
Price $24
the business!! Cash Bar: 6 p.m.- Dinner: 7 p.m.- Music: 8 p.m.

Tuesday, February 24 Literature
Oscar WWe and S&e
prof. Akmnder Leggatt - byvng wth the Te
jafqwtaa ce (Siafa (arwesd ". When Wide wrote his classic comedy, the crisis
was approaching thatwould ieadltohis imprisonment for indecent activity. Prof. Leggatt,
Professor of English at the University of Toronto and the author of a number of books on
drama and comedy, will examine how Wilde used the anxieties of his life to produce a
Price $10
comic masterpiece. Cash Bar and Luncheon - 12 noon
Wednesday. February 25 Architecture
Carl A. Knipfel - "Toronto - New Cty; New Urban Design
Opportunitlie". Carl Knipfel, Architect and Planner, has enjoyed a varied and
stimulating career as an architect, planner and economic development consultant. He is
currently Policy Advisor and Executive Assistant to the Toronto Transition Team and has
been successfully involved in the design of parks, housing and urban areas throughout
Price $14
Ontario. Cash Bar and Luncheon - 12 noon
Thursday. February 26 Art
Charles Hill - "^From Court to Studio: The Arts and Letters Club
and Canadian Art on Adelaide Street East". Why did our Club play a crucial
role in the furtherance of Canadian art inthe second decade of this century? How did the
creative energy permeating the former court house on Adelaide Street East fuel the
movement that developed into the Group of Seven? Charles Hill, Curator of Canadian Art
at the National Gallery of Canada, will examine the visual arts at the Club in the first
decade of its history to explore certain key links between the Club and the Group.
Price $14
Cash Bar and Luncheon - 12 noon

Friday. February 27 Stage

"Elegy for a Lady" by Arthur Miller. A one act play directed by Mona Wales
and produced by Peter Hart and Karina Rammell in which an older man examines the
nature of his relationship with a younger woman. In the process of trying to find her an
appropriate parting gift, he reaches an understanding of what they have meant to each
Price $10
other. Cash Bar: 7 p.m. - Stage: B p.m. - Desert & Coffee
SUBSCRIBE NOW - RESERVATIONS ARE A MUST - SEE YOU THEREIII
FORGET
AND DON'T
----- ------ I--_ THE DISCOUNT
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The York Wilson House
The Council of the Corporation of Toronto
on 27 September 1997 designated the lands and
buildings at 41 Alcina Avenue (York Wilson
House) for architectural and historical reasons.
The house was completed in 1955 according to
the designs of Toronto architect John B. Layng,
who worked closely with his client R. York
Wilson. The design incorporated a studio and
living quarters.
York Wilson (1907-1984) was one of

Canada's pre-eminent abstract artists, whose
works were exhibited internationally and are
represented in private and public collections in
Canada and abroad. He is recognized as the
most important modern Canadian mural
designer, executing over a dozen murals,
including the "Seven Lively Arts" in the lobby of
the O'Keefe Centre (now the Hummingbird
[Makes the heart beat faster, doesn't it? Ed.]
Centre for the Performing Arts).

Art Works Called For and Uncalled For
LAST CALL FOR ENTRIES

90th Anniversary
Open Art Competition
A chance for Ontario artists to exhibit their paintings at the historic Arts and Letters Club to celebrate
its 90t Year. The Club was founded in 1908 by members of the Group of Seven and other creative people.
More Than $3,500 in Awards.
Jurors: Maxwell Anderson, Megan Bice, John Newman
Selection Committee: Franklin Arbuckle, Tom McNeely,
Lois Dierlam, Robert Achtemichuk, Sue Ericsson
Show Dates: 18 April to 2 May.
Gala Opening: 7.00 p.m., 17 April 1998
Entry Fee: $25 for up to two slides.
Deadline for Slide Jurying: 31 January 1998
Entry Forms available at the Club
THE VISUAL ARTS TABLE
PRESENTS ON WEDNESDAY, 14 JANUARY 1998
A visit to the University of Toronto Art Centre, 15
King's College Circle, in the Laidlaw Wing (main floor) of
University College, to see exhibitions from three Art
Collections:
"The Malcove Collection" of mediaeval pieces,
especially Eastern European icons including a 1538 panel
painting of Adam and Eve by Lucas Cranach and drawings
by Picasso, Matisse and Moore;
"The University College Collection," which focuses on
Canadian art acquired since WWI, F.M.Bell-Smith,
J.W.Morrice and members of the Group of Seven;
"The University of Toronto Art Collection" includes
J.M.W. Turner, Edward Burne-Jones, Henri Fantin-Latour,
Paul-Emile Borduas.
Meet at the Art Centre at 11.45 am. Lunch after the
tour at 1.00 pm at the Centre. More information: Gary
Stark 535 6357

Sw White meets the Group of Svn

t

*
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CALL FOR ENTRIES
MEMBERS JURIED SHOW
9 FEBRUARY-6 MARCH
Drawing, Painting, Original Printmaking,
Photography will be accepted. All works
must be framed and wired for hanging.
Opening, Sunday 8 February, 1 pm-4 pm
Jurors: Ernestine Tahedl, Rudolph
Stussi, Andrew Sookrah.
Works to be delivered by 7 February 9-10 am.
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People of the Club

mnCarrie

*

Among the several academic members of the
Club, the kind that dominate and enrich activities like
the Literary Table, there is probably none more
academic than Ernest Sirluck. He was born in 1918
in Winkler, Man., to Russian-Jewish parents, and
gravitated to Toronto where he eventually completed
a doctorate in English Literature-interrupted by
several years overseas in the Canadian Army,
primarily as intelligence officer and finally with the
rank of major. Intelligence was a natural niche for
him having grown up in a German-speaking Winkler.
He taught at the University of Toronto, spent 15
years teaching at the University of Chicago, returned
to the U. ofT. to become professor of English and
dean of graduate studies. Then he served as
president of the University of Manitoba for six years
and, after two years as a visiting part-time professor
back in Toronto, retired in 1979. But not to gather
dust. Last year he published his autobiography, First
Generation,widely praised for its breadth, in which
he not only tells his personal story but much of the
history of the Canadian Army through his
experiences in Europe. He also examines the role of
universities and how well they have played it.
Anecdotes make any book interesting, including
the Sirluck story. He tells about a class of war
veterans he taught soon after his discharge from the
army in which a student annoyed him by constantly
yawning. He finally told the student that if he was so
bored he had better yawn elsewhere-only to be told

that the man's yawning was an uncontrollable
symptom of shell-shock. A different kind of shellshock involved his first night under fire in Normandy
which he spent in a slit trench after hoisting his
kitbag and boots to the parapet. In the morning he
found his property completely holed by shrapnel.
Ernest's doctoral thesis was on John Milton, the
17th century poet and philosopher, and he continued
to write about and lecture on him, studies that have
been published in a number of countries. He became
such an authority that he was invited to take part in a
massive eight-volume series on the complete prose
works of Milton, in which he edited Volume Two,
published in 1959 by Yale University Press. This
occupied his non-teaching time for ten years.
Ernest joined the Club twice: once for about six
years before moving to Winnipeg in 1970, then again
on his return. He subsequently joined the executive
in 1983, served as secretary for three years, then as
vice-president and president, the last in 1990-92-an
eventful term during which the Club was renovated
and had to struggle with a million-dollar debt. "A
precarious time."
The financial problem was largely solved by
such devices as the sale of our Lawren Harris
painting and some Healey Willan documents,
together with some generous gifts and bequests from
members. But there is one problem the Club had
then, which it still has: "The membership is a little
too old. It doesn't include enough young or early
middle-aged people." The Club, he adds, "has been
faithful to its very important cultural tradition," and
he does not see any flagging of its cultural energy.
But, while he has "a high regard for the role the Club
has played in Canadian history, generally," he has
some uneasiness about its future unless it can recruit
some younger members.
His wife, Lesley, is also a Club member and an
accomplished painter. They have two children:
Robert, a Toronto wood worker, and Katherine, a
professor of English at the University of British
Columbia. Another feather in his cap is fellowship
in the Royal Society of Canada. And of course, his
autobiography. He enjoys his family, enjoys
reading, enjoys the Club and generally enjoys life..
For which one must say, he has paid his dues.
Fergus Cronin

John Fleetwood Morrow died peacefully on 29 November 1977. He was a long-time member of the
Arts and Letters Club, who latterly resided at Christie Lake, near Perth. He was in his 8 8 th year.
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Club News
2000
or
2001?

We're ready for the millenium! In the
beginning, we were discrete-one might say we
were well nigh invisible. The Club in its early
years was unpretentious to a fault. It chose not
to publish its phone number, nor to have its
name on the door. The Club's name, it was
understood, was not to appear in the public press
except in obituaries. Gradually, however, the
Club changed. In time its name appeared in the
phone directory. Then a second phone made its
appearance. But still the profile was definitely
low-until 1975, that is, when an incensed Anne
Mirvish, her sex preventing her from entering
these portals to hear her husband speak, picketed
14 Elm Street, flourishing a sign that claimed
"Arts and Letters Club Unfair to Wives".
There was little change in the communications' system [except the need for signs was
eliminated. Ed.] in the ensuing years until, a few
years ago, a generous member donated a fax
machine. But now, as of November, the Club is
enjoying a spanking new phone system: two
phone lines, a dedicated fax line, a pay phone
(for non-members), and a credit card transaction
line. And, as though these advances were not
enough to stagger dozy members unaccustomed
to change at the Club, we now have a Web siteand we're ready to take on the 2 1 st Century!
[Not me; I'm a pacifist when it comes to
centuries. Ed.]

Becoming a part of the World Wide
Web was not a decision taken lightly. For
several months a diligent committee investigated
the pros and cons of joining the Web, as did the
Executive Committee. The cost is minimal and
potential benefits are many. John Sullivan's
daughter Frances has designed (free of charge) a
handsome home page, and "visitors" to the site
will choose from a menu offering: General
Information; History of the Club; LAMPS, the
Five Arts; Activities and Calendar; Membership
Information. The site will be monitored by our
members and the calendar updated monthly-for
the convenience of members and to showcase the
Club's varied activities. Soon, pages on our site
will be available to members at a reasonable rate
to promote art shows, book launches, concertswhatever. (Rest assured that any inquiries
regarding membership will be referred to the
Membership Committee, and applicants will
undergo the same rigorous screening that you % •
did! [Somehow that doesn't reassure; I wonder
S
why Groucho Marx comes to mind. Ed.] Come
and visit us at www.interlog.com/~artslets and
see our Viking ship bobbing happily through the
waves, in living colour. Our e-mail address is:
artslets@interlog.com. For the Web-less, look
on the bulletin board for a printout of the first
pages.

((
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Can You Help the Music Makers?

S*

Our song cycle for baritone, piano and
oboe/violin by Srul Irving Glick with lyrics by
well-known Club member Richard Outram is
well underway! Rising young Canadian baritone
James Westman has been approached to premier
the performance at the Club in the Fall of 1998.
Westman recently had an outstanding recital at
the Glenn Gould Centre as part of the Aldeburgh
festival series and at the invitation of Marilyn
Home, recently sang in her prestigious recital
series in New York City. He is also a member
of the Canadian Opera Company Ensemble and
has taken part in many leading roles with the
Canadian Opera Company, both in their opera
and concert productions!

I

While we have already received over $2,500 in
donations and pledges towards our goal of
$5,000 plus performance fees, we are still a long
way from our goal! Please help. Cheques should
be made out to the Canadian Music Centre,
with a memo on the bottom "re Srul Irving Glick
Commission, Arts & Letters Club"; or use
MasterCard or Visa. (Tax receipts are issued by
the Music Centre on 31 December of the year in
which the donation is made.) Please send
donations to:
Mary Lou Coulton, Comptroller
Canadian Music Centre
20 St. Joseph Street

Toronto, M4Y 1J9

And still on the subject of money. Please remember the Staff Gratuity Fund.
There's still time to hand or send your contribution to Bill Buchanan at the Club.
A first distribution will be made to the Staff before Christmas; a second later if necessary.

.
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Members' News
Playwright Tomson Highway has been
chosen as the Barker Fairley Distinguished
Visitor in Canadian Culture at University
College for 1997-98. The purpose of the
programme is to enhance the links between
the University of Toronto and Canada's
prominent cultural figures. Fairley was a
critic, painter and professor of German at
the U.of T. and the father of Ann Schabas.
He joined the Club in 1917, resigned a few
years later, then rejoined and remained a
member until his death in 1986.

The inimitable Jim Morris has recently had
a script accepted by CBC Radio One. (Now
we know "Radio-and More" means
Radio-and Morris!) Jim will read his essay
on "This Morning"; time and date TBA.
When Morris is not writing, he's cooking
executive lunches for the Toronto Hospital;
he also offers "dinner readings" for private
gatherings-gourmet meals followed by
humorous or romantic readings (diners'
choice), all under the auspices of his
Crooked Creek Cooking Company.

Gordon Fulton regrets to say that technical difficulties prevent his being heard or seen in The
Gin Game at the Village Playhouse this month.

Deliphts of the New Year
\On Wednesday, 14 January at the Members'
and Guests' Dinner, we are very happy to
welcome our own, our very own, Ruth
Morawetz at the piano and soprano
ROSEMARIE LANDRY. They will present an
illustrated lecture on one of Rosemarie's
specialties, French composer Francis Poulenc.
Rosemarie was a student of Poulenc's close
friend Pierre Bernac. She has appeared with
major orchestras in Canada, Europe and Japan,
toured with the Allegri String Quartet and
performs regularly with the Bath International
Ensemble. She was awarded the 50th
anniversary medal of Le Conseil de la Francaise
en Amerique and is a member of the Order of
Canada. Ruth is founder and artistic director of
Classical Cabaret amongst many, many other
things, including belonging to the Arts and
Letters Club.

To AU Club Members
Call for Submissions for Photography
Exhibition
12 January 1998
All themes and photographic techniques including
digital photography and pieces with a photographic
element are welcome. There is no size limitation,
but photographs must be framed and ready to hang.
The work can be for sale and the Club keeps 20%.
Please bring no more than three prints to the Lamps
Room on Saturday 10 January between 9.00-11.00
a.m. Members of the Photographic Committee will
make up the jury for the submissions.

Ij~"Q

;

On Thursday, 29 January the Club holds the
Bums Dinner. Phone Molly to see if there
are any seats left. A mere $48.00
brings you haggis and bagpipes with your
dinner. No Scot could resist; How can you?
You are cordially invited
to visit
an everchanging
CYBER-EXHIBITION

of
POETRY BROADSHEETS
by RICHARD OUTRAM

at

w.sentex.net/~-pql

Join Us For an Evening of Photography
Monday 12 January, 5.00 p.m.
-On exhibition: original photographs by Club members
-Historical and Alternative images on display, courtesy of
the Mira Godard Study Centre in the School ofJmag.Arts,
Ryerson Polytechnic University
-Guest speaker: Peter Higdon, coordinator of the Mira
Godard Centre
-Come gather with your fellow artists and Club members
for this most enjoyable evening.
Exhibition continues through 6 February 1998.
* Exciting Neews*
The Arts and Letters Club is proud to present a new
concept in fine dining.
the Lounge and Lamps Room will be
January
Starting 30
open on Friday evenings 5.00-9.00 pm. A delicious and
trendy [Oh, oh. A..k.a. healthy? Ed.] s la carte menu will
be offered with the appropriate wines and spirits and the
friendly, courteous, efficient service we know and love.

^^^ //:
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Artistic Successes
The Art Committee is delighted to report that the
Annual Small Painting Show was a resounding success.
Twenty-seven paintings were sold and
the opening party was warm and
wonderful with Jack Yocom [Got it
this time, Jack. Ed.] at the piano. The
/
Bake Table was run by Barbara
Alien and Mary Wagler and netted
/
almost $100.00, thanks to all the
(
donors and buyers. As always there
v',t·
were many entries for this show; the
jury consisted of Zora Buchanan,
Lois Dierlam, Sandra Henderson,
Barbara Howard and Doug Purdon.
It was a large show to hang and we
thank Ray Cattell, Moya Gillett, Kay
Murray-Weber, Murray Oliver,
Sheila Ramsay, Gerry Sevier, Gary Stark and the
jurors for their help. Bill Buchanan did what he
does-looked after the money and David SkeneMelvin was a suave greeter at the front door. A great
Club event thanks to the many participants.
The Ontario Society of Artists continues to
celebrate their 125 years. Did you know that Franklin
(Archie) Arbuckle is their oldest living member?
There is a wonderful exhibition of members' works at
the new Frederick Horsman Varley Art Gallery of
Markham. Arts and Letters Club members showing
there are Eleanor Besen, Neville Clarke, John
Delves, Jim MacDougall, O.K. Schenk, Art Steven
and Oz Timmas. It's definitely worth a Club outing.
Gary Stark are you listening after your successful
Albright-Knox trip?

Come One Come All

I

r~

We are having a read-through and general
meeting for the !!Spring Revue!! on
Wednesday, 28 January. Don't be shy! If
you want to read but aren't sure if you
want to be in the show, come out and give
it a try anyway. You may surprise yourself. Or if your interests are in backstage
work, come out and get a feel for what's
coming up this spring. No matter how you
look at it you win. The Gay 90's, this
year's Spring Revue, will be performed on
6,7,8 and 9 May. So join us and help
make this the best show ever! For information call Karina Rammell 960-5625.
r,I
I

Our Club artists are everywhere. Anne Meredith
Barry had a show "Images from the Eastern Rim" at
the Galerie d'art Jean-Claude
Bergeron in November.
Mistletoe Magic, the annual
SAird Gallery fundraiser auction of
art sponsored by the various art
societies had works donated by
members, Eleanor Besen, Zora
Buchanan, Lois Dierlam, Pat
Fairhead, Hazel Harvey, John
Joy, Jim McDougall, George
Sanders, O.K. Schenk, William
Sherman, Jean K. Smith and Oz
\
Timmas.
Jack Carris retiring (for want
of a better word) from the
monthly Saturday sketching outings. He has done an
outstanding job of arranging where and when members
go to sketch and photograph the Ontario countryside,
eat pot luck, imbibe a wee bit and converse a lot. He
has handed over the reins to Ellen Frei who will
continue this fine Club tradition. Thank you, Jack and
welcome, Ellen.
Not a creature was stirring-not even a mouse
because Archie Arbuckle was the model in the thirdfloor studio on Friday, 29 November. Every artist
agreed he was an outstanding [outsitting? Ed.] model.
-

Thanks, Archie.

1

Don't be late! Last bids on the
10 X 10 Seasonal Poster Show must
be in by 1:30 pm Friday, 9 January, 1998.

9,
·"The Battle of Vimy Ridge" video, premiered
at the Club during the Vimy/Allward tribute, is
being distributed by the NFB. It can be
purchased for $19.95 at Chapters on Bloor.

Choir Announcement
As of 5 January you are back to your
old ways and days:
Mondays
4.15
Third Floor

<
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What's On in January
Members' and Guests' Dinner
14 January, Wednesday "Poulenc in Words and
Music". Renowned soprano, Rosemarie Landry, with
her friend Ruth Morawetz at the piano, will present an
illustrated lecture on one of Rosemarie's specialties,
French composer Francis Poulenc.
'
:·r.zr~

Club Nights

c, Z~

Music Tables

rE \

5 January "Let's Play Games" by the fireplace. Enjoy
Scrabble, Sorry, Snakes & Ladders, Bridge. None of
the above? Then bring your new Christmas games.
12 January An evening of photography: exhibition
opening and guest speaker Peter Higdon, Coordinator of
the Mira Godard Study Centre.
19 January The Club's guest is Don Cullen, producer,
director, writer, actor, and tonight, speaker. Cullen, the
founder of the Bohemian Embassy, gives us his
"Reminiscences about the Coffee-House Culture of the
60's."
26 January, Virtuoso Series! Well-known duo Rennie
Regehr (Dean of the Glenn Gould Professional School,
Royal Conservatory), viola, and Jenny Regehr, piano,
play Martinu, Hindemith, Ernest Block

Literary Tables
6 January Rosemary Sullivan will speak on
"Confessions of a Literary Biographer." Is biography
simply a form of voyeurism and busybodyism?
Sullivan has written prize-winning biographies of
Elizabeth Smart and Gwendolyn MacEwen.

20 January. Heather Murray points out in "Literary
Societies of Nineteenth-Century Ontario" that those
who participate today in book clubs, those popular
social and educational institutions, are treading in
footprints well-imprinted in Ontario as early as the
1880's.
;t:::
fi
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8 January Students from Dixon Hall, Bernard
Farley, Music Director. Voice, piano and
strings! Youth choir! Baroque, romantic, jazz,
Broadway!
15 January Kiwanis Festival WinnerYeo-Jung
Kim, pianist, plays Beethoven's "Appassionata"
Sonata Opus 57; Chopin's Fantasy in F Minor;
and Liszt's, transcendental etude No. 8,"Wilde
Jagd." A stunning performance!
22 January Royal Conservatory of Music
Chamber Music: Dea Slues, violin and Nadine
Attwell, piano, play a Prokofiev sonata; Narumi
Higuchi, violin, Charles Hasauga, violin, Geun
Seo Park, viola and Lisa Tobias, cello play
Mozart's String Quartet in G Major.
29 January The Faculty of Music Music &
Poetry Series: Benjamin Britten: Sechs
Hilderlin-Fragmenteand a new work by John
Hawkins: Sonette on Orpheus (Rilke). Michael
Colvin, tenor; John Hawkins, piano. Prof. Eric
Domville, commentator.

Writers' Table

13 January John Reibetanz's talk is entitled "The
Sharpness of the Eye; Poetic Looking at Backgrounds
and Foregrounds." He will be reading and discussing a
selection of his own poems, early and recent, dealing
especially with the challenges of looking through
language.

/

27 January Ronald Bryden, in his talk "The Secret
Life of Harley Granville-Barker, an Investigation," will
discuss the circumstances of his life and reading at the
time of his writing of The Secret Life. GranvilleBarker, actor-director, playwright and scholar was
Shaw's great friend and frequent collaborator.

9 January John Darroch, independent TV
producer, will speak about writing for network
and corporate television.

The Visual Arts Table eats out on 14 January;
please see page 2.
The Burns Supper eats in on 22 January;

please see page 5.
Nota Bene
The Club Night Book will henceforth be named "NB"
and will contain info on upcoming events (photos, c.v.
reviews) and other interesting "stuff"-usually to be
found on a music stand in the Lounge. S.P.
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RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223

RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

JANUARY 1998

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

1
OS

=f

Club Closed

5

4

7

6

Music Table
Students from
Dixon HaiT
W

Literary Table
Sullivan
4.15 Choir
Club Night
Let's Play Games

0d

rZi

GHR

17

16

Visual Arts
Field Trip
Members' and
Guests' Dinner

Music Table
Yeo-Jung Kim
GHR

GHR

Landrv/Morawetz______-

21

20

19

24

23

22

Studio Painting
Music Table
ChamberMusic

Literary Table
Murray

4.15 Choir
Club Night

GHR
Burns Supper

Don Cullen

25

10

9
Studio Painting
Writers' Table
Darroch

15

Studio Painting

•=

Cc

Literary Table
Riebetanz

vith Peter Higdor

18

Club Closed

Studio Painting
4.15 Choir
Club Night
Photography

GHR

=d

3t

14

Studio Painting

3*

t=

3

GHR

13

12

11

2

8

Studio Painting

Saturday

28

27

26

Studio Painting

29

31

30
Studio Painting

Genealogy Table Literary Table
4.15 Choir
Bryden
Club Night
Virtuoso Series

GHR

Photography
Luncheon
GHR

Music Table
Music and Poetry A la carte dining
in Lampsroom.
Please reserve.

__

*GHR short for Great Hall Rented.

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!
The deadline for the February issue is 9 January. Seems a little early, but the following week
would be a lot late. Please, if you want an announcement repeated from the previous month,
send it to me again. "What!", you say irately, "Don't you have a filing system?" No; I have my
study floor, which I clean up once a month. As for my memory, I can't remember what I did with
it. Thanks to Postill and McBumey: the proof of your friendship is in the reading. Also to the
Stuffing Elves, Elmer Phillips, Jim Hubbard, Raymond Peringer and Scott James. Many
stuffers make light work.
Ann Robson Ed.
Fax 921 7573
Email arobson@inforamp.net

l
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President's
Notes
Sf

Several Club members of
standing have died recently.
Slong
I would like to single out one of
,
them, a "former" member who, as
Herbert Whittaker reminded us at
.2
the Literary Table on 6 January,
resigned from the Club in protest
Ij~
several years ago because of its
reluctance--refusal might be a
better word-to take a position
concerning government cutbacks in the arts. I am
speaking of Arthur Gelber, who died on
1 January. Arthur, a Companion of the Order of
Canada, had been chairman, or president, or
board member, or trustee, of almost every major
arts organization in Canada. He was
undoubtedly one of Canada's great patrons of the
arts. Several years ago, when both the federal
and provincial governments planned drastic cuts
in grants to arts groups and individuals, Arthur
voiced his objections publicly in no uncertain
terms. He asked the Club to support him, to
speak out. Some members, besides Arthur, also
felt that the Club should voice its disapproval to
be on the cutting edge of the arts in Canada. But
others felt it inappropriate for the Club to take
positions on government policies because we are
a private club and such policies are none of our
business. Arthur saw it as a "copout" and left the
Club.
His death at 82 has reminded those close to
this controversy to wonder whether we should
review the matter once more, whether
"governments and the arts" are in fact Club
business. Herbert suggested this in his
comments at the Literary Table. I would like to
know your feelings on this too, pro or con.
Then, given sufficient interest, I'll bring it up
with the Executive.

Ezra Schabas

February Club Nights
On 2 February, "Show and Tell". Come and tell us about
your favourite object. Phone Maggie Bates (489-4605) to
take part in this fascinating and revealing evening.
On 9 February, "Crime Writers of Canada". Murder,
mystery, and mayhem will be the theme when Rosemary
Aubert, Peter Sellers and Lyn Hamilton get together to
discuss and read recent and about-to-be works.
On 16 February, Betty Oliphant and psychotherapist Dr.
Stanley Greben . Dr. Greben, founder of the psychiatric
department at Mount Sinai Hospital, is the author of Love 's
Labor, a look at the human side of psychotherapy. Dr.
Greben has "abandoned the analytic detachment and passive
listening in favor of active involvement" with his patients.
His insights, shared with his friend Betty Oliphant, are sure
to prove fascinating to anyone involved in the arts.
On 23 February, the Club launches LAMPS Week with
guests from the Gilbert and Sullivan Society of Toronto,
who will entertain us with selections from their and your and
everybody's favourite G&S operettas.
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Lela Wilson's Great Generosity in Memory of Maxwell
~-1 Hendpernn
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Maxwell Henderson, one of the Club's most distinguished members, died on December 19 in his
90th
year. A chartered accountant, he worked in the private sector until he was appointed Auditor-General
of
Canada in 1960, a post he held for the next 13 years. Lela Wilson, Max's second wife, plans
to make a
substantial gift to the Club in his name, as she did for York Wilson. If members wish to contribute
towards this, please make your cheques payable to the Club and note on it that it is for the Maxwell
Henderson fund. The Club is indebted to Lela for her generosity.

Glick-Outram Sone
Cycle
Song Cycle
Glick-Outram

A special donation has been received from the Chalmers Family in memory of Floyd Chalmers. "Dad was
a great supporter of the Arts and Letters Club and all it represents," Joan Chalmers writes. Thank you,
Joan! If you too can support our 90th Anniversary song cycle for baritone, piano and oboe/violin to
be
composed by Srul Irving Glick with lyrics by well-known Club member Richard Outram,
please send
donations to Glick-Outram
..... Song
1 Cycle
v _y•v
c/o Mary Lou Coulton, Comptroller
Canadian Music Centre
20 St. Joseph Street
Toronto, Ontario M4Y 1J9

ARTS AWARD
A reminder to get your
nominations for the 1998 Arts
Award to Lyman Henderson by
February 1.

Cheques should be made out to the
Canadian Music Centre, with a memo
on the bottom "re Srul Irving Glick
Commission, Arts & Letters Club."
Donations may be made using
MasterCard or Visa.

LAMPSWEEK
FEB. 23 = MUSIC
A dinner evening for $24
FEB. 24 = LITERATURE
Lunch for $10
FEB. 25 = ARCHITECTURE
Lunch for $14
FEB. 26 = ART
Lunch for $14
FEB. 27 = THEATRE
Dessert & Coffee for $10
Special package for $62
Save $10 - covers all events
!!BOOK WITH MOLLY NOW!!

Well, I think February should be even shorter!

So unlike our own dear Club!
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People of the Club
Beth Firstbrook (nee Robinson) was only five when her
mother trotted her down to the Toronto Children Players and,
being interviewed, she began taking part in four or five
..
stage plays a year. It was the start of a life-long career that has,
incidentally, enriched the Club with her participation in several
Spring Revues as well as one-act plays. And that's a fair
exchange because, says Beth, she revels in the Club.
Since she joined in '91 she has found the people very
interesting. "I think if they were not, they wouldn't be there.
SP
the conversations you have with people you've never met
SAnd
before! And with people you get to know, the conversations
a o
get even better. So I find it a very filfilling place to be."
is
Beth graduated from children's stage plays to CBC radio
Wiei_
where, at one time, she did school broadcasts several mornings
a week and had her own weekly children's show. It was called
years was declared the best children's show in North
six
for
and
years
for
ten
ran
Clock,"
"T'he Cuckoo
America. This was in addition to working her way through many Toronto stage organizations such as the Earl
Grey Players, the Dickens Fellowship Players, the Muskoka Players, and the Museum Theatre. Over the years
she also acted in about six movies.
Part of her popularity with producers was her ability on radio to do voices for both boys and girls. She
missed a lot of school but made an important discovery: "I was very busy, but a thing I learned, you did not
have to go to school all the time because I always managed to be within the first two or three in my class."
With so much time in stage plays, has she not found it boring to be doing the same play, night after night?
"No, because each night is different; there isn't one performance that is just like any other. People forget their
lines, or miss their cues-you're on your toes all the time."
Once in a Little Theatre production in Peterborough, "There was a young man in his twenties who was
very good, but one night he came dashing onto the stage, put his hands on the desk between us and just stared at
me. He was absolutely frozen. So I ad-libbed: 'Why don't you go back to where you left your coat, come in
again and we'll start this all over again?', giving him the chance to check his lines."
"Another time, when I was doing Queen Elizabeth, I was all alone on the stage waiting for the entrance of
__after

Sir Walter Raleigh. And no one came. So I had to pace up and down, waiting for him and making up lines."
She had a holiday from acting for 15 years in Ottawa where her first husband, who disapproved of her
acting, had a business. But when Betty Kennedy moved from Ottawa to Toronto, Beth stretched a point and

took over her weekly interview programme. During that time the couple had three children, then returned to
Toronto where, after 24 years ofmarriage, they were divorced.
"Then I hustled myself right into the theatre again. And I had just got going nicely again when I met my
present husband, Ronald Firstbrook, an insurance agent."
Beth has spent two years on the Club's executive committee, she is on the committee for the Literary
Table, and has spent time on the Activities committee. But she has recently been restricted by a back problem,
which resulted in an operation in October.
"That's why I haven't been at the Club lately," she says, "but I'll be back!"

Bad News!
new chef, is no longer our wonderful
wonderful
our
Derek Benitz,
new chef. He has left us to accept another rewarding position.
Very Good News!
Alan Miller, our wonderful assistant chef is now our wonderful
new chef£ cheerfully cooking up a storm with his saucy touch.

Fergus Cronin
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New Members' News
Rosemary Aubert proposed by Ann Rothery,
seconded David Skene-Melvin, interested in
writing, painting, singing, dancing. Tel: 416
485-3241.

Colin Ramsay proposed by W. Buchanan,
seconded Zora Buchanan, interested in music,
painting, theatre, antiquarian books (esp.
dermatology texts). Tel: 416-929-8971.

Howard Chapman proposed by Murray Oliver,
seconded Barbara Oliver, interested in literature,
drama, music. Tel: 416-921-6204.

Sheila M. Ramsay proposed by Zora Buchanan,
seconded W. Buchanan, interested in painting,
music, theatre, reading, film and most crafts.
Tel: 416-929-8971.

Velba (Val) Gee proposed by Bill Belfontaine,
seconded Betty Postill, interested in writing,
theatre, film. Tel: 416-925-6141.
Peter Lemiski proposed by David SkeneMelvin, seconded Ann Rothery, interested in
Sherlock Holmes. Tel: 519-853-0710.
Francis Creighton Muldoon proposed by Peter
Giles, seconded Constance Briant, interested in
visual and performing arts, toy-making and
conversation. Tel: 613-523-3610.

Teresa Uszacki proposed by Geoffrey
Armstrong, seconded Gary Stark, interested in
painting, visual arts. Tel: 416-260-9149.
Welcome back to:
Valerie Siren proposed by Barbara Oliver,
seconded Murray Oliver, interested in music, art
and literature.. Tel: 416-928-6711.
Diana Wessels proposed by James Hubbard,
interested in music, literature, painting.
Tel: 416-487-7263.

Visual Arts Table-Sneak Preview
Wednesday,. 11 March: Guest speaker will be JOAN MURRAY, Director of the Robert McLaughlin Gallery,
will talk about her book Confessions of a Curator.
Wednesday, 8 April: Guest speaker will be MOIRA MUDIE; her topic is "The Delights and Differences of
Chinese Brush Painting."

Another Sneak Preview
Members' Dinner, Wednesday, 18 March
6.00 for 7.00 p.m.

Mea Culpa
I dropped my "WWW"'s.

Pecavi

The address is: www.sentex.net/~-pql if you wish to
visit the everchanging CYBER-EXHIBITION of
POETRY BROADSHEETS by Richard Outram.
Yours ever so truly,
Ed.

Song writers Lisa Lambert and Brock Simpson
are proud to present
HONEST ED: The Bargain Musical
This affectionately satirical tribute to our worldclass impresario will prove to be the deconstructionist extravaganza that gives RENT a run
for its money! Cast members include: cinema
auteur Don McKellar, Strafford's Jonathan
Crombie; Skippy's Rangers' lyricist Lisa
Lambert; composer Brock Simpson; Go Girl
star Janet Van de Graaff; and Second City
veterans Steve Morel, Doug Morency and Nick
Johne. No audience participation required.
Members only; reserve with Molly; $24.00

i
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Members' News
Raymond Peringer is starting afresh at:
50 Prince Arthur Avenue, Apt.904
Toronto Ontario, M5R 1B5
Tel: 923-6802 Fax: 923-6883

Pat Hume (a.k.a. J.N.Patterson Hume) is
publishing afresh: Programming Concepts
in Java, co-authored with Christine Stephenson,
[sorry, it came out in small type, Ed] published by

Peter Large has been freshly admitted to
the Society of Canadian Artists (S.C.A.). He
reports, "This recognition has left me
pleased, honoured and humbled."

Holt Software Associates, Inc., in association with IBM's Centre for Advanced
Studies, 1998. Printed in Canada by the
University of Toronto Press.

If February's Here. Can March be Far Behind?
Or

even

October?

Dates

and

Hosts

of

Outdoor

Sketching

Groups

.

- ,1.

1998

.

.

30 May .......... Jim and Connie McDougall, Caledon
20 June...........Gord and Lois Peters, Palgrave
18 July..........T.B.A., Hockley Valley area
8 August......... (Mrs.) Joyce Bentham, Port Hope
19 September... .Allan and Donna Eagle, Mulmur Hills
17 October........John and Ellen Frei, north of Campbellville
Members and partners who do not sketch are always warmly welcome. A word to the
wise who are contributing to the potluck lunch: microwave ovens are not always available.
CALL FOR ENTRIES
MEMBERS JURIED SHOW
8 FEBRUARY--6 MARCH 1998
Drawing, Painting, Original Printmaking
and Photography will be accepted
All works must be framed and wired for
hanging.
Opening, Sunday 8 February, 1.00-4.00p.m.
Jurors will be: Emestine Tahedi, Rudolph
Stussi, Andrew Sookrah
Works to be delivered to the Club
Saturday, 7 February, between 9-10 a.m.

.ART OPENING
Sunday, 8 February 1998
1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Members' Juried Exhibition
Featuring: Ron Sorley at the Piano
Refreshments

Cash Bar

Blow away those February blahs and join
us at the Club to celebrate this newest
collection of works by our wonderfully
creative artists. It's a lovely way to spend
a wintry afternoon. INVITATIONS for
friends, family, will be available on the Bar.

Whodunit?
All armchair detectives are invited to come to Club Night on Monday, 9 February 1998
and find out. Murder, mystery and mayhem will be the theme when a panel of members
of the CRIME WRITERS OF CANADA read from recent and works-in-progress.
Amongst others, readers will be fellow-member Rosemary Aubert, author of the
critically acclaimed Free Reign; Peter Sellers, editor of the Cold Blood anthology series
of crime short fiction; and, Lyn Hamilton, author of The Xibalba Murders. Need more
clues? Contact David Skene-Melvin, 416-924-6807.
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The Artistic Scene
New member, Lizia
Renna is showing her
paintings in a 3 person show
"Contemporary" in the
Cedar Ridge Community
Centre, 225 Confederation
Dr., Scarborough (416-3964026) 1-13 February,
Opening Reception, 1 February, 1.00-4.00p.m.
The Christmas Card
Silent Auction, in its new
smaller format was a most
successful venture under
the chairmanship of Vernon
Somethng to drnk i
Mould. Of course without
the artists who created the work and without the
buyers who bought, it wouldn't happen. Artists who
generously donated their creations are: Maggie
Bates, Eleanor Besen, Zora Buchanan, Linda
Byme, Jack Carr, Ray Cattell, Mary Corelli, Michael
Crawford, Hazel Harvey, Sandra Henderson, Bob
Hume, Jean Hume, Peter Large, Tom McNeely,
Vernon Mould, Kay Murray-Weber, Murray Oliver,
Marion Porter, Shirley Pounsett, Doug Purdon,
Sheila Ramsay, Gerry Sevier, Bill Sherman, Jean K.
Smith, Gary Stark, Heather Strucken, Rudolph
Stussi, John Sullivan, Les Tibbles and Barbara
Wagner. Over $3,000.00 was raised. This money will
go to the Art Fund which is used for the restoration
and upkeep of the Club Collection and to purchase
new works of art for the Club.

,awiih
. .....

Happy Birthday to the
Arts and Letters Club from
Moya Gilletti Have you
looked at the very large
Sampson painting in the
hall to your left, just before
you enter the Great Hall? It
has been lovingly cleaned
and restored by Moya
Gillett, our favourite Art
Restorer. It is Moya's
birthday present to the
Club. This painting was
murky with the build up of
! smokey residue from the
vnrur Frrhinarre2 TPn FrI
..
_..........
, ...
I fireplace, pipes, cigars and
cigarettes of yore. Now you can clearly see many of
the smokers with smoke curling up from their pipes
etc. But they won't harm the painting any more.
Thank you Moya for letting us see what this painting
really looks like.
The outing to the Albright-Knox Gallery organized
by Visual Arts Table's Gary Stark early in December
was a most successful venture and a most unexpected
treat was that we were able to view a superb exhibition
of glass. Thanks, Gary. More please!
A show of paintings by Kay Murray-Weber from the
series "Living with the Ancients" and other recent
works will open at Rosedale Church Gallery, Glen
Road at Roxborough Drive on 18 January, 7-9.00 p.m..
The show will continue Monday-Friday, 10.00-5.00p.m.
until 27 February,
J,

90th ANNIVERSARY ARTS AND LETTERS CLUB OUTING
May 8th to 10th. 1998 at Elmhurst's Resort: A week-end of fun and creativity in this colony of luxury cottages on the
shores of Rice Lake at Keane, Ontario. A very special week-end for pampering ourselves, being creative and enjoying
the arts with friends, old and new. The Elmhurst Resort is less than two hours drive northeast of Toronto, but plan to
leave early Friday morning to explore Margaret Laurence country, and maybe stop for lunch at the Victoria Inn at
Gores Landing. Or to head up to the Indian River to explore the pictographs. Check in after 3pm and throw your car
keys away. Walk out your back door to your own dock to paint, photograph, write, fish or just enjoy springtime on the
lake. Scenic trails surround the resort; a five-minute walk takes you to the rustic barn and riding stables with a
panoramic view of Rice Lake. Canoes and sailboats are complimentary; motor boats can be rented. You might
investigate the Free Spirit Riding Stables, or the sightseeing flights available at the local airport. Pack your swim suit
and exercise togs so you can enjoy a refreshing sauna and dip in the indoor swimming pool or whirlpool after your
workout in the weight room. Massage, Reiki and Reflexology are available in the Health Club along with sun tanning.
We have reserved eight deluxe 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom cottages with sunken living room and sliding glass doors to
the outdoor deck, open-hearth fireplace (wood provided), entertainment centre with telephone, fully equipped kitchen,
and parking adjacent to each unit. Four full meals are planned, including a finale: Elmhurst Sunday Brunch Buffet in
the Hearthside Dining Room overlooking Rice Lake. Lunches/drinks may be purchased in the Wild Blue Yonder Pub.
Reserve immediately with Molly using Visa or cheque to avoid disappointment. Bookings will be on a firstcome-first-served basis. If you wish to choose your cottage mates, put together a group and reserve together.
WEEK-END COST: Includes 2 nights accommodation, meal plan, maid service, taxes & gratuities. Shared bedroom (twin)
with shared bath $180.00 pp. Single bedroom with shared bath $205.00 pp. Single bedroom with private bath and whirlpool
$235.00 pp. Shared bedroom (double) with shared bath &whirlpool $180.00 pp.
Further details are now available on the bar at the club. If you have questions, please contact Bobbi Wagner at 416-503-8790.
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What's On in February
'b
:

Club Nights

Music Tables

2 February Show and Tell about one of your
"favourite things."

5 February Students of Lorna MacDonald,
Faculty of Music. The three baritones! Nicolas
Zekulin, Darren Dunstan and Ian Speck, with
Laura Friesen at the piano, Beethoven's An die
ferne Geliebte, Poulenc's Le bestiaire and Finzi's
Let us GarlandsBring (Shakespeare)

9 February Crime Writers of Canada. See p.5.

16 February Betty Oliphant and her guest and
colleague psychoanalyst Dr. Stanley Greben talk on
"Addressing the Emotional Needs of Artists."
23 February, LAMPS Week evening with the Gilbert
& Sullivan Society

LAMPS Week

12 February Piano Recital by Joshua Tamayo, St.
Michael's Choir School student and national
finalist of the Canadian Music Competitions.
Debussy's Pour le piano, J.S. Bach's Prelude &
Fugue in B flat minor, Scriabin's Two Preludes,
Op. 11, No. 14; Op. 16, No. 1 and Etude, Op. 8,
No. 12 and Chopin's Scherzo in C sharp minor,
Op. 39.

Monday. 23 February Music: Gilbert and Sullivan
Society. (Dinner)
Tuesday, 24 February Literature: Prof Alexander
Leggatt. (Lunch)
Wednesday. 25 February Architecture: Carl Knipfel,
Bachelor of Architecture. (Lunch)
Thursday. 26 February Painting: Charles Hill,
National Gallery (Lunch)
Friday, 27 February Stage: Dramatic Reading of
Elegy for a Lady, with Tanya d'Anger and Peter
Hart; director Morna Wales; producer Karina
Rammell. (Desert and coffee. $10.00.)

Literary Tables
3 February Carole Corbeil, author of the recently
published and highly acclaimed novel In the Wings,
will discuss her work, with particular reference to the
use of language.
10 February Ronald Wright, noted travel writer, will
tell us about his recent Higham Prize-winning novel A
Scientific Romance, a ride aboard H.G.Wells' time
machine to examine life in the year 2500.
17 February Katherine Morrison will lead a
discussion on two first Canadian novels, Fugitive
Pieces by Anne Michaels and Fall On Your Knees by
Ann-Marie MacDonald. 'Twould be good if these
novels were read in advance.
24 February Alexander Leggatt's discussion is entitled
"Toying with the Tiger, Oscar Wilde and The Importance of
Being Earnest"

19 February Royal Conservatory of Music
Chamber Music Obadiah Ariss, piano; Dan
Kawamura, violin playing Brahms' G major
violin sonata, Opus 78. Jimmy Briere, piano;
Simon Browne, violin; Roy Mezare, clarinet
playing Stravinsky's L 'Histoiredu Soldat.
26 February, (LAMPS Week: no music table)

Writers' Table
6 February Jim Foster, award-winning humour
columnist (OrilliaPacket & Times) and a
contributing writer to Dave Broadfoot's recent
TV special, will speak on writing for laughs.

Visual Arts Table
11 February Morton Katz, President of the
Sculpture Society of Canada, will speak at lunch,
12.15 in the LAMPS Room. His talk has the
intriguing title, "A Three-Dimensional View of
Life."

r
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RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

The deadline for the March issue is 13 February. If you could be a little earlier, it
would be great
because I hope to head south for a week or two. Again thanks to my proofers, Postill
and
McBumey. And never forget the Stuffing Elves, whose numbers continue
to grow, so much so that
I can thank only the newest Elves: Freda Fyles and Robbie Innis.
But no, I must mention, Elmer
Phillips and prestodigitalian [my word, Ed] Scott James. There's always room for
more, especially
if you've heard any good jokes recently. Remember we stuff on the
third Friday.
Ann Robson Ed.
Fax 921 7573
Email arobson@inforamp.net

14 Elm Street, Toronto,
Ontario, M5G 1G7
(416) 597-0223
Fax 597-9544
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The Club has received substantial

bequests in the past several years

from the estates of William
Swinton and Margaret Elizabeth
,
Clarke. Most recently, Lela
Wilson made a most generous
donation in memory of her late
husband Maxwell Henderson.
This is Lela's second contribution
to the Club in the past 12 months
and we are extremely grateful to her.
I am sure that other members have considered
leaving bequests to the Club in their wills, or even
donating funds now. These can be designated, for
example, towards: disabled access; improving
theatrical dressing room facilities; creating better
storage facilities for works of art and theatrical props
and costumes; or, more generally, maintaining and/or
renovating our building. Alternatively, bequests to the
Club can be left to be used at the discretion of the
President, the Treasurer, and the Executive. Also, they
need not be one-time bequests. You can leave an
endowment or trust in your name or designate, that
would grant the Club annual income from its interest.
If need be, please feel free to discuss such matters with
me, Treasurer Bill Buchanan, or Counsel John Pepall.
Our 90th Anniversary Art Exhibition has no
less than 380 entries from Ontario painters. Much
much credit for this astonishing response goes to Zora
Buchanan, Doug Purdon, Betty Postill and the
exhibition committee for organizing one of the Club's
outstanding Spring events.
Twenty-four members and guests dined at our
first weekly "Cafe" night, Friday, 30 January. On the
menu were several choices of appetizers, main courses,
and deserts. The superb dinner was elegantly served
and certainly inexpensive. Make your reservations
now.

Ezra Schabas
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AS IT WAS
A History of the Arts & Letters Club
A History of the Club is in the works; a centenary
publication in the year 2008 (when else?) is the goal.
In 1945, Augustus Bridle wrote his quirky The
Story of the Club. Sporadic attempts have been made
since to produce a comprehensive Club history. Every
few years, our archivist, the late Hunter Bishop, would
sound the alert as the 50 t and then the 75 t anniversary
approached. Committees would be formed, meet and in
time disband. Now with our 100th birthday in sight, we
are determined to produce a centennial history. For the
past year Scott James, Margaret McBurney, Raymond Peringer, Ann Robson, Ann Schabas and Pat
Wardrop have been meeting to discuss ways and means.
It is a monumental task. But we're almost ready to begin
the extensive research required-and we'll be needing
help from enthusiastic, diligent members. Keep tuned!

President
Noted
Ezra Schabas performs in Bntten's Paul
Bunyan at the Faculty of Music! Come to hear
(but not see) our fearless leader as the voice of
Paul Bunyan. Arrangements have been made to
reserve tickets for Saturday night, 21 March for
Club members.
The Faculty of Music is giving us a group rate
of $12.00 per person if at least 20 people sign
up. The deadline will be Friday, March 6, 1998.
Please make your reservations with John Hore
(telephone: (416) 921-5950 or (416) 361-1575).
Book early because this performance is the last
of the scheduled four performances (March 13t ,
14t, 2 0 th and 21st) and is bound to be a sell out!
New Members
Noted and Welcomed
David Fry (proposed by John Hore), acting,
painting, music writing; Tel. 964-1470
David Hoeniger (proposed by B. Parker),
literature, music, illustration; Tel. 925-7666
Jennifer Murphy (proposed by D. Murphy),
sketching, dance, drama; Tel. 690-2976
Tina Newlove (proposed by Z. Buchanan),
painting, sculpture, music; Tel. 905-854-0238
Gail Rayment (proposed by E. Schabas),
opera, music; Tel. 699-2701
Lizia Renna (proposed by Z.Buchanan)
theatre, architecture, sports, art; Tel.741-4717
Frances Sommerville(proposed by E.Schabas)
music, theatre, movies: Tel. 929-8884
Gladys Ward (proposed by M. McBurney),
theatre, music, writing, mysteries; Tel.361-5892
Gianna Wichelow (proposed by P.Hart) engrav
ing, theatre, opera, art, W. Morris; Tel.465-0696
It would be great if you all came to
Members' Dinner
Wednesday, 18 March
6.00 for 7.00 p.m.
Lisa Lambert and Brock Simpson
preview on our stage
HONEST ED:
The Bargain Musical
An affectionately satirical tribute to our
world-class impresario
Starring
Jonathan Crombie
Nick Johne
Lisa Lambert
Steve Morel
Doug Morency
Brock Simpson Janet Van de Graaff
..and at the Head Table--our very own
Anne and Ed Mirvish!
Members only. Reserve with Molly;
$24.00

An Insider's Report on a Television
Commercial
I got into the business of designing television
commercials as a money-making activity. There is no
cynicism here. I soon realized that the expertise of
everyone involved was remarkable, and I credit the
experience with seriously sharpening my own skills. The
system works like this. Client and advertising agency
agree on a campaign. Agency develops a storyboard and
invites quotes. Successful Production House call a set
designer (among others). Unspoken here is the rule that
client will only meet or talk to agency, agency only to
Production House and Production House only to
designer. It, for instance, client insists on visiting studio
during production (an event definitely discouraged)
client is escorted around by agency and rarely introduced
to anybody. There are other unspoken rules, which
everyone knows, except one time when I had a bizarre
experience.
I was invited to design a commercial for IBM. The
project was complex and challenging. Imagine a huge
boardgame with 4x4 plexiglass squares, lighting and text,
and real talent making "moves." A huge sound stage was
rented, and I ended up building a model of the set
(camera 25 feet up), and working our lenses and angles
to convince people it would work. The shoot went well
and the result was soon in everybody's livingroom. I got
a call from the production manager. "IBM is delighted
with the commercial" (this was in the days when they
were nding high). "They are inviting us to a luncheon
reception to thank us." "You mean me?" I asked. "Yes
you-you have to come."
Well, what to wear! IBM obviously had a reputation
for button-down collars and dark expensive suits. I
didn't own a suit. Finally I decided to go with my usual
image of myself, "rumpled architect," and let the chips
fall etc. It was a very classy affair in a mid-town hotel,
with superb food and drink, and we got to watch the
commercial twice more! The Production-House people,
like me, finally came as they were. The agency were all
dressed up in "button-down" and dark suits and IBM
(because they were mingling with artsy folk) wore tweed
jackets and open-necked shirts!
I got to sit beside a VP of something or other, and had
a great time.
Chris Adeney
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People of the Club
lan Montagnes sprawled back in his neat Port Hope home of two
iyears and cast his mind over several years and hundreds of thousands
of miles. "I think," he said, with some awe, "that I've probably travelled
Iii klli the equivalent of once around the world every year since 1985."
Most of this was while running a training programme for editors from
i 21 countries which he conducted in the Philippines for Canada's
International Development Research Centre-five intensive 14-week
courses at the international Rice Research Institute. "There was one
year when I travelled five months our of eleven, and that was too much.
And then I began to edit the Krever Report on tainted blood, and that
Skept me home."
His training was gained largely through a lifetime (he's 65 now) at
the University of Toronto, starting in public relations for the University,
then for the Royal Ontario Museum, then as head of the editorial
department for the University of Toronto Press, which publishes 80 to
100 books a year and about 25 journals. "I edited, among other things,
an international journal about scholarly publishing for 20-odd years."
Now he calls himself a publishing consultant, and this has taken him to
such places as Bangladesh, London, Pakistan, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Nairobi--even Calgary.
Now he could continue multiplying his mileage, as he and his wife, Elizabeth Wilson, did recently over
seven weeks, just visiting world-wide friends and his two and her two children, who have settled in places like
Washington State, Hong Kong and the Isle of Man. At present he's content with "doing a little book on
publishing management."
lan first joined the Club in 1964 for five years, during which he fondly remembers working backstage with
Roly Pincoe in the Spring Revues. "It was a wonderful experience," he recalls. "I pulled the curtain!" He
joined again in 1981. He was far away when it happened but thinks "The Club got a whole new life, bringing
the women in." He feels he himself set a precedent when, as president of the Round Table at Hart House in
the 70's, he won a four-year struggle to admit women.
Ian considers the Club "intensely useful because, in our current society, anything that makes for
community is useful, and there is community there. I can walk in after being away for eight months and feel
I'm home with a lot of people of like minds and interests."
He doesn't get to the Club as much as he'd like. He spoke at the Literary Table a few years ago and at
one time was a constant attendee. At lunch in the Great Hall recently, "I found myself in a wonderful
conversation with a group of archivists, and I'm interested in archives. It was the best lunch I've had in years."
But he feels that the various lunch-time groups detract from the serendipity of the mingling in the Great Hall
and perhaps they should meet only every second week.
"But you've got to say it's really not for me to say because I don't come often enough."
Fergus Cronin
A Reminder
We still need donations for the Glick-Outram Song Cycle.
Please, send to: Mary Lou Coulton, Comptroller,
Canadian Music Centre, 20 St. Joseph Street, Toronto,
Ontario M4Y 1J9 (961-6601). Make cheque payable to
the Canadian Music Centre, and designate it for the
"Srul Irving Glick Commission, Arts & Letters Club" or
bestest and easiest, use a credit card.
1 i '·

Virtuoso Series: Club Night, 29 June
Just confirmed! The Club welcomes the
internationally acclaimed Canadian
baroque soprano, Meredith Hall, accompanied on the piano by her husband
Bernard Farley, on their return from their
recent visit to Jaoan with Ooera Atefier.
Ill

But, Des, when you suggested a cruise ... i
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Club News
"Community Celebrations and Cultural Pursuits in
Ontario, 1900 to 1920" is the theme of the current
Community Exhibition in the Ontario Legislative
Building, Queen's Park. Our participation in this year's
programme is a presentation of Club activities in the
LAMPS disciplines up to 1920. A case on the mainfloor east wing displays publications, playbills and
notices of early Club activities. The focal point is a
copy of "A Gathering of the Arts" (1908), which
indicates the Club's mandate to become involved in all
aspects of the arts. Our display is on view until 21
May. About 250,000 visitors pass through these halls
each year. [Through the Legislative Building? Can't
imagine why. Bureaucrats going for lunch? Ed.]
The Monday Club Night Book, to promote
upcoming speakers and events, has been upgraded.
It is now called N.B. (a.k.a. Nota Bene) and is on a
music stand in the Lounge. N.B. promotes Club Nights
with photos, CV's, reviews, etc. Please use it for your
committee's needs for advertising and promotion.
Place your pet event in chronological order and
remove information after an event. If you have any
suggestions for improving N.B. please let me [a.k.a.
Shirley Pounsett. Ed] know.
Herbert Whittaker writes: "When I made a plea for
support for the Theatre Museum's debut exhibition,

which is dedicated to George Luscombe and Toronto
Workshop Productions, at the 27 January Literary
Table, I did not wish to imply that George was in any
way connected with the Club. He is too much the oldguard radical still to attach himself to anything as longestablished as the Arts and Letters. [Bet you get some
flak from old-guard radicals in the Club. Ed.] But
many members admired his revolutionary work for
TWP and account him, as I do, the founder of the
Alternate Theatre, which became Toronto's major
indigenous dramatic expression. Any member wishing
to subscribe to the Theatre Museum Corp.'s costs
might leave their name with Molly, and I'II track them
down."
Leon Warmski writes: "The first "Friday-night
dinner" at the Club was exquisite. The food was
superb. [All seem to agree. Ed.] I partook of the
butternut-squash soup, the chicken and the creme
brule-all served in a tasteful manner (no pun
intended!)-all, in one word, delicious. The wines
were exceptional, as well. The Club has in one fell
swoop [I thought it was "swell foop". Ed.] entered the
world of QUALITY. A applaud Alan, our chef, Jason
and all the staff for their careful and attentive service.
The result was an immensely satsfying evening. I say,
BRAVO!

Glick-Outram Song Cycle
Richard Outram thinks his theme for the Glick-Outram Song Cycle will be "nature" with a tie-in to Thoreau
MacDonald! Thoreau MacDonald was a well-known Canadian artist, son of member J.E.H. MacDonald. Although
anything could change, the work will probably be premiered at a Sunday afternoon performance 6 December, 1998!
This will be a major event for the Club. Patty Tompkins will be in charge of the performance. Pat Wardrop is in
charge of the commission itself. Critic Albert Manguel writing in The Sydney Morning Herald (August 1997) on his
favourite books, referried to a meeting with Richard Outram in 1982:
...my friend (and publisher) Louise Dennys introduced me to the poet Richard Outram, a keen-eyed,
soft-spoken man of vast intelligence and humour. We began that afternoon a conversation that has
not yet come to a stop. I read his poems and discovered someone whom I believe to be one of the
great poets of our time. Is it possible to give even a taste of a poet through a few lines? These are
from one of Outram's early books, and appear in his Selected Poems1960-1980:
LANGUAGE
God help us, if we fail
To cast this net, this frail
Mandatory veil,
This web, this scrim, this blind
Lattice-work, behind
Which, Animate, we find
Meshed, as One selfsame
Violence of Flame,
Countenance and Name.
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Members' News

Coming soon, the forth-coming book, six years
Snowbirds, No! Canaries, Yes! The Chair of
in the making: Owen Staples, Painterof Canada's
the Art Committee and the Treasurer are flying
Past by Rod Staples and Ian Gait. A fascinating
away to Gran Canaria. Will return when the
story of this prolific artist, one of our many early
Treasurer runs out of money [Whose? Ed.] and the
Club artists.
Art Chair uses up all her art supplies. Stephen
Julian Mulock is directing An Inspector Calls
Quinlan will wear Zora's shoes in her absence.
at Eastside Players. It runs from 26 Feb-14 March,
No-one could fit into Bill's.
but not every night, so phone 425-0917 for dates
and reservations.
Members' Sad News
We note with regret the passing of Donald Neddeau, who joined the Club in 1954, and of Paul Corbett, husband
of member Alice Corbett and son of a former president of the Club E.A. Corbett.

*

More Club News
This month two of the the Club's archival
treasures will be taken for safekeeping to the Fisher
Rare Book Library at the U.ofT. Both are
presentation books--one produced in 1912 for
Percy Hollinshead, a tenor who was leaving to
study in Milan, the other in 1927 for Vincent
Massey, when he went to Washington as Canada's
first minister to the U.S. The Club has had
photographed every page of these beautiful, unique
little books, and the photos put in albums so that all
of our members can enjoy them. The albums will be
in the lounge for three or four weeks, then placed in
the library. Our thanks to David Turnbull for so
capably handling photographic chores.
In answer to members who have longed to see the
Club offer guest speakers and performers a gift other
than our booklet The Group of Seven: Why not eight
or nine or ten? (many guest have already been given
a copy), or the ubiquitous coffee mugs, a few
selected pages from the Hollinshead book [Look up!
Ed.] have been enlarged and suitably framed for
gifts. Our thanks to Doug Purdon for his help in
this task..
Barbara Howard, with the help of her capable
sidekick, Richard Somebody-or-Other, is
responsible for the new and inviting look of the
display cases on the lower level. The displays are
being changed more frequently and are now
unfailingly interesting and attractive. Barbara and
Richard produce the broadsheets on display as well.
Coming up, the social highlight of the fall
season, our 90' Anniversary Gala-BlackTie and
Gershwin, an extravaganza celebrat- ing our ninetieth
birthday-and Gershwin's 100t. The decade's [9
decades' Ed] best party will be produced by the
multi-talented John Wimbs, assisted byTanya
d'Anger.

Painters, writers, musicians, any and all with
special interests who wish to acquire individual
pages on our Web site (www.interlog.com/~-artslets)
are asked to contact John Sullivan. For those not
on the internet, a printout of our Club's pages can be
seen on the main-floor bulletin board. We are
indebted to the prolific Fergus Cronin for his
history of the Club.
For the past year, Malcolm McGrath has
organized the taping of the Arts and Letters Club's
oral histories. Members have been interviewed to
ensure that particular aspects of the Club's rich
history will not be lost. Those now recorded for
posterity include: Norman McMurrich, Franklin
Arbuckle, Mavor Moore, Roly Pincoe, Lyman
Henderson, Pat Hume, Jack Yocom, Mike
Spence, John Pepall (re his grandfather, George
Pepall, president 1942-45), Ken Pratt and
Wentworth Walker. Coming up soon: Pat
Fairhead, Ann Robson, (re her late husband,
John), Herbert Whittaker, Ezra Schabas, Peter
Hart and others. We are indebted to everyone
involved for their contributions of time and talent.
One of our members, Nameless, has suggested
that we should "stop promoting intercourse" at the
Club. He refers, of course, to our constitution,
which states in Item 3 that the "object of the Club is
to advance arts and letters, to promote intercourse
among those who are engaged in or contribute to the
arts of literature, architecture...." So what's wrong
with that? Shall we cease having intercourse at the
Club? Are we going to let anyone change customs
that have kept us happy for 90 years? Members to
the ramparts! [Or wherever you prefer! Ed] Write
the editor! [That's me! Ed] Your comments will
(perhaps) be published. [Only if they are printable.
Your prim and proper Ed.]
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Vera Worling had 2 paintings accepted in the 20th
Wagner.
Bobbi
call
questions,
Any
arts
of
fine
Visual Arts Mississauga annual juried show
Les Tibbles will prepare you for the Spring
held in the Art Gallery of Mississauga. One of these
Weekend 8-10 May . Every April Monday at
Painting
(first
Award
International
the
Wittnaur
won
paintings
the Club from 9:30AM to noon, Les will instruct you in
prize for painting).
the art of composing a landscape painting in oils,
Zora Buchanan reports on the
watercolour or acrylic. $50.00 for all four sessions
90 th Anniversary Art Exhibition
PLUS a critique of the paintings that you create on the
We've had an impressive number of entries from
Painting Weekend. Limited number of participants.
artists all across Ontario. The selection committee
Call Molly for a list of recommended materials and to
made up of Franklin Arbuckle, Lois Dierlam and
reserve your spot NOW.
Tom McNeely, along with Robert Achtemichuk (DirecBill Buchanan reports Zora Buchanan is
tor of the Open Studio), and Sue Ericsson (President
of the Society of Canadian Artists) selected from
exhibiting in the Stenton Gallery women's group
among 750 slides, 50 works of art for the Exhibition,
exhibition, "A Toast to the Ladies." It opened 8 Feb.
18 April-2 May. Final jurying for the awards will take
Everyone was invited. It's in East Lothian, Scotland!
place in the Club on 13 April from the actual works.
[Just past Halifax. Ed.]
Jurors will be Maxwell Anderson (Director, Art Gallery
of Ontario), Megan Bice (McMichael Art Collection)
and John Newman (painter). Members are encourOutdoor Painting Season Begins in May
90th Anniversary Arts and Letters Club Retreat
ART OPENING
The 1998 outdoor painting season begins with the
Club Night--Monday, 9 March, 1998.
annual Spring weekend at Elmhurst's Resort on
A multi-media installation and a series of life drawings
Rice Lake at Keane, 8-11 May. Enjoy a weekend of
by
fun and creativity. This resort offers abundant sites
DAVID RIFAT
for painting, drawing and photography. The wide
(Exhibition continues to 9 April)
variety of facilities will appeal to every Club member
This intriguing, thought-provoking Exhibition shows how
and guest. Further information is on the bar in the
David Rifat derives intellectual and artistic inspiration from
Club. Please reserve immediately with Molly to
past history as well as from his present surroundings, as
avoid disappointment. If you wish to choose your
he focuses on a well-known Toronto icon.
cottage mates, reserve together.
N.B. A special, one-of-a-kind memento, signed by the
Many thanks to Jack Carr for sharing his
artist, celebrating David Rifat's Opening and our 90
expertise
with us. Ellen Frei is organizing the
Anniversary, will be available to the first 90 people.
Saturday
trips.
I'm organizing the Annual Spring
Cash Bar: 5 PM; Buffet Dinner: 7 PM; Price: $12.00
and
Fall
Weekends.
The Fall one is 3-5 October.
Please reserve with Molly.
Questions? Call Bobbi Wagner 503-8790.
Born in Scotland, David Rifat graduated from the
Edinburgh College of Art in 1957. After travelling in
Europe on scholarship, he moved to California in 1966
where he taught at the University of California in San
Diego. He was Visiting Artist at the UCLA Arts Festival in
1968. He joined the Fine Art Department at the University
of Toronto in 1969.

Saturday Outdoor Sketching Schedule
30 May..Jim and Connie McDougall, Caledon
20 June--Gord and Lois Peters, Palgrave
18 July--TBA (confirmed) Hockley Valley area
8 August-Joyce Bentham, Port Hope
19 September- Allan and Donna Eagle, Mulmur Hills
17 October-John and Ellen Frei, north of Campbellville
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What's On in March
Club Nights

Music Tables

2 March Betty Oliphant Greets: ballet
superstar Frank Augostin with principal
dancers Kimberly Glasco and Aleksandar
Antonijevic and pianist Marina Surgen.

5 March York University Faculty of Music
Voice students are accompanied for arias and
songs by composers from Handel to Delibes

9 March Art Opening: multi-media
installation and a series of life drawings by
David Rifat

12 March Royal Conservatory of Music
Chamber Music students Stephen Ham (piano),
Simon Browne, Dea Szucs (violins), Jacob
Schiff (viola), Mary Katherine Finch (cello)
play Brahms Piano Quintet

16 March John Wimbs: "What the Pope
Didn't Know," behind-the-scenes tales of the
Pope's visit to Toronto.
23 March Anton Chekov is Herbert
Whittaker's guest in absentia in his series "I'd
Like You to Meet my Friend...." The focus is
on The Cherry Orchard. Later watch the
Oscars on the telly in the Lounge.
30 March Royal Conservatory of Music Piano
Showcase! Kimmy Brlere, Meneli Pirzadeh
and Jean Francois Latour of the Artist Diploma
Programme play works by Brahms, Chopin
and Beethoven.
,a

Literary Tables
3 March Professor Alexandra Johnston,
English Professor and Director of the Centre
for Records of Early English Drama at Victoria
University. Topic: "Understanding of Revels
Revolutionized: New Insights into Theatrical
Influences on Shakespeare."
10 March Brenda Davies will read from the
posthumously published works of her husband
and talk about him with their daughter Jennifer.
17 March Rod Carruthers' discusses "The Epic
and Oral Tradition," with readings from the
Kalevala, the national epic of Finland.
24 March Henry Knight, Toronto poet, playwright and
painter, will read to us from his third book of poems,
inspired by his recent stay in India.

S

31 March Susan loannou will read some of her
recent poems.

19 March An English song cycle sung by Jean
MacPhail's students with Greg Oh accompanist
and Eric Domville commentator includes
English, American and Canadian songs by
composers ranging from Thomas Morley to
Copeland to Morawetz.
26 March FM Music & Poetry. Mary Bella,
soprano, with John Hawkins, piano, presents.
Alban Berg's Sieben Fruhe Lieder.

Writers' Table
6 March Journalist R. Gordon Condie, the
Canadian Authors Association's Writer-inResidence, will speak on the most common
mistakes writers make.

Visual Arts Table
11 March Joan Murray, Director of the Robert
McLaughlin Gallery, talks about her book
Confessions of a Curator: Adventures in
CanadianArt.

Genealogical Table
30 March Gwen Manning, who is in charge of
the special facilities for genealogical research
at the Metro Reference Library, will talk about
what is available there. They have access to
several data bases including those of the
Mormons.
Mark your diary now for 27 April when
Terence Curran will speak on "Treasures of
the Public Records Office ofKew, London.."

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!
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The deadline for the April Lampsletter is 13 March.
Dear Gentle Reader, I know that March is a very long month with far too many weeks in it, but I do
not think its length altogether accounts for the crowded look of this Lampsletter Please keep
submissions, however worthy and however desperately important, short and sweet. Remember there
are five Club Nights, eleven lunches, dozens of groups, singing and otherwise, umpteen artistic
happenings, 500+ talented members with news and originals, and only eight pages and one editor.
Not to mention a small band of noble stuffers every third Friday. Sincerely, Your stroppy Editor
Fax 921 7573
Email arobson@inforamp.net

14 Elm Street, Toron to,
Ontario, M5G 1G7
(416) 597-0223
Fax 597-9544
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This year's LAMPS Week
programmes-their planning
and execution-were excellent.
The first two events, the Gilbert
and Sullivan Society's

Leggatt's penetrating talk on
Oscar Wilde's The Importance
of Being Earnest,reminded us
how timeless the work of these Victorians is and how
both Gilbert and Wilde used the theatre to attack the
British establishment. Wilde tempted fate and the
establishment got back at him at the Marquis of
Queensbury's trial. Gilbert, whose humorous lyrics
were no less barbed than Wilde's words, did not tempt
fate, and was, after much delay, even knighted. Next
came Carl Knipfel's informed observations about
Toronto's present problems; it was followed by a
lively question period. Then Charles Hill gave us an
engaging account of our club's early years and
showed us some rare photos. The week closed with a
perceptive reading by Peter Hart and Tanya
d'Anger of Arthur Miller's Elegyfor a Lady.
Morna Wales directed the show and Karina
Rammell produced it. It may be staged next fall as
half of a double bill-I hope so. A final word of
thanks to Don Pounsett, who only took over LAMPS
Week's administration in December and yet saw it

through admirably.

*
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entertaining evening and Sandy

I want to alert you to the 22 April Members'
Dinner, which will honour-and roast-past-president
Michael Spence, the man who keeps our building
and, especially, its theatrical plant, in such good
order, as well as making sure that Great Hall events
are well run technically. New members will also be
introduced. Mark down 20 May at 5.30 pm in your
calendars, the time of our annual general meeting.
Dinner follows. Make reservations now for both of
these members' nights.
Ezra Schabas

·'I 1I)

MIKE SPENCE
A ROASTIN' AND A TOASTIN'

Our inde-SPENCE-able past-president, electrical
engineer, building manager, carpenter, and general
dogsbody will be honoured by his fellow members
at a
MEMBERS' DINNER
Wednesday, 22 April
6.00 for 7.00 p.m.
Members only.
Please reserve with Molly

$24.00

2

Jack Yocom received the following letter from Johnny Wales on his return to Japan after the funeral last
November of his mother Morna Wales Daniel:
Dear Mr. Yocom,
I write this from my Tokyo home, back now after my first trip to Toronto in 3 years. It has taken me some
time to get readjusted to my life here, and getting used to the idea of my mother gone.
I speak for all of the family Mr. Yocom, when I say that our sadness at her death was immeasurably eased
by the warmth and kindness we felt from her many exceptional friends, and so beautifully expressed in your
eulogy.
I hardly need tell you how much pleasure she derived from her association with the Arts and Letters Clubthe spring revue providing her with an ideal outlet for her particular bag of talents and enthusiasms-costuming,
acting, singing, writing, and directing. It was a great fit and a great occasion for us to gather in your marvellous,
homey old hall for what became a family rite of spring-to see Mum at what may have been her very happiest.
The smell of greasepaint, the applause of the crowd, a stiff, well-earned celebratory drink, surrounded by her
family and her 'pals.'
Please accept our warmest thanks for the music, friendship and joy with which you and her pals at the Arts
and Letters Club enriched her life, and for the grace with which you helped us say good-bye.
Sincerely,

\,Kn
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Sad News
Many of you will remember Audrey
Garwood's husband Ira. Since he felt as much
among friends at the Arts & Letters as did Audrey
herself, she asked Pat Harvie to let members know
that he died of cancer at their home in San Francisco
on the last day of February.
Audrey Garwood's address there is 6452
Regent Street, Oakland, California 94618.

In March Marcus Adeney died. Adeney was
very active in the Club in the '50s and '60s when it
was home to most of the prominent musicians of
Toronto. His son Christopher says that his father
could never believe that there were now women in
the Club!
The Club extends its sympathy to Gerald
Sevier and Shawn Sevier on the death of Jean
Eleanor Sevier.

But there is cheerful news, news of New Members:
Elisabeth H.M. LaFontaine, proposed by Malcolm Sinclair interested in watercolour painting, poetry,
classical music, and Georgia O'Keefe. Tel. 252-2262.
Barbara Mitchell, proposed by Ruth Morawetz, interested in literature, painting, drawing, music and oriental
carpets. Tel. 699-5582.
Christina A. Cavanagh, proposed by Barbara Oliver, interested in classical music, rock music of the
'60s/'70s, ballet, modern dance and bridge. Tel. 766 9831.
Peter W. Jedlicka, proposed by Sandra Henderson, interested in literature, painting and photography.
Tel. 944-1067.
Welcome to our new members, all of whom are urged to join those of impeccable taste who dine at the
Club Restaurant on the finest gourmet food every Friday night from 5.00-9.00 p.m.
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People of the Club
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He answers to the plebeian label of Joe Potts outside of the
'" "i :i,
courtroom but, raised to the bench in 1981, he carries the distinguished
iiiii
title of the Hon. Mr. Justice Joseph Henry Potts of the Superior

.i'ii.!iiiiiiiii ~Court
of Ontario.
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Long an active Liberal, "I'm now a political eunuch," he chuckles-a
far cry from when he successfully ran three provincial campaigns for
Donald MacDonald and ran for office twice himself, without success.
On his application form for membership in the Club, in answer to the
question: Special hobbies, crafts or collections? He replied, simply,

"Politics."

The Empire Club made him president in 1972 because they wanted
Pierre Trudeau as a speaker. In this he succeeded: Trudeau was his first
speaker. He likes to tell how he formally thanked Trudeau "for taking
time out of your busy schedule to come and speak to us," and Trudeau
replied: "I haven't taken any time out of my schedule--this is my

schedule."

Joe joined the Club in 1979, sang at several Boar's Head dinners
(until the choir began weekly rehearsals) and at the insistence of the late
Bob Christie, appeared on the Club's stage in the role of Count Frontenac. He manages to attend evening events
quite often. "The camaraderie is marvellous."
He was born in 1925 in Saskatoon where his father, Maj.-Gen. A.E. Potts, became professor of dairy husbandry
at the University of Saskatchewan after World War I. In the next war, Joe served overseas in the Saskatoon Light
Infantry, and when it was over, decided to use his Veterans' allotment at the University of Toronto. There he earned
an honours B.A. in Political Science and Economics and was awarded a Beaver Club scholarship to Cambridge
University where he earned his degree in law; he was called to the English Bar at Grey's Inn in 1952 and a year
later to the Bar of Ontario. He served with the 48th Highlanders of Canada from 1953 to 1960 with the rank of
major.
One of his first chores as a judge was to travel throughout the Northwest Territories as a member of the
Electoral Boundaries Commission, checking boundaries in about 30 settlements. He is now a supernumerary judge,
working only half-time until he retires at age 75. The half time he saves from his work is more than filled with his
membership in at least a score of organizations: Central Neighbourhood House, Cambridge Canadian Trust Institute
for Political Involvement, College of Electors, International Law Association, Osgoode Society, Royal
Commonwealth Society, St. Andrew's Society, St. George's Society, Canadian Club, Medico-Legal Society of
Toronto, Couchiching Institute of Public Affairs-to name a few.
He is enthusiastic about the Club, has no criticism of how it is faring, and thinks its problem of not enough
younger members might be solved: "It's really up to the members themselves to bring the younger members. I've
brought my own children (he has seven) and their friends, and I hope that, before long, some of them will follow in
my footsteps."
His wife Dawn (Rober) is an amateur artist and the walls of their home on Nanton Avenue carry proof of her
skill, including a copper bust of Joe himself. "But my daughter Roberta doesn't think it looks like me," says Joe.
"She said, 'It's too benign.'"
Fergus Cronin

90th Anniversary Art Exhibition
Gala Opening Night
Friday 17 April at 6.00 p.m.
Opening Reception
Saturday 18 April 1998
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Exhibition continues until May 2.
Hours: Monday to Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Volunteers Needed
Volunteers are needed to staff the Club
during the hours that the 90h Anniversary Art Exhibition [Look left! Ed.] is
open to the public. Volunteers will
receive an invitation for two for the Gala
Opening Night. There is a book in the
bar for members wishing to sign up. For
more info: Bobbie Wagner 503-8790.
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Club News
A "review" by Lyman Henderson
Betty Oliphant has added a new and sparkling dimension to Monday Club Nights with her series
on ballet. In February she interviewed Dr. Stan Greben, a psychiatrist specializing in counselling
people in the arts. A fascinating discussion. Then 2 March she added another dimension to her
presentations--the visual, and the nearly sold-out house was mesmerized.
Frank Augustyn, premier danseur, artistic director, TV producer, chose the subject of partnering.
He showed a half-hour video on famous ballet partnerships throughout time and the world--one of
many programmes produced for Bravo. The audience was able to analyse some of the subtleties that
made for a special magic, of which Nureyev and Fonteyn might be considered exemplary.
After intermission, Augustyn brought Kimberley Glasco and Aleksander Antonijevic, both
principal dancers with the National Ballet of Canada, onto the stage, dressed in wonderfully
captivating Swan Lake costumes. While he explained how it was possible for a slim and trim male
effortlessly to lift over his head and balance a hundred-pound female, Aleksander did just that. Then
Augustyn called for a long-haired, bow-tied volunteer (who shall remain unrecognized) to take
Kimberly by the hand and walk her through a "promenade." (The ballerina stands on one pointe,
while the male takes her hand and walks her around in a circle.) We understandthat the nameless
volunteer is adding to his CV the statement that he danced with Kimberly Glasco.
The highlight of the evening was Marina Surgen accompanying on the piano the performance by
the two dancers of the white swan pas de deux. You could feel a universal shiver go up and down the
spines of the entranced audience. They received a standing ovation. Then Glasco and Antonijevic
entertained visitors on stage and answered their questions. Overheard as the members departed:
Betty Postill-"This is the best Arts and Letters event I have ever attended." [Imagine Postill being
overheard and she one of our quietest members! Ed.]
Don't miss the third and last evening, 11 May, when Martine Lamy and Jeremy Ransome of the
National Ballet will dance. Some of us have already booked with Molly! We don't want to be dining
across the road.

|

Celebration for Louis Applebaum
Soundstreams Canada will present a special concert to honour Club member
Louis Applebaum on his 80th birthday, and to celebrate the launching of "The
Louis Applebaum Composer's Fund." This fund will "support Canadian
composers and recognize excellence in composition in any genre."
Douglas Campbell will host the celebration. Appearing will be Benedict
Campbell and other Stratford actors, the Elmer Iseler Singers, the Canadian Brass,
Gary Kulesha's Encounters Ensemble, Monica Whicher (soprano), Erica
Goodman (harp), and Robert Cram (flute). The concert will feature Louis
Applebaum's music for the theatre and the concert stage. The event will be given
at the Jane Mallett Theatre, St. Lawrence Centre, on 6 April at 8.00 p.m. A postconcert reception will follow. Tickets are $30 (tel. 366-7723 or 979-1282). For
tax receipted donations call the Fund at the OAC at 969-7413.

Members' News
Jean Edwards' new CD Do You Remember (Songs from the Heart) can now be purchased at the
Club. Jean performs a nostalgic potpourri of familiar melodies loved and requested by audiences
everywhere. Ezra Schabas said Jean's singing has taken these simple songs and placed them "in the
category of art of a high order." To buy a copy for $15.00 [Even the price is nostalgic. Ed.1 sneak to
Bob, Jason, or Peter. Ten percent of every sale goes to the Club
Harry Campbell, General Manager of CINFOLINK Services, has just issued the Annual
Review oflnformation Services in China. The Review covers the electronic information providers in
China that are available to the public, including the Chinese Internet. An invaluable aid to research.

0
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More Members' News or More News of Members

*

*

The Club's five honorary memberships one
for each of the LAMPS disciplines -- are awarded to
the person who holds the top office in each of the
designated organizations (e.g. for Stage, the artistic
director of Canadian Stage, for Painting, the director
of the Art Gallery of Ontario, etc.). The new
recipient of our Eric Arthur Honorary Membership
in Architecture is George Kapelos, the newly
appointed chair of the Toronto Society of Architects.
Welcome to the Club, George!
Valerie Hassell informs us that one of the
paintings from the eastern Arctic of Hilton Hassell,
one of the country's most distinguished landscape
painters, will be reproduced in colour on the
National Gallery's forthcoming CD-ROM catalogue.
The digital catalogue will be issued in a boxed set.
Enquiries can be directed to: Pierre B. Landry,
Curator, The Learning Centre, National Gallery of
Canada, P.O. Box 427, Station A, Ottawa KIN
9N4. Hilton, who joined the Club in 1954, died in
May 1980.
Dick and Jinny Storr, our hard-working
archivists, request that members leave with Molly
any items they donate to the archives. Please do not
remove archival material from the archives room
without the permission of the archivists.
And another reminder: the bulletin board by the
kitchen is for official Club notices only. Please
place advertisements and material of general interest
on the notice board on the lower level.
Through the good offices of Ian Montagnes,
we are indebted to Melodie Massey, widow of the
late Hart Massey, for donating to the Club a picture
of the Hart House Quartet. The work, a linocut by
the late Jack McLaren, is dedicated to former
president Vincent Massey (1920-22) and is signed
by each member of the quartet: GOza de Kresz,
Harry Adaskin, Milton Blackstone, and Boris
Hambourg. The picture has been skilfully restored by
our expert, Moya Gillett Look for it on our walls.

Former Club archivist, Raymond Peringer, will be
conducting a tour of our historic building for Heritage
Toronto on Saturday, March 28, at 2:00 pm.
And an appeal for very necessary help: we need
people to work on our scrapbook. If you would be
willing to spend a couple of hours a week on this
enjoyable -- and important -- project, please phone either
Loi Hathaway or our pres., Ezra Schabas. Once the
scrapbook is up-to-date, only two or three hours a month
will be required.
At long last -- nearly thirteen years after women were
admitted to membership in the Arts and Letters Club -photographs of our "charter women" will be displayed
on our walls! First will be a group photo of the women
who joined in the twelve months following the annual
general meeting of 1985. They will be surrounded by
some (or all) of the women who joined in the following
two years. There will also be a group photograph of the
"women of '86" and the "women of '87." Please contact
Pat Fairhead at 516-3111 if your name appears below,
and if you can be on hand for this historic photography
session on Tuesday, April 7 at 5:30 pm. Alan Carrie
will be as usual our man behind the camera.
First year members: Harriet (Sis) Weld, Lela
Wilson, Katie Hermant, Zora Buchanan, Pat
Fairhead, Kay Kritzwiser, Ruth Tulving, Audrey
Matheson, Virginia Cooper, Connie Briant, Ann
Rothery. 1986: Jean Edwards, Corinne McLuhan,
Jeanie Hersenhoren, Mary Tuck Corelli, Mary Jane
Large, Anne Mirvish, Audrey Garwood, Margaret
Ludwig, Loi Hathaway, Jean Nasimith. 1987: Violet
Thresher, Madeline Field, Janet Young, Moya
Gillett, Anne Meredith Barry, Diana Here,da3ne
Champagne, Kay Murray-Weber, Lisa Lambert,
Jessiea Steven, Lois Darroch, Margaret MeBurney,
Alice King Sculthorpe, Audrey Gauthier.
One last reminder Tuesday means FREE
sandwiches served in the lounge,from 5 to 8:00 p.m.!
So This Else Is New.

So what else is new?
An A & L Club man named

Bunkston,

*

Died in "extreme unction."
His entrance to Heaven
Was delayed until 7.

"I'm sorry,
We're having a function!"
Leon Warmski

Oyez! Oyez!
This August you will not have to seek solace and
sandwiches in strange lands. The management is
happy to announce:
The Arts & Letters Club will be open throughout
August and every other month of the year.
For once no reserve with Molly; she will be blissfully basking in the sunshine of Bancroft.
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Artistic Presentations and Poetics
Jane Champagne cordially invites
Club members, friends and relatives to
the opening of "A Celebration of
Paintings", an exhibition of her new
and older works on Sunday, 5 April,
from 3 to 5 p.m., at Le Commensal
restaurant/gallery just down the street
from the Club (two hours free parking
at Minto Plaza). RSVP 596-9364.
The show continues until 26 June. The
Commensal was designed as a
showcase for contemporary Canadian
art and is a very artist-friendly venue.

On the occasion of the 89th birthday of
Franklin Arbuckle:
It's the birthday, they say of dear
ARCHY,
A feisty old sexpot and starchy.
Wild tales of his youth
I'm sure are the truth
and continue forever, that's ARCHY!
Pat Fairhead

Elizabeth Siegfried is having an
exhibition at the Ward Centre in
Baltimore, Maryland, from 26
March to 18 April, of photographs
made with platinum.
Members are urged to bring
guests and friends to the 90th
Anniversary Art Exhibition's
Opening Reception on Saturday,
18 April, and thereafter, every day
(except Sundays) 11 AM to 4 PM.
Exhibition closes 2 May.

CLUB COLLECTION NEWS
Homer Watson Leaves the Club!
Homer Watson House and Gallery has borrowed from our Club Collection the painting "Woodland Stream" for an
upcoming exhibition "Homer Watson: Works from Private and Public Collections." The Gallery is located at 1754
Old Mill Road, Kitchener. Phone (519) 748-4377. This exhibition takes place between 19 March and 3 May.
Jackson, Varley and MacMillan Return to the Club!
Three bronze bas reliefs from our Club Collection were recently on loan as part of a retrospective travelling exhibition
of the work of Frances Gage. They were originally donated to the Club by Spencer Clark Arrangements are now
being made to mount these works in the entrance area.
Outdoor

Painting

---- ---

Last

Call

Weekend

--- ---- ------------for

0

Registration

90th Anniversary Arts and Letters Club Retreat
The 1998 outdoor painting season begins 8 May
with the annual Spring weekend at Elmhurst's
Resort on Rice Lake at Keane. Join us for a
weekend of fun and creativity. This luxury resort
offers abundant sites for painting, drawing and
photography. The wide variety of facilities will
appeal to Club members and guests. Further
information is in the bar at the Club. There are only
a few spaces left. Please reserve immediately with
Molly. Questions? Call Bobbi Wagner 503-8790.

Les Tibbles will prepare you for the Spring Painting
Weekend 8-10 May. [Look up! Ed.] Every April Monday at the Club from 9.30 to noon, Les will instruct you
in the art of landscape painting in oils, watercolour or
acrylic. $50.00 for all four sessions PLUS a critique of
the paintings that you create on the painting week-end.
Limited number of participants. Call Molly for a list of
recommended materials and to reserve NOW.

Please note, dear artists, that the Literary Table on 14 April is also of interest to you.
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RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!
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RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223

RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

The deadline for the May Lampsletter is 17 April.
Dear Fellow Members,
The breath of a rumour reached me about mutterings over my use of clip art in the margins.
Unfortunately I have not belonged to the Club long enough (has anyone?) to ask Archie Arbuckle to
draw me a picture of a haggis. But I have belonged with the Lampsletter long enough to ask
everybody in particular to send me bookworms, musical instruments, writers' implements, cameras
and any other cheerful doodles to enhance the appearance of these dull pages.
Don't forget to join the elves any third Friday for an hilarious afternoon of stuffing. This orgy
takes place usually in the boardroom.
Your artistically challenged Editor
Fax 921 7573
Email arobson@inforamp.net
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President's
Notes
Our Club is, fortunately, in
better financial health than it has
been for some; time* Treasurer
Bill Buchanan has directed our
finances with prudence and
insight. Membership is growing,
and members are attending
special events as well as lunches
and dinners in ever-increasing
numbers. Rentals, too, have increased, including
some by members for private celebrations. We are all
enjoying our improved cuisine. Your Executive is
now concerned with building improvements. We
want to renovate the theatre dressing rooms and
storage areas in the basement, and, after die success
of our first ballet night, we are also thinking of
installing a proper stage floor, for which two
members have already pledged donations. Art
Notice of Annual General Meeting
storage is being addressed, both in the basement and
The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto
on the third floor. Vice-President (House) Loma
Wednesday, 20 May 1998
Kelly, a leading interior desijpier, is working on plans
Please take notice that the Annual General Meeting of the Club
for all of these areas, with help from committees and
will be held Wednesday, 20 May 1998, 530 pm in the Great Hall.
other members. The large multi-purpose third floor
The bar will open at 4:30 pm. Members may attend the
room has been painted, and other changes to it are
meeting only, or reserve for dinner, which follows at 7.00 pm.
being considered to make it more hospitable.
Please be sure to reserve with Molly if you are staying for dinner.
Finally, we are at last facing up to access for the
The business of the meeting will include:
disabled, a must in these times. (I am reminded of
Recognitions, Club fanfare, Singing of the Constitution
how we had to install temporary access for the great
Adoption of the Minutes of the meeting held 21 May 1997
singer Lois Marshall, when she appeared at the Club
Reports from the President and Treasurer
three and a half years ago.)
Other reports
All of these improvements are costly and
Appointment of Auditors
depend very much on your continued support. In this
Election of Officers and Executive Committee
regard, Dr. John Wilson Scott, a member for 26 years
Amendments to the Constitution*
until his death last year, has left the Club a substantial Dated this 15th day of April 1998.
bequest. The funds will be directed to one or more
Elizabeth Kilbourn, Secretary
of the major renovations described above.
•For your delectation, a draft of the revised constitution is included
Ezra Schabas
in this mailing. The language is largely unchanged; all substantive
changes are in boldface. Elucidation provided on p.2.
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What's On in April
Members' Dinner
22 April The roast and toast of pastpresident Michael Spence.
Club Nights

Music Tables
%..

.... d°•x

Pi[|3

6 April Club member and architect Paul
' ,
Hughes discusses his development project in
Guatemala.
13 April The Chinese Children's Choir
returns with a varied programme of choral
music conducted by Dr. Gabriel Leung.
20 April Journalist Charlotte Gray author of
Mrs. King: the Life and Times of Isabel
Mackenzie King

O

27 April The Association of Canadian Women
Composers presents a programme of
instrumental and vocal music composed by
members Juliana Kam Chungyan, Mary
Gardiner, Carol Ann Weaver, Elma Miller,
Kathleen Wood and Ruth Watson Henderson.

Literary Tables
7 April Sheldon Zitner reads from current
writing.
14 April "William Blake at a university in
South Africa." Visiting scholar Eugenie Freed
will accompany his talk with a short film,
presenting Blake through his art both graphic
and poetic.

)

2 April Students from the Royal Conservatory
of Music Glenn Gould Professional School:
Kirsten Olalson (piano), Rosemary Shaw
(violin), Yolanda Dare (cello), Nicole Faludi
(oboe) and Andrea Botticelli (piano) perform a
Beethoven Trio and a Poulenc Sonata for
Oboe.

9 April Pianist Marc Toth.
16 April From the Canadian Music
Competitions: Joseph Salvalaggio (oboe),
Susan Archibald and Jessica Tong (pianos),
and Gisele Revah (violin).
23 April Two instrumental chamber ensembles
from York University present Baroque and
nineteenth-century music.

30 April Winners from the Canadian Music
Competitions: Eldon Ng (piano), William
Makis (guitar) and the Trio Pesante.
Writers' Table
3 April Robert W. Cooper, who worked with
former Chief of Police, Bill McCormick, on
his new book, Life on Homicide, will speak on
how proper research pays off.
Visual Arts Table
8 April Moira Mudie will give an informal talk
on "The Delights and Differences of Chinese
Brush Painting."

21 April "The play's the thing; play ball!"
-so says William Blissett.

Genealogical Table

28 April "The legacy of Northrop Frye.." Professor
Alvin Lee, general editor of the Frye papers, finds
their relevance undiminished.

27 April Terence Curran will speak on
"Treasures of the Public Records Office of
Kew, London."
Photography Group

~jr~

29 April The meeting is at noon at Colorgenics
[Drains the colour from my cheeks. Ed.] Photo
Lab, 11 Davies Avenue.

What You Wanted to Know About the Club but didn't....
David Skene-Melvin and Ann Rothery have
kindly agreed to take on the scrapbook chores. To
assist them, they ask all Club Members to keep
their eyes open for any articles in newspapers or
magazines that concern Club Members and to clip
or photocopy same and deliver to Ann and David
at die Club. "Please," they plead in sync, "don't
assume that someone else will have sent in any
item [Wouldn't dream of it. Ed.]; we'd rather
have duplication than not at all! As well, if you
are co-ordinating an event at the Club, please save
any and all advertising posters, flyers, dinner
menus, etc., and ensure that a couple of sets find
their way to Ann's and David's hot little hands."
Former member Leonard Brooks and his
wife will be in town in June. He will speak to a
joint meeting of the Music and Visual Art Tables
on Thursday, 18 June to discuss Mexican art and
music.
Philip Mathias, Senior Writer for the
Financial Posi, recently published a major (and
well-balanced) article dealing with the current
situation at the McMichael Canadian Art
Collection. He writes that some "conservative
connoisseurs insist that McMichael9s 1965 vision
must be restored. Others disagree. Pat Fairhead,
prominent Toronto artist, says McMichael's
approach would be stultifying." Mathias' article
is on the Club bulletin board. [You could post
your comments there, but no graffiti, please. Ed.]
Leon WarmsM has donated to the Club
Archives a photograph of members of the Ontario

Society of Artists in the Great Hall in 1925. The
gathering includes: Arthur Lismer, Fred Varley
and past and future presidents: Wyly Grier,
Charles Jefferys, Robert Gagen and Fred
Haines. The photograph gives an insight into
Club life of the day, showing the then new
fireplace, clean windows, candelabra, wall
sconces, bulletin board and furniture, some still in
use. In those days, the Great Hall was carpeted!
A WINE TASTING will be held by Marta
Dusmet, trained sommelier and educator, at the
Club before dinner on Monday 15 June of four
generic red wines (Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot
Noir and Syrah) [In my ignorance, looks like three
to me. Ed.], wines which have their roots in
France, and which historically go back to the days
of the Romans and now made in both the Old and
New Worlds.
John Lawson reports that 49 Club members
have donated $6,435 for the Glick-Outram Sons
Cycle. An outstanding response! Many thanks!
Donations are still gratefully accepted to cover
performance costs and can be made to: Mary Lou
Coulton, Comptroller, Canadian Music Centre.
The premiere performance with James Westman,
leading young Canadian baritone, is scheduled for
Sunday afternoon, 6 December!
WANTED: Someone with a video camera to
spend an hour or so taping the interior of
14 Elm Street for insurance purposes. Please
contact Margaret McBumey 961-6840

What You Wanted to Know About the Club's Constitution but didn't....
a) 5 (b) provides that the executive may set limits on the numbers of members in each category. At present
the Constitution limits resident members to 500 and there are no limits on the other categories.
b) Honorary Members and Guests are defined in Articles 9 and 11 respectively. There have been Honorary
Members and Guests but they have not been defined before.
c) Article 12 now provides for the classification of Non-resident and Jonior Members as Professional. The
second part of Article 12 provides for the classification of existing Non-resident and Junior Members as
Professional under the usual criteria upon the coming into force of the revised constitution.
d) Article 23 provides that the Annual Meeting shall be two months after the financial year end. That
would mean by the end of May.
e) Article 26 provides that 10% of the voting members are required to requisition an extraordinary meeting
in accordance with general corporate law.
f) Article 32 fixes the financial year end at March 31, where it now is.
g) Article 34 permits amendments to the Constitution at Extraordinary as well as Annual and Special
Meetings of the Club.

People of the Club
Susan loannou (pronounced Yo-ann-o), nee Fraser, is a bright,
approachable woman, with an open mien and world-view that are
younger than her 53 years, a poet who lifts poetry out of the turgid
reputation it sometimes endures.
A list of her books, anthology entries and magazine articles, both by
and about her, occupies several pages. "One who's studied life and can
represent it honestly and warmly," said one critic. "The most ordinary
details of life, such as balance sheets and kitchen decor, become inquiries
into human thought and reflections of very real, accessible feelings," said
another. Her poems "observe but do not strain or moralize," and "the
ordinary is made extraordinary...tiny miracles are everywhere, waiting to
be discovered," say other fans.
Since joining the Club about seven years ago, Susan has shared her
observations of life with us on several occasions, notably at the Literary
Table but also at the Toronto Arts Council, Harbourfront, the National
Library of Canada, various community centres and places like the Art
Bar and the Idler Pub.
Her writing does not come easily. "It's a question of feeling
something building, and thinking, "Oh no, I'm going to have to write about this,' and I have to isolate myself, often
late at night when everybody's gone to bed," meaning her husband, Larry (a retired high-school teacher who comes
from Greece) and two grown children. And she rewrites and rewrites, sometimes dozens of times before she's half
satisfied—never fully so.
Last summer she took a train trip to New Brunswick and she was impressed not only by great landscapes but by
travelling through English, then French, then English Canada: a metaphor for the political situation. So she wrote a
poem about it: six pages of type that took her about six months.
"There's always a sense of: Have you really captured what you wanted? Is it all there? Because you're trying
to deal with life, to deal with truth, to see into things aid say something valuable and valid. That's a pretty big
challenge."
Susan enjoys the Club where "I feel I can be myself and not have to make excuses for what I do, not like in
some situations where, when people ask me what I do, I'll just say, I ' m Larry's wife.'" At the Club, "people
understand that money is not necessarily the greatest measure of worth in our society, and appreciate .struggling
towards intangibles, and have the courtesy to listen. So it's very nurturing for me to be here."
She taught high-school English for six years and has written much besides poetry, has her own company,
Wordwrights Canada, that offers editing and other author services, and although she is convinced that almost
nobody makes money writing poetry, it's where her heart is.
Sometimes she finds herself in "a kind of black spiral downward" but then asks herself what she would want
written on her tombstone: "Not that I was a computer programmer, not that I taught kids how to punctuate a
sentence, or was a help to other writers. But if it is said, "She was a poet,' it would make me happy for all eternity."
Fergus Cronin

Sorry I misled you last month
so please

Oyez! Oyez!
particularly carefully this month
This August you will not have to seek solace and
sandwiches in strange lands. The management is happy
to announce: The Club will be open this August but
with abbreviated hours:
11.00 am to 3.00 pm Monday to Friday
5.00 pm to 8.00 pm Monday only

Discriminating People of the Club
dine on Friday evenings from 5.00-9.00 in the
LAMPSroom and eat free sandwiches on Tuesday
evenings from 5.00-8.00 in the Lounge

Repeat Performance For Those Missing
Did you miss the photo session for the first
women members of '86 and '87? Loi Hathaway (924-3891) has arranged another session
with Alan Carrie at the Club, 4 May at 4 pm.

What You Wanted to Know About the Club's Members but didn't....

"Whether he knew it or not at the time, Stanley E.
Edwards was a visionary. Attending Harvard Law
School for his Masters degree, he decided to write a
paper on what he thought a little used depression
period Canadian reorganization statute might
become. "Reorganizations under the Companies'
Creditors Arrangement Act"...later published
... contains every fundamental concept that forms
the basis of our modem reorganization practice in
Canada. .... [H]e went on to a long and
distinguished career as a tax lawyer with Fraser &
Beatty in Toronto where he practices to this day as
the most senior lawyer in the firm." (Quoted from
an article by Ralph D. McRae in Case Studies in
Recent Canadian Insolvency Reorganizations.)
Don Gillies served as a member of the
Canadian delegation to the World Telecommunication Development Conference held in
Valletta, Malta, 22 March-1 April 1998. This group
meets every four years to help developing countries
gain access to the technology needed in modem
telecommunications.
(The following item was submitted by the vicepresident.) Ann Robson, the distinguished [Who
am I to edit our vice-president? EdJ -editor of this
publication, has edited along with M.G. Weibe and
Mary S. Millar, the Benjamin Disraeli Letters,
Volume VI, 1852-1856, recently published by the
University of Toronto Press. The Globe and Mail
noted: this is "one of Canadian academia's great
ongoing projects, like the publication of the
complete works of Erasmus...." [May we one day
be worthy of comparison to the completed
Collected Works of John Stuart Mill, 33 volumes,
edited by John M. Robson. Ed.]
Martha Spence is very disappointed to have
missed participating in her father's roast and this
year's Spring Revue. (It's a good thing he tapes
these things!) But she has been kind of occupied
with other activities. If you would like to check out
some of the results, try to get to Opera Anonymous'
production of Stravinsky's The Rake's Progress,
which die is stage managing at the Betty OMphant

Theatre, 7 and 9 May at 8 p.m. and 10 May at 2
p.m. Call 538-8250 for reservations. In an onstage
vein, she has been busy preparing to take part in
Sarah Langford-Kyle's Opera Buffa programme
where she will share a recital on 10 June and appear
as the usher in Gilbert and Sullivan's Trial by Jury,
18, 20 and 21 June. She is also cast as the second
spirit in Mozart's The Magic Flute, 19 and 21 June.
The whole programme ends with an outdoor gala on
22 June. Please contact Martha (239-7292) for
specific times, locations and tickets.
Lela Wilson had another book-signing during
her three-week visit to San Miguel, Mexico. It took
place on a sunny, Sunday afternoon in a flowerfilled patio; about 100 joked the party. One of the
astonishing incidents was the arrival of a couple
from Vermont who had seen the announcement of
the event in the papers. Clutching a book, he had
gone to the cashier announcing that he had five
York Wilson paintings; conversation stopped, all
wondering who the stranger could be. He brought
the book to be signed, giving his name. When he
was a little boy, more than forty years ago, his
parents had been friends of the Wilsons. Lela's
research had drawn a blank as to the whereabouts of
the paintings.

90* ANNIVERSARY ART EXHIBITION
I would like to express my thanks to the following Club
members for their generous financial support: Lela Wilson,
Zora Buchanan, Margaret McBurney, Rod Austin, John
MeKellar, Andrew Sookrah, Clarence Titcombef Alma
Titcombe and Douglas Purdon.
I would also like to thank the members of the organizing
committee whose hard work made this exhibition a reality:
Zora Buchanan (co-Chair), Dorothy de Haas, Lois
Dierlam, Freda Fyles, Sandra Henderson, Elizabeth
Postill, Heather Strucken, Barbara Wagner, Robert
White, Barbara Allen, Tom Bjarnason, Lucille Giles,
Dkna Hore, Andrew Sookrah, Arthur Steven and Jessica
Steven.
Douglas Purdon
Chair, 90th Anniversary Art Committee

THE GROUP OF SEVEN THOUSAND

TEMAGAMI AET CAMP EXHIBITION AMD CLUB NIGHT

In Georgian Bay? Ontario, a sprawling body of
water completely surrounded by picturesque pink granite
islands with at least three stunted white pines apiece,
there's so much scenery nowadays it's slopped over,
leaving the water unfit for Canadian painters to drink.
(Not that they ever did, to speak of.) But there's hope!
The Parry Sound Board of Tourism & Social
Service is making insightful plans to harvest the teeming
spring run of Toronto artists. They hope to offer the
marbled rump steak for local consumption, package the
roe as Genuine Georgian Caviar and market the pickled
offal and various other artistic indelicate parts abroad for
their coveted medicinal and aphrodisiac attributes. It's
only a question now- of having carcasses cleared for
excessive lead and alcohol levels and getting the requisite
Stand and Deliver' Entrepreneurial Aits Funding before
the next Federal election.
Richard Outram

in August 1997, in support of the Save The Temagami First
Growth Forest, the Canadian Wildflower Society, publisher of
Wildflower; North America s magazine of wild flora,
organized an art camp in Temagami for 22 North American
painters that Club members Les Tibbies and Hazel Harvey
attended. Now Club members will have the opportunity to
view die work produced in an exhibition at the Club from
Sunday 21-Friday 26 June 1998. On Sunday 21 June from
1:00 am-5:00 pm there will be an Open House (with cash bar)
sponsored by the Canadian Wildflower Society. On Monday
22 June, Club Night will feature artist/writer Jeff Miller, a
member of the Temagami 22, who lives in the Algonquin
Park area, speaking on "The art of loving nature." Mark these
dates in your calendar and don't forget to book with Molly.

The Arts ana Letters Club oj% Toronto
"y[
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Presente:

The Annual Spring" Revue

Connie Briant Jack Carr Warren Clements
Penny Cookson Jim Heilk Lorna Kelly
Lisa Lambert Monty Lartein Tom McKaig
Julian Mulock Rob Prince John RamtiieH
Karina Rammeu Malcolm Sinclair
Virginia Treilort Morma Wales
Jim Webster Plus The CLoir
&
Mystery Cameo Appearances
Producer - Michael Spence
Assoc. Producer - Karma RammeU
Artistic Director - Betty Trott
Musical Director - Ruth Morawetz
BuMet anJ Skow $23.00 - Sk«w Alwne §16.00
Cocktails 5:30pm, Dinner 6;00pm. Curtain Up 5:00pm
Show Dates May 6 to May 9,
For Tickets call Molly at 597-0223 - Credit Can! with order Please

If

Our Artists Are Exhibitionists
Georgian Bay has hit again. Ron
Bolt follows eminent Canadian painters
mesmerized by the Precambrian Shield.
During a simmering incubation after last
summer's visit, Ron has produced a
painting show, continuing his
enthusiasm for rocks, sky and water, at
the Nancy Poole Studio, 16 Hazelton
Ave., Toronto, 16-30 May. Ron will be
at the Gallery in the afternoon of the
16th. Please come.
Wendy Boycl and Zora Buchanan
are proud that they have each had a
painting selected to hang in the Society
of Canadian Artists' Show, "A
Statement of Self in the Frederick
Horsman Varley Art Gallery of
Markham. The show ends 24 May.

A show of watercolour paintings by
Sylvia Kirkpatrick was held from 20
March to 4 April at the Gallery Hittite, 107
Scollard St., Toronto.
As part of Contact '98, Toronto's
Photography Festival, Elizabeth
Siegfried will be showing a selection of
hand-coated platinum prints from her new
body of work "Life Lines" at Kiva Hair,
260 Richmond Street West, Suite 02,
Toronto. The work will be shown in the
windows facing Richmond St., and also in
the reception area of the salon. The
opening is on Monday, 11 May, 5-8 p.m.
and the exhibition runs through 30 May.

Report of the Art Committee
Congratulations to the Club members who were accepted into the 90th Anniversary Art Exhibition: Chris Adeney,
awarded an Honorable Mention, Ron Bolt, Eleanor Besen, Wendy Boyd, Neville Clarke and Sandra Henderson.
The Art Committee, in continuing a tradition, has purchased for the Club, paintings by members Bill Sherman, Les
Tibbies and Kay Murray-Weber. These works are hanging in the Board Room. Restoration of our collection
continues: Moya Gillett has cleaned and/or rematted and framed 25 works. We're looking good!
A special thank you to Les Tibbies for his generous donation to the Art Fund. His landscape painting classes
have a comfortable number of 12 members. It's a great way to spend a Monday morning.
Two years ago Doug Purdon dreamed of a national art competition sponsored by the Arts and Letters Club. Well,
it became a reality on 17 April. Not a national competition, that was a little too ambitious, but provincial. The
response from Ontario artists was overwhelming. Doug deserves hearty thanks from all.
The Chair wishes to thank the following members of her committee, who are retiring after 2 years of faithful
participation: Barbara Allen, Neville Clarke, Sylvia Kirkpatrick, Tom McNeely and Doug Purdon. It has been'a
joy to work with all the members.

CALL FOR ENTRIES
MEMBERS' JURIED SHOW
19 May - 19 Junel99S
Drawing, Painting, Original Printmaking and Photography
will be accepted. Works must be framed and wired for
hanging.
Works to be delivered to the Club on Saturday, 16 May
between 9-10 a.m.

Jurors: Zora Buchanan, Art Steven and Stephen Quinlan.
Opening is Tuesday 19 May

Outdoor Sketching Group
Saturdays:
30 May..........Jim and Connie McDougall, Caledon
20 June...... ....Gord and Lois Peters, Palgrave
18 July...........TBA (confirmed), Hockley Valley area
8 August........Joyce Bentham, Port Hope
19 September. .Allan and Donna Eagle, Mulmur Hills
17 October... ...John and Ellen Frei, n. of Campbellville
Members and partners who do not sketch are always
warmly welcome. A word to the wise who are contributing
to the potluck lunch: microwave ovens not always in situ.
Contact: Ellen Frei 369-9564 (except 11 April-10 May).

AMT OPENING
Monday 4 May 1998
CHRIS ADENEY- 4 *Accidentally and by Design"
The exhibition of television and theatre sets in the lounge
will be an overview of Chris^ 46 years i n the "business,
showing concept renderings, work in progress and the
process involved, accompanied by brief explanations and
some humorous anecdotes.
M U E E A Y OLIVER-Paintings from France
After 46 years in interior design, Murray Oliver is
allowing his lifelong interest in painting to take
precedence. This series of French paintings hung in the
Great Hall is his first show at the Club.
Chris and Murray will discuss their work with members
after the opening.
Exhibitions will continue until 22 May.

What's On in May
Members* Dinner

Music Tables

20 May Annual General Meeting and Dinner

7 May String Quartet with Teresa Lin, piano,
Dale Kim, viola, Mary Stein, cello, and Rudy
Stemadel, violin, play Faure's Piano Quartet in
C Minor.

Club Nights
4 May Art Opening with Chris Adeney and
Murray Oliver.
11 May Miss V' Greets the National Ballet's
principal dancers Martine Lamy and Jeremy
Ransome.
18 May Club Closed for Victoria Day,
25 May The "Barons of Barbershop" - a 12
voice ensemble, complete with straw hats, sing
your favourite four-part harmonies!

14 May Marguerite Robin and Kathryn
Rowan, sopranos, accompanied by David
Eliaskis, piano sing Bizet, Britten, Rodrigo,
Delibes and Irish folk songs.
21 May Stephen Rails and Bruce Ubukata of
The Aldeburgh Connection, Four Hand Piano.
Duets drawn from the French repertoire.
28 May Brad Alexander, baritone, sings
Copland, Duparc, Schumann and
Rachmaninoff, with Robert Smith, piano.

Literary Tables

Writers 9 Table

5 May Reports from
members of the Table on
their winter's reading.

1 May Craig Laudrum,
general manager of the
Literary Press Group,
consisting of thirty-nine
literaiy magazines, 'will
speak on how the
association promotes
Canadian writers.

12 May Katherine Govier,
novelist and currently
president of PEN Canada
will speak about her work in
Canadian literature.
19 May Fred Flahiff,
literary executor of Sheila
Watson, will discuss her
novel The Doublehook,
published in the 1960%
available in the World's
Biggest Book Store.

Visual Arts Table

let's start a Literary Table!

26 May Len Connelly will discuss John Galsworthy's
play Joy, to be performed this year at die Shaw
Festival.

13 May J_ohn Twomey
will give an informal talk
in the Boardroom with
slides on the film and
television-design of
Nikolai Soloviov.

Photography Group
The Photo Committee Meets.

Genealogical Table
11 May NB change of date for Terence
Curran. He will speak on "Treasures of the
Public Records Office of Kew, London."

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

MAY 1998
Monday

Sunday

Tuesday

Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

Saturday

I
Studio Painting

2

Studio Painting
Writers' Tasble
Craig Laudram
GHR
GHR

4

3

5

6

7

Studio Painting

8

9

Studio Painting
4.15 Choir
Club Night

Literary Table
Winter's Reading

Art Opening

11

10

Music Table
String Quartet
Spring Mevue

12

13

Spring Mevue

14

Studio Painting

Spring Revue

Spring Revue

15

16

Studio Painting
Crenealogical Tab le Literary Table Visual Arts Table Music Table
Curran
Katherine Govfer John Twomey
Two sopranos
4.15 Choir
Club Might
GHR
"Mis?5 Q Greets

17

18

19

20

21

Studio Painting

Victoria Dav

25

26

27

28

a
o
r

1
m

9
=

GHR

29

Literary Table ] >hotography Grou 3 Music Table

Len Connelly
4.15 Choir
O u b Might
y/GHK
rons of Barbers lop GHR
GHR short for Great Hall Rented.

m

m

Music Table
The Aldeburgh
Members* Dinnc r Connection
AGM
GHR

Club Closed

GHR
Studio Painting

23

Studio Painting
Literary Table
Fred Flahiff

24

22

X

Brad Alexander
Baritone

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!
The deadline for the June Lampsletter Is 8 May.
Dear Readers,
I apologize for the shifting date for the deadline; I am not to blame, of course. The problem,
as I see it, is that the first day of the month keeps shifting. You may have noticed that some months
have more Fridays than other months; the elves and their leader find such arbitrariness very
unsettling. We shall, however, soldier on and stuff on the third Friday of May despite its early date.
In spite of my impassioned plea to save you from clip art, no artist sent me drawings of a
haggis or genealogical tree last month. Sylvia Kirkpafrick generously allowed me to scan in one of
her watercolours; scanning does not do justice to her fine picture. Please donate your skills.
Your Editor
Fax 9217573
Email arobson@inforamp.net
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m

14 Elm Street, Torontc
Ontario, M5G 1G7

(416) 597-0223
Fax 597-9544
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will be my last note as
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President of the Club. Margaret
~
McBurney will be my successor,
the first woman to hold this
position. For those of you who
S
know Margaret--and, 1 think just
about all of you do--I am sure
you will agree that few have
done more for the Club than she
has in her 11 years as a member. An interior
designer and writer of social history (six books with
colleague and fellow member Mary Byers, plus
many articles), she has also been a committed
community worker, most notably on the boards of
Casey House and Trinity Home hospices. Margaret
is one of those born enthusiasts, who, with her radiant
smile, is continually proposing new projects to which
those of us on the receiving end have no choice but to
agree and run with them.
Yes, I have enjoyed being Club President over
the past two years. There have been a few strained
moments, but anyone who has held a responsible
position in an organization knows that these go with
the territory. Our members are reasonable people
who love the Club as I do. and no problem remains
unresolved because of this. One small suggestion
(my last one!): new members have little opportunity
to meet people at Members' Dinners. Could we
refrain from reserving places at table on those
occasions so that new members--and shy older ones-can sit with members they might not know but
should? Getting new members integrated into the
Club remains difficult, but open tables can help.
In conclusion, I must point out that a number of
members have half-jokingly said to me how relieved I
must be that my presidential term has come to a close.
Not at all. I'm wondering already what I can do for
the Club after our May 20 annual general meeting.
Serving the Club is not only fun; it's what
membership is all about.
Ezra Schabas

Beaux Arts Bal

Brazilian Band
8.00 pm-1.00 am

Costume de rigeur
Tickets $35.00 each
And please, be sure to reserve with Molly
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This is the A&L. Here is the news read by you.
Concerning the Glick-Outram Song (Cycle
Srul Irving Glick writes: "I have been in contact
with the superb Canadian Poet Richard Outram
who has been writing new poetry for this project.
I have been wanting to write a strongly
"Canadian" work, as I feel the presence and the
inspiration of the so many great Canadian artists
who were and are members of the Arts And
Letters Club. I am delighted to report that
Richard Outram has written a magnificent set
of poetry which is a truly sensitive and inspiring
invocation of nature in our colourful and moving
Canadian landscape. I have been thrilled by the
poetry and I can't wait to begin setting it to
music." The premiere performance with James
Westman, leading young Canadian baritone, is
scheduled for Sunday afternoon, 6 December.
Donations are still gratefully accepted to cover
performance costs.
John Lawson writes: By the time you read
this, the Annual Meeting of the Club will be
upon us and my three-year term expires. I would
like to thank the members of the Music
Committee, past and present: Barbara Allen,
John Caldwell, John Hore, Elizabeth
Kilbourn, Joan Mitchell, Graeme Page,
Rupert Schieder, Dorene Seltzer, David
Skene-Melvin, Judith Tait, Patty Tompkins
and Patricia Wardrop, for their unfailing
support and hard work. Also the members of the
Club for their support. In these three years we
have presented close to 150 performances. Most
of our artists have been students who welcome
an opportunity to perform in the wonderful
acoustics of the Great Hall. Many of these
emerging artists have already started promising
careers. May the musical life of the Club
continue!

Judy Bolt. Ron Bolt, Kay Murray-Weber,
and George Weber enjoyed the hospitality of
the beautiful old city of Quebec and took part in
the 1 18h annual assembly of the Royal Canadian

Academy of Arts. Fred Hagen of Newmarket, a
well-known artist and educator, who taught
many years at the Ontario College of Art, was
presented with the R.C.A. medal at the final
ceremony.

Two of our members, Alexander Leggatt
and Malcolm McGrath were honoured by the
University of Toronto Alumni Association at the
1998 Awards of Excellence ceremony. Leggatt
was cited for his "encyclopaedic knowledge of
English drama" and his "most popular and
effective" teaching, McGrath as "a trusted
adviser and mentor of students for more than 15
years" from his position in the Engineering
Alumni Office, Faculty of Applied Science and
Engineering.

A write-in poll in Now magazine has
named Peter Oliphant and Robert White "Best
Accountants in Toronto." The firm of Oliphant
+ White just happens to be the Club auditors (do
we know how to pick 'em! M.McB) and we
extend our congratulations to Peter and Bob.
On 8 May, a workshop was held at the
Canadian Opera Company's Tanenbaum
Building for Erehwon, a two-act opera, which
will premiere at the National Arts Centre,
Ottawa, in 2000. Based on Samuel Butler's
Erewhon novels, the music is by Lou
Applebaum and the libretto by Mavor Moore.
Marta Dusmet reminds us of her wine
tasting before the Club-Night dinner on 15 June.
The tasting will be held at 5.30 sharp. There is
an additional charge of $5.00 to cover the cost of
the four wines offered (classic Bordeaux, Rhone
and Provence blends). These generic wines,
which have their roots [and a good thing too,
Ed.] in France, go back historically to the days
of the Romans; they are now made in both the
Old and New Worlds. Because a tasting requires
advance preparations, please call Molly now to
reserve and avoid disappointment.
'iN
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People of the Club
When artist John Joy joined the Club in the early 70s, members
came to lunch in jackets and ties and, he says, they were less than
friendly. His wife, Elsa, told him: "If you're going to stay with them,

change them."
"I doubt I had anything to do with changing them," says John, "but
it's come full circle. And since the ladies became members, the whole
place has a different atmosphere. There's a great casualness and lively
good humour. If it had not been for the ladies joining, it would have
become a miserable old man's club."
John has painted in many parts of the world, including the High
. Arctic, every Canadian province, China, Japan, various parts of Europe,
Arizona and New Mexico--his two favourite U.S. states. "I like to work
on location and it gives me the opportunity and the incentive to travel.
And I have wonderful memories of all the painting I've done, and the
experiences." To assist those memories, while travelling he keeps a log
of everything he sees and does.
he had to give one piece of advice to young painters, it would be:
Photo by Alan Carrie throwIf away
your brushes and draw. "It's the most economical way of
studying form and shape. When I went to Central Tech, before you picked up a brush, you had to be able to draw."
A pet peeve of John's is painting from photographs; the biggest drawback is that "you know how it's going to
end. But when you're out doing landscapes, you haven't got a clue how in hell it's going to end, because your
mood is changing. And fifteen minutes after you're into it, the light has changed. Where's the art in copying,
where's the emotion? Without emotion there's no art."
One of his favourite jaunts is downtown Toronto where "I always like the back lanes because you have different
patterns. And I like to do them in winter because then you get these snowy roof tops, and there's a certain silence
about the city, especially on a Sunday morning. You can paint there until about noon and not see a soul. I can block
off about six eight-by-tens in a morning." There's an added advantage: "The snow saves a lot of paint."
John has painted in many different situations, including doing portraits of strangers when cash was short, some
times caricatures at parties. He has this advice: "Never caricature a woman; you'll never see the sun rise the next
day-you'll be dead."
Fergus Cronin
Hello, Ed.,
In the May Lampsletter I was delighted
by Fergus Cronin's warm profile of me. He
GARDEN PARTY
understood how strongly I feel about my
Wednesday 17 June
writing and how much effort I put into it.
The Members' Dinner in June will be our annual
Nonetheless my father must have blinked
picnic/ garden party, this year at the home of John
from the Hereafter when he read that I was
Lawson, 28 Elgin Ave. In expectation of good weather,
"nee Fraser." No, I was born, christened,
wear floppy hats. Good weather or not, include a thirst,
and consistently Susan Thomas, until the
an appetite, and a desire for congenial companions and
day I married Larry loannou.
you will not be disappointed.
Susan loannou
Drinks at 6 nm uIndpr the ,lmo
Buffet at 7 pm on the patio.
Price: $22.00.
Please tell Molly by Friday 13 June.
The Club will be open this August ; the
abbreviated hours will be:
Monday to Friday: 11.00 am to 3.00 pm.
Monday only 5.00 pm to 8.00 pm.
Now you can enjoy five lunches and one
dinner each August week in your natural
habitat thus easing withdrawal symptoms.

Dining at Jason's
Any Friday evening from 5.00-9.00 you will find discriminating Club members dining at Jason'sin the LAMPSroom.
Please join them for fine wine and food and the excellent
friendly service from our staff that we all know and love.

I
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Members on the Move
Camilla Gryski recently flew to Inuvik and
Tuktoyaktuk, NWT, where she talked about and
demonstrated string games with Inuit children. The
author of seven children's books, Camilla spoke at
schools and libraries, her trip partially supported by
the Canada Council. A week or so later, Camilla
was in Vancouver where she was a nominee for the
Red Cedar Award, presented for contributions to
children's literature
The peripatetic Wally Joyce just returned from
Oman and Iran. Watch for some of his splendid
photography to come from that trip.

Ann and Ezra Schabas have recently returned
from Australia where they were guests of their son
Michael on the India Pacific, a luxury tram, which
runs from Perth to Adelaide. Michael is a director
of GB Rail, owners of the Great Southern Railway.

Also home from Australia is Jane
Champagne who was equally enthusiastic about the
country.

[With apologies to Brian Parker for the liberty 1 have taken. Ed.]

Alan Carrie has completed three photographic
sessions with women members who joined the Club
during the first three years after women were admitted.
Those who joined in the first twelve months (May 1985
to May 1986) will be known as Charter Women. They
are: Harriet Weld, 19/8/85; Lela Wilson, 25/9/85;
Kathleen Hermant, 4/10/85; Zora Buchanan,
18/12/85; Pat Fairhead, 19/12/85; Kathleen
Kritzwiser, 19/12/85; Ruth Tulving, 10/1/86;
Audrey Matheson, 6/2/86; Virginia Cooper, 17/2/86;
Constance Briant, 26/3/86; Ann Rothery, 23/5/86.
Those who joined in the following two years will be
named Charter Women in 1999 and 2000.
The President explains:

When the cat entered the Club, it held eleven women.

In my May "Notes" I wrote that changes were being considered to improve the third floor
Studio, a multi-purpose room, to make it more hospitable. This has caused concern amongst some
members. Rest assured that Lorna Kelly (Vice-president, House)) is aware of the Studio's functions
and, as I said in "Notes," will confer with representatives from the various groups--artists, actors,
musicians, and the literary table-to make certain that their various needs are met. The Studio now has
window blinds, for slide and video shows. Trust Lorna.

~&/Vdf~Or OCI1Cr
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Sylvia Kirkpatrick's designs [for improvements? Ed.]
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Some Artists are Indoors
The Beckett Gallery at
Heather Strucken
,,
Scollard St. in the
S120
.... .....-.
has a show of paintings,
·' C-c7~
Yorkville area will
Toronto
j.
"Show and Taste", at
·r -e
/
exhibition of
an
mount
Peartree Restaurant,
,
recent oils and waterJ
507 Parliament Street
colours by Rudolf Stfissi,
.'
<'August
to
1
from June
*6-26 June. You are invited
.
30. All are welcome to
.*- P·
·
"
to attend the opening on
come and view - it's a
/,,
-:
c·
Saturday, 6 June, 1-5 pm.
';
~yc;
great restaurant, too.
r
fW<.
It will be the first of a
Loi Hathaway's
"
series of exhibitions under
Paintings of porcelains
the title "FACADE",
and antique shoes and
which will include Berlin in October (where,
hats were featured in a display of linens and
incidentally, you can buy any of 18 different
laces lent by the Museum of Textiles (of which
postcards of his Berlin paintings at most card
Peter Oliphantb is chair) at Conway and
shops), Zurich in December and Innsbruck in
Gower, Hazleton Lanes, Toronto.
March 1999. The exhibitions centre on the
"Watercolour-Into the Second Millenium"
launching of the coffee-table book DerMaler
is an exhibit of miniature watercolours by
RudolfStiissi, Painterby Paul Duval, published
in
Painters
of
Society
Canadian
members of the
by Bentell of Bern. To reserve a copy in
Erindale
Watercolour at the Blackwood Gallery,
advance at $10 less than the post-publication
College, University of Toronto at Mississauga.
price, send your complete address and a cheque
Club members exhibiting are Eleanor Besen,
for $40 a copy to the artist at: 79 Balfour Ave.,
Raymond Cattell, Neville Clarke, Lois
Toronto, M4C 1T4.
Dierlam, Pat Fairhead, Hazel Harvey, John
/
William
Puley,
Joy, Peter Marsh, Gery
Sherman, Rudolph Stiissi and Les Tibbles.
\L
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An August Treat
Join Club members and friends for a tour
of the famous Courtauld Collection at the
Art Gallery of Ontario on Wednesday, 12
August at 10 am. After the tour we'll come
back to the Club for lunch. Maximum of 25
members and friends, so please reserve with
Molly, with payment, before 15 June. Cost
for tour and lunch is $26.00. Audioguides
are available at an extra cost of $5.00. If
you need further information, you may
contact Freda Fyles or Jack Carr.
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Other Artists Are Mostly Outdoors
In September 1997, the Canadian
Wildflower Society sponsored a fourday international art camp in
Temagami, Ontario, to publicize the
logging of old growth red and white
pine ecosystems and to rally public
opinion against this practice. Twentytwo professional wilderness artists,
including Club Members Hazel
Harvey and Les Tibbles attended and
/
from their output donated thirty-six
paintings to the Society, which will be IS
exhibited and sold in Temagami this August with all
proceeds going to the Society. Club Members and
guests have two opportunities to attend an exhibition of all these works at the Club: an Open House
on Sunday 21 June sponsored by the Society from
1:00 to 5:00 pm with a cash bar, and Club Night on
Monday 22 June when Jeff Miller, a member of the
Temagami 22, will speak on "The Art of Loving
Nature."

The Painters' Weekend at
Elmhirst's Resort, 8-9 May, reports
,
Zora Buchanan, was a resounding
success,
o
Thirty members and
friends filled eight charming
cottages-by-the-lake and the
painters had a field [woods? lake?
Ed.] day on Saturday. The weather
was perfect and there were
numerous and varied areas [and
people, see below. Ed.] in which
'--. -•, J
to paint and to play. And play we
did in the evening, singing to the strumming of the
ole banjo, played by Rod Staples. It was a great
weekend, thanks to Bobbie Wagner's excellent
planning. And thanks also to her excellent finding,
the person, who left behind one bright red jacket of
indeterminate sex, may retrieve it. Bobbie will
hold it till she hears from you.
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Outdoor Sketching Group
Saturdays:
30 May...........Jim and Connie McDougall, Caledon
20 June...........Gord and Lois Peters, Palgrave
18 July......TBA (confirmed), Hockley Valley area
8 August.......Joyce Bentham, Port Hope
19 September..Allan and Donna Eagle, Mulmur Hills
17 October......John and Ellen Frei, n. of Campbellville
Members and partners who do not sketch are always
warmly welcome. A word to the wise who are contributing
to the potluck lunch: microwave ovens not always in situ.
Contact: Ellen Frei 369-9564 (except 11 April-10 May).
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What's On in June
Members' Dinner
17 June Annual Garden Party at the home of
John Lawson

Club Nights
1 June Pat Fairhead: "In Pursuit of
Adventure". Pat shows slides and paintings of
her trip from Alaska to Temagami.
8 June Donna Sherman, Conductor, Gergely
Szokolay, piano and Jennifer Higgins, Stage
Director, Cabaret! stage excerpts from Into
the Woods (Sondheim) Ruddigore (Gilbert &
Sullivan) Clemenza da Tito, Marriageof
Figaro(Mozart), Carmen (Bizet) La Boheme
(Puccini)
15 June Wine tasting with Marta Dusmet.

22 June Jeff Miller, artist and writer, and a
member of the Temagami 22, will talk on
"The Art of Loving Nature" in conjunction
with the Temagami Art Exhibition sponsored
by the Canadian Wildflower Society.
29 June Virtuoso Series: Meredith Hall,
baroque soprano, with husband Bernard
Farley, guitar. The duo will offer song-cycles
by the most celebrated composers for guitar of
the late classical and early romantic periods.

9 June Margaret McBurney and Mary
Byers will speak about the research for, and
the writing of, True Newjoundlanders, their
most recent book.

16 June The Fete (site not yet settled).
23 June Christopher Innes will discuss Major
Barbara,to be performed at the Shaw Festival
this year.
Music Tables

4 June Duets, songs and solos with Jodi
Rowsell, soprano,Christine Mourre,flute,
Robin Ridsdill, mezzo-soprano, Jennie
Delisi, piano, Kevin Nickerson, french
horn, Julie Grierson, piano, and Karen
Rymal, piano, works by Grieg, Mozart,
Respighi, Gliere, Walton, Dvorak.
11 June The previously scheduled Erica
Tanner, soprano, has had to cancel. New
programme t.b.a.
18 June A combined lunch with the Visual
Arts Table. Painter Leonard Brooks talks
about Music and Art in Mexico.

25 June Andrea Gerhardt, soprano, sings
Britten, Barber and Dowland.

Literary Tables

2 June Germaine Warkentin, teacher and
scholar, will discuss her work with the diaries
of early Canadian explorers, in particular,
those of Pierre-Esprit Radisson.

Writers' Table

5 June Nomi Berger, internationally
published novelist, will discuss her first nonfiction work, My Brother Peter,just published
by Robert Davies Publishing, Montreal.

The various Tables take a rest at the end
of this month for the summer.
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Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

1

2

3

Literary Table

0

7

8
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Songs, solos, duets

9
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Literary Table
dargaret McBurn y
Club Night
Cabaret!
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Music Table

Club Night
Pat Fairhead

0

RV~

Friday

4

Germaine Warkenti i

0

Thursday

GHR

14

11
Music Table

15

16

17

18
Visual Arts/
Music Table

Studio Painting
Writers' Table
Nomi Berger
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Beaux Arts Bal

12

13
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Studio Painting
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19

20

Studio Painting
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Leonard Brooks

Club Night
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-WineTasting

21

22
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23

24

Literary Table

Photography

Christopher Innes

Committee

Club Night
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T.B.A.

Literary Table
The Fete
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5

Mary Byers
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Saturday

28

Flower Socie' y

29

25
Music Table

26

27

Studio Painting

Andrea Gerhardt
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i
GHR

30
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P
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No Literary Tabk
Club Night
Meredith Hall

GHR short for Great Hall Rented.
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The deadline for the July Lampsletter is 12 June.
Dear Contributors,
Please take note that the Club is open all regular lunch times and Club Nights in August. There
will NOT, however, be a Lampsletter for August. The few events taking place that month will
be
noted on an August Calendar to be included in the June mailing of the July Lampsletter. Is that clear
as mud? Life is never easy and I apologize for the difficulty of having to let me know so
far ahead.
Be consoled that this missive comes from someone as confused as you, namely
Your Editor
Fax 921 7573
Email arobson@inforamp.net

14 Elm Street, Toronto,
Ontario, M5G 1G7
(416) 597-0223
Fax 597-9544
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During my talk at last month's
Annual General Meeting, I urged
members to offer suggestions about
the Club. "Even criticism," I said,
"would be welcome." So I wasn't
too surprised that, as I left the Great
Hall that evening, I was presented
with a letter from a long-time
member. He had plenty of

provocative remarks-some, I think, quite off-base, others
worth discussing. Here they are-but please watch your
blood pressure:
"In my opinion an Arts club is in decay in the 1990s:
----if the club is afraid to clean the windows and shed light on
the art;
----if two-thirds of the membership never participate;
----if the club's unwritten traditions are enforced by a few
members but are unknown to others;
----if the club plays no role in the debates of the arts
community;
----if the club is afraid to establish a majority opinion on arts
issues for fear of offending the minority;
----if the club exhibits virtually no representation of the ethnic
minorities that abound in Toronto;
--- if the club once claimed the allegiance of prominent artists
but now has few left;
----if the club is obliged to attract members by means of free,
rather than paying memberships;
----if the average age is steadily increasing and there is
difficulty attracting the young."
What do you think? It might be an idea to examine these
and other issues at a series of town-hall meetings in the fall.
Please let me know.
On a more up-beat note. I am happy to announce that
past-president John McKellar has agreed to chair our
millenium project. Keep tuned for further details. And please
remember-as an experiment, the club will remain open all
summer long, for lunch on weekdays and on Monday
evenings. If members fail to take advantage of our facilities,
we may not be able to continue this in future years. I look
forward to seeing you at the Round Table.
Margaret McBurney

Lesley Fairfield

For those who were unable to attend the Annual
General Meeting in May, a word about the handsome
new robe that our president (and future presidents) will
be sporting at Members' Dinners. Made of the finest
quality velvet, the robe is a gift from the formidable
Betty Oliphant who, when she first glimpsed the
tattered lining and frayed hem of the old garment,
announced firmly that the time had come for a
replacement. So Betty, at her own expense, arranged
for a replica to be made by the head costume designer
at the National Ballet School. The new robe is slightly
longer and fuller than the previous one, made of heavy,
deep, red velvet with a satin lining. We don't know
exactly how old the previous threadbare robe is-Roly
Pincoe thinks it may be the second one used during the
past 90 years. You may now judge for yourself when
you hang up your coat on the lower level.
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This is the A&L. Here is the news of you.
Three of our A&L members were honoured on
Saturday, 6 June, at Hart House in the University
of Toronto. They were Arthur Ament, Lyman
Henderson and Elmer Phillips. Each was
presented with the Chancellor's Medal by
Chancellor Hal Jackman [No bold face there, Ed.].
Arthur Ament graduated from University
College in 1928; Lyman Henderson from
Trinity College and Elmer Phillips from Victoria
College both in 1943. Congratulations and keep
singing along.
The University of Toronto Bulletin of 19 May
published a stimulating [What would you expect?
Ed.] article by Shakespearean scholar Sandy
Legatt, "The Meeting of Minds: universities, like
theatre, rely on human contact to flourish."
New member Gladys Ward has written an
article on Betty Oliphant for a forthcoming issue
of CARP (Canadian Association of Retired
Persons) News. [Not the happiest of acronyms.
Ed.].

Peter Large has been appointed vicepresident, exhibitions, for the Society of Canadian
Artists for a two-year term. More congratulations.
Last month, members of Hadassah Wizo
were given a tour of our building by Jack Carr,
who also serves as a docent at the AGO. In
appreciation, the Hadassah women presented the
Club with a certificate, which you may see on the
notice board, stating the Arts and Letters Club's
name has been inscribed in The Book of Life at
the Netanya Technological High School at Youth
Aliyah in Israel.
The Executive Committee is pleased to
announce that Margaret Maloney, known to
many of us for her long and skilful leadership of
the Osborne and Lillian H. Smith Collections, will
now be better known to more of you as the Club's
curator. There could be no better person for the
task.

Members We Have Lost
His Honour Judge Irwin Arnold Blackstone of Calgary, Alberta died on 6 May 1998
aged 78.
Born and educated in Toronto, he moved west in 1946. He was a proud Life Member
of the Club.
Max B.E. Clarkson died on 11 June, while vacationing with his wife Madeleine
in Italy. In !976, he
brought his business experience to the University of Toronto as Dean of the Faculty
of Management. His
support of the arts was enthusiastic and he will be sorely missed at the
Club.

A Warm Welcome to Members We Have Gained
Wendy Anne Boyd, proposed by Zora
Buchanan, interested in anything to do with art
and music. Tel: 535-8913.
Irene Healey, proposed by Ann Henderson,
interested in sculpture, painting, printmaking and
literature. Tel: 975-0771.
George McGillivray Hendry, proposed by
Tanya d'Anger, interested in music, history,
theatre, literature, politics. Tel: 960-9336.
Alan Nazar Ipekian, proposed by Madeline M.
Field, interested in the fine and decorative arts,
architecture, graphic and interior design, classical
music and opera, literature. Tel: 905-274-9116.
Sharif N. Kahn, proposed by Neville Clarke,
interested in just about everything from writing,
painting, sculpting, literature to films, travelling
and personal development. Tel:927 0235.

Margaret Crawford Maloney, proposed by
Lorna Kelly, interested in literature (especially
biography and books for children), graphic arts,
music and drama. Tel: 483-5397.
Barbara McGivern, proposed by Doug Purdon,
interested in films, photography, travel, off-road
driving, ceramics and painting. Tel: 926-1887.
Mavis Waters, proposed by ZoE Girling,
interested in literature, drama, music and folklore.
Tel: 972-6313.
Robert L. Woolner, proposed by Franklin
Arbuckle, interested in painting, sculpture, music,
theatre and landscape architecture Tel: 465-1205.
Joan York, proposed by Peter Webb, interested
in all music, particularly guitar. Tel: 925-8114.
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People of the Club
When Vernon Mould retired as vice-principal of Upper Canada
College last year to give his full-time to painting, he began to take up
once more his first of several careers, the one he started half a century
ago.
At the Ontario College of Art, he says, "I really studied to be a
painter." He began teaching art at UCC but soon was drawn into
book illustrating. Over the next several years he illustrated dozens of
books, most of them histories for which he did his own research,
books like ProudAges, One Dominion and FairDomain, three that
"probably sold a million and a half copies."
Growing out of his work as a history illustrator, his next
"unplanned career" was as chair of the University of Western Ontario
project group responsible for planning, designing and building the
museum for the Government of Ontario at Ste. Marie Among the
Hurons near Midland. This took four years.
He did so well, it led to further historical projects, such as chair
of the team that planned and built the International Women's Year
Pavilion for the Canadian National Exhibition. A further project was
for the Department of External Affairs and the MacDonald-Stewart Foundation as planner and designer of the
orientation programme for Jacques Cartier Manoir (Cartier's restored home in St. Malo France).
All the time he continued to teach at Upper Canada, doing historical painting, and in his spare time,
working with fellow Club member, Archie Arbuckle (Vern as president, Archie as past president, of the
OCA Alumni) to create the A.J. Casson award for outstanding faculty members. Oh yes, and helping to
organize, in 1984, an art gallery owned by painters, several from the Club, called Gallery 306, still going
strong.
In the period 1955-75, he was designer, illustrator, author or co-author of over 40 books, mostly histories.
And just incidentally, he was a member of the province's Huronia Historical Development Council, head of the
UCC preparatory and upper school art departments, vice-principal of administration and planning-and
received a few awards. Among them was an LLD from the UWO, a Special Award of Distinction from
McGraw Hill Ryerson "for distinguished contribution to the presentation of Canadian History," the
Distinguished Alumni Award from OCA, and a Premier's citation for helping preserve Ontario's cultural
heritage.
One fact he has learned from his research: "It was the French who were really responsible for the opening
up of this continent, rather than the British." This was possible because they established a better rapport with
the native peoples, and from them learned to use two valuable native inventions: the birch-bark canoe and
sagamite. Sagamite? That was an early form of K-rations. Essentially pulverized corn, that allowed them to
travel great distances without having to carry big supplies of food. And another conviction: because Canadian
history has low priority in our schools, "Canadians know far less about their country and background than
Americans [I prefer "United Statesians"; they share North America with us and America with a whole bunch of
other people central and south of them, Ed.] do about theirs."
Vern first joined the Club in 1962, left after ten years, then joined again in 1985. His wife Dorothy, also
a painter, was a Club member for about three years. The couple are proud of their two married daughters, one
an architect, the other a teacher.
And what's next for Vern? He expects to continue to consult on heritage projects and he remains a
director of Gallery 306. Having given up the time-intensive demand of academic administration, he hopes to
take a more active role in the Club. "But my main objective is to get back into painting."
Fergus Cronin
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Odds and Ends of Great Importance
Gerry Sevier is much to be congratulated for
the portrait of our new President, which graces the
front page of LAMPSletter.
Rod Staples sends many thanks to all (and
there were a whole bunch) who helped celebrate the
publication of, Owen Staples: Painterof Canada's
Pastby Rod and lan Gait at the Club on 16 June.
Stephen Bulger received a well-deserved
glowing account of his work in Toronto Life for his,
I quote, "heroic mission to rescue forgotten or littleseen Canadian photographic gems from obscurity"
in his eponymous gallery on Toronto's Queen Street
West.
David Skene-Melvin and Ann Rothery send a
gentle reminder that if you have material (text or
pictures) for the Club's Scrapbook, please to deliver
it directly to one or other of them, or both. Please
do NOT leave it in the drawers of the Scrapbook's
lectern. Thank you for your co-operation.
And while you are not leaving items in the
drawers on 10 and 24 July, you should listen to the
Elm Street Trio: Ezra Schabas on clarinet, Ron
Sorley on piano and John Wimbs on drums.
And while the Charter Women are leaning on
the piano (or better, standing near it), they may pick
up prints of the photographs of themselves, which
Alan Carrie has generously left there for them.
A not so gentle reminder: the notice board
beside the kitchen door is for official club notices
only. Information regarding activities in which
members are involved or which may be of general
interest should be placed on the notice board on the
lower level. This material will be dated by the
Communications Committee and removed when an
event [or the postee. Ed.] expires or retained for
three months if appropriate.
On Saturday, 8 August, Skylight Theatre (Earl
Bales Park) is presenting an evening of"Lorca and
de Falla." The featured work is El Amor Bruho
sung in Spanish by mezzo-soprano Odette Beaupr6,
with the Paula Moreno Spanish Dance Company
and music director Ruth Morawetz.
The Music Committee reports they're twothirds of the way to their fund-raising goal of

$10,000 to cover the costs of the Glick-Outram
Song Cycle, to have its world premiere at the Club
on Sunday 6 December, 1998. The rising young
baritone James Westman is the soloist, accompanied
by piano and cello. Richard Outram has written
the original poetry for Glick's music. Donations
should be sent to Mary Lou Coulton, Comptroller,
Canadian Music Centre, 20 St. Joseph St, M4V 1J9
and she will issue a tax receipt. John Lawson will
gladly tell you more, including how to give using
your credit card.
Many members have commented on the
interesting displays in the glass-fronted cases on the
lower level of the Club. It took an artist and a poet,
intimately combined, to show us how; we congratulate Barbara Howard and Richard Outram.
The president's robe, used by many distinguished
men and now retired in favour of a spanking new
one for our first woman president, Margaret
McBurney, is displayed in all its gravy-stained
[And maybe a little bit of wine? Ed.] splendour, the
survivor of many a Boar's Head. Also shown is the
president's medallion, designed by J.E.H.
MacDonald in 1910.

Time to Update the Directory

(And not a moment too soon.)

It's been a long time since the members'
directory was updated; the Communications
Committee hopes to have the new one out by
September. [I hope you do too. Ed.]
If you're listed in the current directory, please
check it and call in any corrections/additions to
Molly, if you haven't already done so. For
unlisted members-and we know you are
legion-please check your newsletter envelope to
make sure your name is correctly spelled. Again,
corrections to Molly. Don't forget to include
your fax number, if you have one.
Deadline for corrections is 24 July 1998.

The Club will be open this August; the truncated hours are:
Monday to Friday: 11.00 am to 3.00 pm.
Monday only 5.00 pm to 8.00 pm.
You can enjoy five lunches and one dinner all through August.

Ends and Odds of Great Importance
During July, August and September the
Commensal Restaurant (in the Minto Plaza)
is featuring watercolours by Loi Hathaway.
"Do drop in and savour them," suggests Loi.
Anne Meredith Barry has an exhibition
"Shorelines: Paintings of Newfoundland
Communities" at the Emma Butler Gallery,
St. John's, NF, until 4 July.

Lights! Camera! Action!
Ok, maybe it's not that glamorous. However, if
you've ever felt the urge to perform, but weren't
sure you had the nerve to try, here is a perfect
opportunity to test the water. Starting Tuesday,
15 September at 6.30 pm., the Theatre
Committee will be hosting Play Readings to
involve and amuse you. We have selected a few
plays, but you might suggest others. So come
out, share some food (Tuesday is sandwich
night, remember. [Shrewd those theatre folk!
Ed.]) and join others who love theatre.
Calling All Sculptors!
or those who would like to. Call 920-3258.
Paint the Autumn Colours!
from 2-4 October at Elmhirst's Resort on Rice
Lake. All Club members and guests welcome
on this weekend of fun and creativity. Prizes
offered for the most innovative artists' hats.
Cost TBA; further information available on the
bar in the Club by the end of June.* The Club
must guarantee our booking by 1 Sept. so paid
reservations are necessary with Molly before
that date. Cancellations after 1 Sept. cannot be
refunded. We will do our best to match up
suitable room-mates or get a group and book a
cottage. Questions? Bobbi Wagner 503-8790.
*Peak season date; price currently being negotiated.
Outdoor Sketching Group
Saturdays:
18 July.. .Heather Gardiner, 4th Line, Mono Twp.
Hockley Valley area.
8 August.. .Joyce Bentham, Port Hope
19 September.. ..Allan and Donna Eagle, Mulmur Hills
17 October.. .John and Ellen Frei, n. of Campbellville
Members and partners who do not sketch are always
warmly welcome. Remember microwave ovens not always
in situ. To know more contact: Ellen Frei 369-9564

Lunch and a Fabulous Art Show
An August Treat at a Bargain Price
You've seen the rave reviews of the
Courtauld Collection at the Art Gallery of

Ontario so don't miss our group tour,

followed by lunch at the Club, Wednesday,
12 August. We'll meet at the Gallery at 10

am. It's a real bargain at $26.00 for the tour
and lunch--regular admission to the
Collection can go as high as $25.
This world famous collection of 80
Impressionist and Post-Impressionist
masterpieces will bring you back again and
again-Manet, Renoir, Cezanne, Degas and
on and on.
Maximum of 25 members and friends, so
please reserve with Molly, with payment,
before 9 July. If you need more information,
you may contact Freda Fyles or Jack Carr.
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What's On in July and August
(Not a long bill of fare but excellent.)

July Club Nights are Movie-Making Nights
featuring a series of documentaries on video about
making movies in Hollywood's Golden Era. Each
video runs approximately fifty minutes and will be
followed by a discussion led by John Twomey.

6 July The Romantic Twosomes and the Kisses
They Shared: Lauren Bacall's tour of 100 years of
movie kisses stars Cary Grant, Katherine Hepburn,
Humphrey Bogart, Robert Taylor and many more.
13 July "Here's Looking at You Kid." Lauren
Bacall goes behind the scenes to show how
Casablanca was made. (Nota Bene: President's
Choice Beers of the World (Labatts) will be
offering free samples of two of their products
together with food and promotional giveaways.)
20 July Music in the Movies, Part 1. A study of the
writing of the great scores for Gone With The Wind,
Robin Hood etc., by Max Steiner, Eric Wolfgand
Korngold inter alia.

27 July Music in the Movies, Part 2. The history of
movie music continues with David Raskin telling
how he came to write the haunting score of Laura.

"Are you a blue bird?" "I don't think so; I feel quite happy."

Bluebird of Happiness
The bluebird of happiness
Has some feathers of gray
Be sure to cherish the blue ones
As long as you may
Nurture and cosset it
Implore it to stay
Lest feeling neglected
It might fly away
Alisa Satchel

12 August Trip to the AGO for the Courtauld
Exhibition.

What's On in October
6 October At 5.30 in the Library with
complimentary sandwiches to follow:

Proposal for a Poetry Table
(for the erratic and stable)
Let Poetry have a Table
For those inspired and able
In poesy to engage
With thoughts both wry and sage.
Can we find those who'd employ
Their gifts and bring each other joy
By adding something fresh and new
To the illustrious Arts & Letters stew?
Alisa Satchel
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There is no August Lampsletter; the deadline for the September Lampsletter is 14 August.
Dear Club Members,
The stuffing elves wish you all a very happy, sunny (disposition and weather) summer. We
shall meet again, the elves that is, on the third Friday of August; we invite you to join us for a
frolicsome hour or two. May you enjoy many such between now and then.
Your Editor
Fax 921 7573
Email arobson@inforamp.net
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Dinner 5-8.00 pn.
GHR short for Great Hall Rented
NO MOLLY TO RESERVE WITH
The deadline for the September Lampsletter is 14 August.
Dear Members,
My gift to you for the month of August is silence. Such restraint! Do not expect such selfcontrol for another twelve months.
Your Editor
Fax 921 7573
Email arobson@inforamp.net
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As I write this in mid-August,
it appears that keeping the Club
open this month was a good idea.
We have had a steady stream of
members appearing at lunch, at
Monday Club Nights (even
without the usual entertainment),
and attending occasional comSmittee

meetings. Our assistant

manager, Jason Clarke, is minding the store during Bob
Gerrard's absence -- and he says he is busier than ever.
As long as this keeps up, we will likely continue to keep
the Club open all year round.
The Club has been given a wonderful piece of

Members' Dinners of Special Note
Please Nota Them Specially Bene
Wednesday, 23 September
The second annual Arts & Letters Club Award will be announced and presented at dinner in the Great Hall. Bar opens
at 5:30 for dinner at 7.00. Club member David Ben, resident
conjuror, will be in charge of post-prandial entertainment.
There are rumours that he will saw the award winner in two!
[Is that two for the price of one or one at half-price? Ed.]

archival memorabilia -- a broad sheet announcing our

1920 Boar's Head Dinner. Originally owned by Rt. Hon.
Vincent Massey, it was donated by Melodie Massey,
from the estate of her husband, the late Hart Massey.
Nineteen-twenty was a banner year in our Club's history:
we moved to 14 Elm Street that year, so this Boar's Head
Feast would have been the first held in our building. As
well, it was Vincent Massey's first year as Club president
(1920-22).
And we have received another fascinating gift -- Lela
Wilson has donated to the Club the handsome gavel used
by her late husband, Maxwell Henderson, when he was
chairman of the Board of Auditors for the United Nations.
The gavel is of wood with engraved silver fittings, and
was a gift to Max from the Audit Council of Thailand on
September 5, 1971. We hope to have both the Massey
and Wilson / Henderson gifts on display in the near
future.
Next month you'll meet the 1998-9 winner of the
Club's Arts and Letters Award. It will be presented at the
Members' Dinner on Wednesday, September 23. This is
the second year that this award has been given to someone
who has made a significant contribution to the cultural life
of Toronto -- but who has not always received the recognition that he / she deserves. You will have to be at the dinner
to find out who this year's winner is. I know you will not be
disappointed.
Margaret McBurney
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Wednesday, 21 October
The Arts and Letters Club will celebrate its 9 0 th
anniversary with a gala, dress-up affair. The evening will also
celebrate the 100th anniversary of George Gershwin. Ruth
Morawetz, Tanya d'Anger, and John Wimbs head the
Club's roster for a swinging programme of Gershwin music.
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We Note with Sadness the Deaths of Members
Yvonne Amos on 22 June; Cleeve Home O.C., O. Ont., R.C.A., O.S.A., S.S.C., President of the Arts
and Letters Club 1955-57, on 5 July; Bernard Radley, a life member, died aged 93 at Lake Muskoka on 27
July; Manuel Almudevar died aged only 40 on 29 July in Waterloo; and Sandy Stewart aged 68 at his
home on 5 August. How sorrowful is such a list.
The Club wishes to thank:
Freda Fyles, Ann Schabas and Margaret Whittaker for all their labours on the Club's new 1998
phone book and Barbara Howard and Richard Outram for creating a handsome design for the cover.
Howard Mansfield, secretary of the Friends of the Canadian War Museum in Ottawa, who has asked our
permission to write an article about the Club's 1997 commemorative publication Remembering a Forgotten
War. The article will appear in an upcoming Friends Newsletter and will discuss the "neglect of the war art
stored at Vimy House and... the gallantry of so many of your club's members."
Alan Carrie for his most acceptable and appropriate gift of five 11" x 14" colour prints of our Charter
Women. These handsome photographs have now been framed and will soon be seen on the walls of the
Club. Keep your eyes peeled. [An image I've never liked. Ed.]
Dick and Ginnie Storr who, for the past three years have worked tirelessly as our archivists. It is a job -often unheralded -- that demands dedication, skill, and countless hours of sorting, cataloguing, meeting with
visiting scholars and journalists, and dealing with inquiries from members and outsiders. The Storrs handled
it all with grace and good humour. Recently Dick's eyes have given him problems, so he has reluctantly resigned as co-archivist. Ginny, fortunately, will continue to work in the archives, assisting our new archivist,
R.Scott James, formerly the managing director of the Toronto Historical Board and Toronto's Director of
Records and City Archivist [and star LAMPS stuffer Ed.]. The Club is lucky to have Scott's talents.
The Club wishes you to know:
You have waited long enough-the Club's new directory will be ready and available for pick-up in early
October. Each member is entitled to one copy of the new directory; extra copies will be available @$2.00.
This year marks the 100th anniversary of the birth of the late Eric Arthur, architectural historian,
renowned professor of architecture at the University of Toronto, and an esteemed member of the Arts and
Letters Club. In his honour the Architectural Conservancy of Ontario (which he founded in 1933) has
organized an exhibition of photographs, drawings and paintings at the Market Gallery, South St. Lawrence
Market, 31 October 1998 to 7 March 1999 and a fund-raising dinner on 14 November. On 7 December the
Arts and Letters Club will hold a dinner to honour him.
As you know, the Arts and Letters Club awards honorary memberships to the directors of five of the
city's major cultural organizations, each membership named after a former member of the Club. This year's
three new honorary members are: Michael McCleliand, President, Toronto Society of Architects replacing
George Kapelos as the Eric Arthur Honorary Member for Architecture; Matthew Teitelbaum, Director,
Art Gallery of Ontario, replacing Maxwell Anderson as the J.E.H. MacDonald Honorary Member for
Painting; and Martin Bragg, Artistic Director, Canadian Stage Company, replacing Bob Baker as the John
Coulter Honorary Member for Stage.
Malcolm McGrath and several volunteer interviewers have now completed audiotape interviews with
Archie Arbuckle; Stage Manager Emeritus Roly Pincoe; Past-Presidents Norman McMurrich, Lyman
Henderson, Ernest Sirluck, Ezra Schabas, Pat Hume and Michael Spence; John Pepall (re his
grandfather, Past-President George Pepall); Ann Robson (re her late husband, Jack); Wentworth Walker;
Mavor Moore, Jim Hubbard, Ken Pratt; Jim Morris and Nan Cowley (re her late husband, Barker
Fairley.) Mal has another eight subjects planned. These tapes will be a priceless addition to our archives.

And that
the locks throughout the Club and the card keys for the front door are being changed. New keys will be
issued to officers of the Club, staff and a limited number of members. The reason is obvious.
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People of the Club

..

Ann Robson, our esteemed editor of this newsletter, claims that
the reason she has had a career as professor of history is because she is
a gossip. Both she and her late husband, John, taught at Victoria
College-for a time he was principal-she in History and he in
English. Apart from her PhD thesis, published as On Higher Than
CommercialGrounds, which dealt with English factory laws in the last
century, she edited the four volumes of John Stuart Mill's newspaper
writings in The Collected Works, edited and wrote books with her
husband and is still a co-editor of the DisraeliLetters, a project at
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IJ.pli.-Queen's
when the Club was looking for an editor a year ago, Ann was a
natural choice. As she begins her
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second year with the blue pencil, she
says, "I suspect that two years is about as long as it benefits the Club to

have the same editor."
It is also quite taxing. "Once every month you have to keep five

....

days clear" for putting it together, sending it out for photo-copying,
then a day for mailing. She has several helpers, "We have fun getting
Photo by Alan CarieStogether
for labelling and stuffing [Remember that's the third Friday of
the month. Ed.] because it's totally mindless. So we're doing something that's useful, and it's a social event." [I
think I said, "It's a giggle"; if I didn't, I should have. Ed.]
Ann does her composition on her computer, but sometimes has to resort to "good-old fashioned scissors-andpaste. I'm sure it could be done more efficiently with desk-top publishing, as it was before, because I'm very
much an amateur. But we saved the Club $8000.00 last year." [And that wasn't even a full fiscal year! Ed.]
The Club newsletter, says Ann (who loved realizing recently that she was "The Lady of the Lamps") should
not be considered simply something to inform members of Club activities. "I rather think its main purpose should
be to keep members interestedin the Club."
If she had her wish, she would have more people contributing-"smallish items." She would also like to have
contributions from more of the artists. These should be line-drawings "but with thick lines because when they're
reduced, the lines tend to disappear."
"I'd like, also, an editorial controversy running with 'Letters to the Editor' and have some flak." For
entertainment, "it would certainly beat all the obits that have to go in. I don't think that the newsletter reflects
enough of the character of the Club; I'm not sure how to change that." She thinks that reports on events by a sort
of "roving reporter" might help.
She was born in England and came to Canada when she was six, her father having been appointed to teach
Mediaeval Constitutional History at the University of Toronto. She taught history there herself from 1964 to
1997. She is on the Club's history committee, assembling material for a book about the Club for its centenary in
2008. She likes a suggestion from John Joy that the committee should produce a video as well as the book,
"partly because the book is going to have problems; there's so much material it'll be hard to keep it to a
reasonable size."
Fergus Cronin
BE AN ANGEL THIS FALL [Not to be confused with a fallen angel. Ed.]
If you started reading on page one, you will
know that the Arts and Letters Club's second Arts
Award winner is to be honoured at a special dinner on
23 September. Last year the winner Mary Lou Fallis.
In addition to the special medallion designed by
sculptor Anne Lazare-Mirvish and a certificate, she
received a cash prize, a one-time donation by Weir &
Foulds. thanks to John McKellar. This year the Club

would again like to add a cash prize of say, $500. An
angel is the answer. Please spread your wings, play your
harp and encourage a company or person to be similarly
generous. Or perhaps a member would care to
acknowledge monetarily both the importance of culture
in all our lives and the under-compensation of our
"remuneratively challenged" artists. If you can help,
please call Margaret McBurney before 10 Sentember.
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What We Did Last Summer
Jack Downing recently visited the home of poet
and playwright, Wm. Butler Yeats near Tipperary.
Yeats had purchased an 1850 four-storey square stone
tower, about 20' X 20' with two-foot thick walls from
the County for L 35.00. Refurbished, it has four rooms
and an interior spiral stone stairway in one corner
leading to a flat sun-roof. The ground floor is a family
room; second floor a kitchen and dining area; third
floor a living room; and fourth floor the bedroom.
The tower is surrounded by gardens and pathways.
The Tower
I walked where Yeats had walked
along the path
that leads
from tower wall
to memory/
and at the river-race
I slowed my pace
to hear the sounds
and see the flow
that matched the words
the poet penned
so many years

Lesley Fairfield and Raymond Peringer were
married by the Reverend Malcolm Sinclair in a small
family wedding at Metropolitan United Church on
Saturday, 8 August. Our congratulations and best
wishes to them. Long may bliss reign!
At this summer's Fringe Festival, Naomi Priddle
was co-author and choreographer for Alarums and
Excursions -- a compilation of the best fights from six
favourite Shakespeare plays. Kate Taylor in The Globe
and Mail praised the "single seamless script" and
described the production as "clean fun for an audience
of Bard-lovers."
Gordon Fulton has recently returned from a
four-week stint in Romania with CESO (Canadian
Executive Services Overseas). He worked as a
volunteer with a 100-employee office products
dealership, sharing management, marketing and sales
training skills. "I went with the old thought, 'rather than
give a man a fish, teach him how to fish,'" reports
Gord. "It was one of the most rewarding experiences
of my life." Before returning to Toronto, he spent a
one-week vacation in Prague.

ago.

Jack Downing

What We Are Doing This Fall
Peter Hart is directing A.R. Gurney's Later Life
for East Side Players. It opens 17 September and runs
to 3 October at Todmorden Mills on Pottery Road.
Julian Mulock is designing the flyers and both Peter
and Julian will scatter them at the Club when ready.
John Sullivan is putting the "A" back into
LAMPS. At long last the Club has an Architecture
Committee. Several architectural members recently got
together at the invitation of John Sullivan to consider
increasing architectural events in the Club. A number of
areas of interest were proposed: visits to new or restor-

ed buildings, discussions of proposed controversial
developments in Toronto, visiting lecturers;
strengthening relationships with other organizations,
sharing with other disciplines within the Club, inviting
students to participate. If members have other
suggestions, feel free to call Pamela Cluff, Howard
Chapman, Paul Hughes, Frank Final, Tye Farrow,
Hugh Westren, John Wimbs, or our own Honorary
Architect, Margaret McBurney. Notwithstanding the
Club category of "Architect" all Club designers are
most welcome to participate at all levels. Just call.
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"'r our first play reading. Our
September 15, 1998 will be
be JITTERS by David
selection for that night will
X- around 7:00 pm, but please
French. Reading will start <
come earlier and get acquainted with the people, the play and... things.
Remember, if you've ever wanted to try acting, but were a little stage
shy, now is a great opportunity to test the water. At this time The
Theatre Committee would like to extend a special invitation to all our
new members who have indicated an interested in the Performing Arts.
We look forward to seeing you ALL there.

A Welcome to our New Members
Sherry Boecke, proposed by Diana Hore,
interested in writing, producing, travel
books, art and golf. Tel. 488-5275.
Ted Brock, proposed by Ezra Schabas,
interested in history, genealogy, architecture,
cottage life. Tel. 977-4670.
Gabriele Dankert, proposed by Diana
Hore, interested in music, painting, and
literature. Tel.929-8652
Lesley Fairfield, proposed by Raymond
Peringer [Surprise! Ed.], interested in
drawing, music, literature. Tel. 923-3317.
Joan Hall, proposed by Jean Edwards,
interested in all kinds of music, flower
arranging, housework [We should meet;
I have lots. Ed.] Tel. 884-8569.
John C. Jenkins, proposed by David
Briant, interested in music, painting
(watercolour). Tel. 905-527-3067.

Lusiana Lukman, proposed by Margaret
McBurney, interested in music composition,
piano (performing and teaching), oil
painting. Tel. 905-629-4927.
Connie MacDougall, proposed by James
MacDougall, interested in music (opera,
classical, Broadway), paintings, choral
singing, needlepoint. Tel. 519-941-9008.
Michaela Morrison, proposed by Moya
Gillett, interested in painting, drawing,
pottery, dancing. Tel. 487-8173.
John Neville, proposed by Herbert
Whittaker, interested in visual arts, opera,
ballet. Tel.651-7351.
Marjorie Pepper, proposed by Rita
Segsworth, interested in all arts, miniatures,
flowers, decoration. Tel. 920-1536.

And a Farewell to One of our Most Loved
The Club's severe loss of one of its brightest spirits, Sandy Stewart, can only be eased by the
remembrance of the farewell evening shared with him and his family. His own recollections of
associations within our walls were wonderfully amusing and entertaining, the more so because his
own energy was rapidly being impaired by the cancer which took him off on 5 August. And the
contributions of his many friends from the CBC, his principal arena of success, made that occasion
surely one of the most heartfelt in the long history of the Arts and Letters; certainly it was in the
opinion of those who were fortunate enough to attend.
However, it was not until many of us read Wallace Inmen's "Lives Lived" in the Globe and
Mail (14 August 1998) that we could appreciate the breadth and variety of Andrew Stewart's long
and creative contribution to Canada's self-expression. His field was principally the entertainment
and instruction of young listeners. It burst forth on the Network waving banners labelled "Razzle
Dazzle" and "Reach for the Top" but his over-all contribution to CBC was infinitely wider because
his interests included science, the history of broadcasting and biography. His input into all these
aspects of radio and television is still felt in CBC programming and the educational system.
Related books he wrote are considered major influences.
It is particularly satisfying to me to point out that he began this tremendous output through the
London Little Theatre, a major cultural influence to many over the years. My own last phone
conversation with him was about enhancing the Club's stage and I hung up buoyed by his
enthusiasm. Sandy's high spirits remain undiminished by death, but we are left to console
ourselves as best we can. It is important to us that his wife Pat and two sons Jake and Michael and
all the family know that we appreciated him as much as we enjoyed his company.
Herbert Whittaker
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Exhibitions and Exhibitionists
Derek Aylen will have colour woodcuts in two

Audrey Garwood's paintings, inspired by the
Canadian North and the Sunshine Coast in northern
British Columbia ["Sunshine"? If you say so. Ed.],
may be seen in her exhibit "A Feeling for the Land"
at the Network Gallery, First Canadian Place until
12 September.

juried exhibitions in the United States this fall. The
Pittsburgh Print Group's Biennial opens in
Pittsburgh, PA., on 25 September; and the
Philadelphia Water Color Club's 9 8 th Anniversary
Exhibition opens in Atlantic City, N.J., 4 October.
Sandra J. Shaw's bronze portrait bust of Tom
Thomson, which the National Sculpture Society
showed at their 63" Annual Exhibition in New
York, is now on display until 25 October at the
entrance to the "Tom Thomson's Algonquin
Memories" wing of the Algonquin Gallery in
Algonquin Park. The first casting of this bust has
been on permanent display at the Algonquin Visitor
Centre since its opening in 1993.
CLUB ARTISTS

PAINTERS, SCULPTORS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS

Expose yourself at the Hummingbird Centre
For one month from 8 February 1999
Forms will be on the bar. Please fill them in and
leave in my mail box at the Club by 1 December.
For more info, phone/fax Lois Dierlam 481-8656.
CALENDAR OF ART EXHIBITIONS
8 Sept-25 Sept-Paintings by Julian Mulock and Jim
Webster
28 Sept.-23 Oct-Members' Autumn Painting Show

(Juried)
26 Oct -13 Nov-Paintings by Lois Dierlam
16 Nov- 27 Nov-Members' Small Painting Show (Juried)
30 Nov- 8 Jan---Christmas Show of Small Works with
Silent Auction
11 Jan-5 Feb---Photography Show (Juried)
8 Feb-26 Feb----Members' Painting Show (Juried)
WANTED

New Members for Music Committee
You love music, enjoy meeting musicians and making
them comfortable at our Club.
You like meetings that are short and snappy (ours take
place at lunchtime, at the Club, the first Wednesday of the
month.) You like to learn something at every meeting you
attend and have a good laugh or two as well.
You may or may not have a list a yard long of
performers you'd like to hear at the Club, but you've
probably got some good ideas we'd like to hear.
You're willing to be co-ordinator of the Music Table
or Club Music Night, four-six times a year. We'll give you
lots of support. Let's talk. Please call Judith Tait at 9217565; Fax 921-4139: or under the "T" at the Club

Call for Entries
for
The Members' Juried Art Show
28 September to 23 October
Drawing, Painting, Original Printmaking & Photography
Jurors: Jess Stevens, Loi Hathaway, Chris Adeney
Works in all media framed and ready to hang will be
accepted. The centre of the wire for hanging a work must
be at least 3" below the frame when hanging. Please bring
works to the Club on Saturday, 26 September, 9-10am.
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"S'Wonderful, S'Gershwin"

'

Written by John Wimbs Jnr. of New York
Music DirectorRuth Morawetz

'

'

Join us for this special evening, written for the Arts and Letters Club by Dora
Winner, and Quebec Drama Award Winner, John Wimbs Jnr. of New
York.
This gala event will celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the birth of George
Gershwin, which happily coincides with the 90th Anniversary of the
founding of the Club.
Introducing, Patrick Ross, a multi-talented man of the theatre, a dynamic
singer/actor who was unforgettable in 'Madeira M'Dear' at the Dell, and who
has appeared in 'Bye Bye Birdie' and 'The Fantasticks'.
Reintroducing the Club's own songstress/actress, the delectable Tanya
D'Anger, and the Club's Mr. Rhythm, the tap-dancing and drumming John
Wimbs Snr.
With the accomplished and artistic Ruth Morawetz on the keyboard, this
intimate evening promises a G vhwin-filled cocktail of wonderful music and
song.
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The words and music of Ira and George Gershwin are brought to life on
the stage of Toronto's most intimate Club, the Elm Street Nierie, where
the elite meet
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Wednesday October 21 1998:
Cocktails 6;30pm: Dinner 7;00pm; Show 8;00pmi
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$50.00 including complimentary wine.
.
Book early with Molly-597 0223. Members are encouragedto bringfriends
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What's On in September
Members' Dinner
23 September. Wednesday Second annual Arts &
Letters Club Award. David Ben presiding. Bar
5.30; dinner 7.00.

22 September Informal discussion
29 September John Twomey will speak on "Spies
Real and Imagined."

Club Nights

Music Tables

14 September Pachter Update. Charlie fills us in
with his latest adventures: the new Moose Factory,
Gallery and Salon and revelations about his latest
works.

10 September One piano and two flutes played by
students from the Graduate School at York
University.

21 September "Duo Us" is Nell Perkens and Milan
Krepp with music from show tunes to the classics.
28 September Maria Tippett, distinguished writer
on Canadian art, launches her new book Stormy
Weather published by McClelland & Stewart. She
writes about Frederick Varley, "the most inventive
and least conventional artist in the Group of Seven."
Literary Tables
8 September Reports of summer reading.
15 September Brian Parker will discuss The Night
of the Iguana.

17 September Piano Trio-Teresa Lin, piano.
24 September Sarah Gartshort, soprano.
Writers' Group
11 September "What I did in my Summer
vacation"; or, "Do I have the nerve to have my
peers critique [Eh? Ed.] my work-in-progress?"
This group meets the first Friday of every month.
(Yes, David Skene-Melvin knows the 1 1t is the
second Friday but he also knows a long week-end
when he sees one.) Suggestions for programmes?
Photography Group
30 September Meeting takes place at noon.

Letter to the Editor
[I, the editor, me, have received a letter, my very first ever.]
To the Editor,
I am dismayed to see that what I
thought, many weeks ago, to be a brash,
juvenile and deceptively elegant brush
with scholarship, and above all a strictly
temporary travesty, is still there in the
Club's basement display. The glass case
at the bottom of the steps to the comfort
rooms was obviously intended to direct
the unsuspecting, preoccupied member
to the Club's unsuspected elegance,
hence the presidential robe of office on
display there.
How demeaning, then for the other
side of the case to be occupied by a

pornographic ode to "St. Penis"! Surely our members can be
assumed to have developed beyond a prurient interest in this
schoolboy joke disguised as clever poetry.
Consider for a moment the impression such a show of smut
would have on a potential new member. Poetry through the
ages has been used to give us a glimpse of heaven, or a better
life than we have, to inspire us to contemplate the lofty, the
beauty-inspired glimpses of such emotions as love, peace and
charity.
In highlighting this misled attempt at humour, the Club has
been guilty of giving in to a juvenile prank. It is true we want
to attract younger members to the Club. If we cannot do it
without accepting the philosophy of the gutter, I would expect
next to hear loud rock-and-roll music shaking our walls.
J.F.C.
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The deadline for the October Lampsletter is 11 September.
Dear Readers and Writers,
Thank you for your contributions. If you write to LAMPSletter, you probably read it. A
cheering thought. I apologize for abbreviating some submissions; necessity is the mother of the blue
pencil. Eight pages--well six really-are not very many to cover the myriad interests of the A&L.
A correspondent said he could not find the self-effacing editor's name. Who me? Selfeffacing? He knows me not. Forgetful is more like it.
Ann Robson, Ed.
A&L Club
E-mail: artslets@interlog.com
Fax 921 7573
Web: www.interlog.com
Email arobson@inforamp.net
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There is a wonderful cartoon by
Fergus Kyle in the December 1919
issue of The LAMPS (as the Club's
newsletter was then called). The

sketch shows a man tearing off
his coat as he races up the curving
staircase leading to our meeting

Wednesday October 21s"
The Arts and Letters Club

Cocktails 6 :00pm, Dinner 7 :00pm, Show 8:00pm
$50 including complimentary wine

rooms on the top floor of the

York County Courthouse on

Adelaide Street. This month we learned that the staircase,
recently restored, is still in use. It will soon be echoing to
the footsteps of patrons climbing up to an elegant new

7Cf f7
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restaurant to be called the Courthouse Market Grill.

1910 until moving to Elm Street in 1920), watch for

the basement, the original prison cells from the courthouse
days have been turned into what Toronto Life describes as
the city's "most atmospheric washrooms." (But have they
seen our Mona Lisa?) Upstairs is the soaring Atrium

dining room where the Club once welcomed guests such
as Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Rupert Brooke, Percy Grainger and
Siegfried Sassoon. As former archivist, Raymond
Peringer, remarked, "It gives you the shivers just to stand

in that room and sense the history within its walls."
Margaret McBurney
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Written by: Jolhn Wimbs jr.
Music Director: Rut Al.rau'ct:

If you would care to check out this new dining spot and,
in the process, revel in the atmosphere of the first club
rooms of the Arts and Letters Club (we were there from
announcements in the press. It will open within two or
three weeks. While you are there, look for a copy of our
historic painting by Past-President J.Ernest Sampson-it
hangs just outside the Great Hall-that depicts many of
our early members enjoying the Club (and their pipes) in
the Adelaide Street rooms. A replica, along with copies of
some of our archival photographs, will be on display in
the restaurant, with a plaque stating that the original
painting hangs in the Club's present quarters at 14 Elm
Street.
Sadly, the legendary fireplace built in 1910 by architect
Eden Smith has not survived the rigours of time and
many renovations, but the curving staircase remains. In
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Ruth Morawetz
John Wimbs
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Broadway caricaturist
Al Hirschfeld's
drawing of George

and Ira

Gershwin.

1981.
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Black Tie &/or Black and White Attire
Join us for what promises to be
a memorable evenin•
Book early with Molly-597 0223
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Activities of Active Members
Hugh Anson-Cartwright, famed
antiquarian book dealer, is the subject of a
fascinating article in the current issue of
CanadianNotes and Queries (on the
magazine shelf in the lounge).
Herbert Whittaker has left for a
month's holiday in England where he'll
celebrate his birthday as the honoured guest
of his friend Garrick Hagon. He also plans
visits with Sir John Gielgud and Sir Tom
Stoppard. On his return Herb plans to
launch an exciting theatrical venture at the
Club early in 1999. Be sure to read your
LAMPSletter. [The thought that you need
reminding shocks me. Ed.]
Bill Lishman (also known as Father
Goose on location) led two wetlands tours at
the Ontario Science Centre in late August
and the movie Fly Away Home based on his
experiences was shown.
David Skene-Melvin has edited
Waterloo; a case-book on Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle 's historicalplay, published for the
Friends of the ACD Collection, Toronto

Reference Library by the Battered Silicon
Dispatch Box in conjunction with the
presentation of the play starring former
member Tony Van Bridge by the Shaw
Festival in its 1998 season.
Michael Plato, now a principal in the
film production company Mythic Pictures
and David Skene-Melvin [We hope Ann
Rothery is feeling better and send our
sympathy to them both. Ed.] in his capacity
as Treasurer of the Canadian Wildflower
Society are working with a committee of the
Society in scripting a 26-episode TV series
on gardening with native plants in North
America to be produced by Mythic Pictures.
lain W. Scott will be giving ten
lectures on "The Greatest Operas of all
Time," Tuesday evenings, 7.00-9.30, starting
19 January 1999 in the Electronic Classroom
at Emmanuel College, Victoria University
(Museum Subway stop). A great
opportunity to learn more about favourite
operas and to benefit the Opera Division of
the Faculty of Music in the University of
Toronto.
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People of the Club
Jim Hubbard is one of a rare breed, a wood carver; and even
more rare, one who is happy carving but does not exhibit. He
concedes, "I suppose it's just a hobby because I don't sell my work."
But he has had a long acquaintance with art, for about 17 years working
with Bob McMichael in Kleinburg, and before that in his family's
picture-framing business at Yonge and Eglinton "before that location
developed and the overhead became too horrendous."
His father, Robert, a Club member from 1941 until he died in
1958, had him helping out at Spring Revues from an early age. One of
his jobs was that of call-boy who visits all the dressing rooms crying, to
"Ten minutes to curtain!" Jim himself joined in 1959 and continues
contribute to stage productions. His wife, Diana Wessels, is also a
member.
"I've done just about everything on stage. I've been backstage
many years. I've written a few bits and pieces for the Spring Show,
I've stage-managed and worked in the lighting. I've been working in
these shows for something better than 50 years. I was sort of general
Lighting Ron Vickers; photo Alan Carrie. dogsbody back to the Napier Moore revues."
He knew many of the oldtimers. "I remember names from the past, like Lionel Brooks, Freddie Manning,
widely
Eric Aldwinkle, the two-piano team of Malcolm and Godden, Sid Johnson, of course--the magician
Toronto.
in
houses
know by his stage name, Sid Lorraine; professionally he was an art director at one of the big
He was a highlight of our stage shows."
who
Backstage, Jim learned a lot from Roly Pincoe, the perennial stage manager. "There were guys around
but
professionals
were
they
and
thing,
of
sort
that
were whizzes at stage craft: designing, producing effects,
available at the Club because professional stage production in Toronto was not what it is now. There are equally
so they don't have the time
good people now in Toronto, but they're working, they're busy, theatres are booming
to put into Club productions that they once did."
Jim, now aged 70, finds the Club "a vibrant kind of place." He says, "You have more members using the
a live-wire place, it's great. I
place than ever I could remember. And there are interesting things going on, it's
don't think we've lost anything over the years in that respect and I suspect that having the ladies aboard has given
it a major boost."
What does he carve? "I'm fascinated with Northwest Coast masks, so I try to do my versions of those, trying
to keep in mind what the original artist did. And I do animals, some heads. Like the old story, there's something
which is nice
in the piece of wood and you just look for it." He sometimes cuts his own trees, "mostly basswood,
to carve, or cedar. I love that, and up at the lake I can work outside, days on end."
four months
He's never been on the board. "I'm completely selfish because I'm away in Arizona for three or
I feel
either.
up
give
to
prepared
really
not
I'm
and
in the winter, and I have my cabin on the lake in the summer,
be it."
so
share,
my
done
I've
If
strongly.
that
but not
strongly [about the Club],
Cronin
Fergus
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Welcome Letters-to-the-Editor
I wanted controversy and I got controversy, unfortunately mostly verbal not written, and consequently unprintable.
Richard Outram asked that I print Barry Dempster's poem (and obtained his permission) "so that those who had not
had a chance to view it in the showcase would be able to decide for themselves on the issue, if such it is." This
may be
a breach of Club rules as great as the one I unwittingly committed by printing last month a letter-the first one I had
ever received so how was I to know from zilch--identified only by initials. I did not know that Club rules forbade
anonymity. I did not know that no work by a living Club member could be displayed in the cases downstairs; I did not
know that work by non-Club members could be displayed downstairs. Did you? I am reasonably sure that work by
non-Club members does not normally appear in LAMPSletter, but the hornets' nest now buzzing around me seemed a
convincing argument for the exception.
St. Penis
A length of bliss
like a cherub's golden tootsy
jutting from a cloud.
St. Penis of the pearls.
That teeny-weeny border
between lost and saved.
A grip as incomplete as a fumble,
holy umbilicus, meandering wild.
Eternity passing go, the flesh
medicated with shivers, collapsing
in the luminous, the only
way.

Barry Dempster
(From Fire and Brimstone, Montreal:
Empyreal Press, 1997.)

Dear Editor,
I wish to comment on the letter fromn "J.F.C." in the
September LAMPSietter.
There is no reason for the Club to publish an
anonymous letter.
I am dismayed at the inappropriate description of
the poem St. Penis as pornographic and by the implication
that the curators of the display cases are pornographers
instead of the renowned artists-painter, poet,
typographers and publishers-the Club knows them to be.
Consider for a moment the impression such a letter
would have on a potential new member.
J.F.C.'s understanding of poetry makes me want to
Howl like Allen Ginsberg.
Sincerely,
Donald J. Gillies
[Printed as requested with "no truncations, emendations or
editorial glosses," or not to be printed. Always your right. Ed.]

Dear Ed,
I was distressed to read that the letter signed JFC is the only letter you have ever received as Ed. This won't
do. Here's another.
First, congratulations on producing such an informative newsletter in the excessive heat of summer. [I liked that
bit. Ed.] Yes, Audrey Garwood is right: BC's Sunshine Coast was too hot to paint in August when I was
there. Just as Ayre's Rock in the Australian outback was in April. Which leads to a challenge for Club artists:
in a few, well-composed sentences (this is, after all, a literary publication), write about your most challenging,
difficult, scary, hilarious, awkward, embarrassing... outdoor painting session, and send to LAMPSletter.
Submissions may be edited, but will NOT be juried, and a prize for the most hair-raising will be awarded.
Having survived a few hazardous outings myself, I-and I'm sure, other members-would like to know yours.
Herbert Whittaker's farewell to Sandy Stewart is particularly moving. Would it be possible to print the
Globe's "Lives Lived" column in a future issue? {I don't think I'm allowed to. Ed.]
Another challenge: Does anyone know where I can obtain a vidoe of Attack of the Killer Tomatoes? My
credibility hangs on it. [The mind boggles. Ed.]
Le Commensal restaurant/gallery down the street is worth a visit for the art as well as the food. My show
there (April-June) was a success, and Loi Hathaway's (on until end of September) looks to be as well.
Three of the new members listed are former members returning to the fold: Lesley Fairfield, Ted Brock,
Sherry Boecke. Welcome back!
I still can't figure out whether JFC's letter is serious or tongue-in-cheek. Can you?
Cheers,
Jane Champagne

5
Our Members Write Different Letters
Much modem poetry, it seems to me,
is getting verse and verse There's not a modicum of metre
or a sign of any rhyme/
Although it's true to say, from time to time,
the thoughts expressed may be sublime,
to call the writing poetry leaves us
quite confused/
We must declare it isn't fair - the queen would say
"we 're not amused"/
If such writers want concessions
they could use the word 'impressions'
and leave the designation 'poetry'
to poets.
Jack Downing (really downing)

Words

Footnote: This is just one man's opinion, of course, and would probably elicit
"nays" from "impression" writers, using such terms as "aging dinosaur."
However, if a populous referendum was held [but who would do such a thing?
Ed.]I'm confident the "aye"s would win. [More letters-to-the-editor? Ed.]

ii

Words, like birds
Fly and flock together
Air and breath-borne
Ascend and pause and flutter
Weave, feel and utter
Sounds of ecstasy and scorn
They scold and heed
Lament and plead
Judge, vow,
Love and hate evoke
All that has been won and lost ere spoke
Make understood the glorious plan
Forever linking man to man?
Alicia Satchel
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This is the cartoon referred to by our President in her Notes.
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October Colourers
Pat Fairhead and Vivian Thierfelder have an
exhibition of new work at Wallace Galleries,

What's in a Name?
Quite a lot, if you are Jean Nasmith, known
professionally as Jean K. Smith
It seems that the confusion over Jean's names
(she even has a third-what she describes as her "real"
name, Jean K. Joy, but she won't go into that!) has
caused her frequently to be left off out lists of
exhibitors in painting exhibitions. Most recently we
neglected to include her among those exhibiting in a
recent show of work by members of the Canadian
Society of Painters in Watercolour
Our apologies, Jean. We and the Art Committee
will endeavour to do better in future.

500 5 th Avenue, S.W., Calgary, Alberta,

17-24 October. (403) 262-8050.
Thelma Ledgerwood will be showing her
works at Beechwood Place, 1500 Rathburn East,
Mississauga, Ontario for 1 day only, Sunday,
October 18 from 2.00-4.00pm.
Janina Stensson, well known for her alonedriving accross the continent: 26 times from north
to south and 4 times from east to west. This time
from her residence in Florida, Janina was
swimming [That's what it looked like; the perils of
no typewriter! Ed.] through Madiera and Morocco
to Spain and flying from Spain through Germany to
Toronto (and the Arts & Letters Club).
Margaret Florence Ludwig has an exhibition
of her paintingsof her travels to northern Ontario,
Maine and Italy at the Gallery Louise Smith, 33
Prince Arthur, 24 October to 7 November.
Margaret will be at the opening from 11-5.
Gallery hours are 10.30-5.30.

What's in a First Book?

Come and see for yourself at 5.00 pm.
on 19 October in the Lamps Room, when
Doug Purdon launches his first book
Colour Secretsfor Glowing Oil Paintings,
which includes a gallery of his paintings in
full colour

The Music Committee
presents
The Arts and Letters Club's
90th Anniversary Commission
SOUTH OF NORTH
Images of Canada
Music by Srul Irving Glick
Poetry by Richard Outram
with
JAMES WESTMAN-Baritone
Sunday, 6 December, 1998 at 2.30pm.

CALENDAR OF ART EXHIBITIONS
28 Sept.-23 Oct---Members' Autumn Painting Show
(Juried)
26 Oct -13 Nov---Paintings by Lois Dierlam
16 Nov- 27 Nov--Members' Small Painting Show (Juried)
30 Nov- 8 Jan-----Christmas Show of Small Works with
Silent Auction
11 Jan-5 Feb-------Photography Show (Juried)
8 Feb-26 Feb-----Members' Painting Show (Juried)

Reservations required. Book with Molly
by 16 November.
charge for admission donations
no
is
As there
would be welcome. See the enclosed flyer for
details on how to obtain a tax receipt.

Outdoor Sketching Group
17 October.....John and Ellen Frei, north of
Campbellville
Members and partners who do not sketch are
always warmly welcome. Microwave and oven
available. [You're spoilt this time. Ed.]
To know more, contact Ellen Frei at 369-9564

I.c.
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What's On in October
SMembers' Dinner
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21 October 'S Wonderful, 'S Gershwin.
9 0 th Anniversary Gala! Put on the Ritz with
li Rose, D'Anger, Schabas, Morawetz and
|_ Wimbs. (See page 1).

Club Nights
5 October "Ezra and Guest" features Eric
Koch speaking about his new book The
Brothers Hambourg, tracing the musical
connections of four remarkable brothers.
13 October Howard Engel, crime writer
extraordinaire and radio producer of mystery
novels presents "A Distinguished Writer's
Ramblings."
19 October A double bill. At 5.00pm in
the Lamps Room, Doug Purdon launches
his first book ColourSecrets for Glowing
Oil Paintings, which includes a gallery of his
paintings in full colour.
At 6.00pm, "Miss O Greets Karen Kain."
Betty Oliphant continues her successful
series with Canada's distinguished ballerina.
A video will be shown prior to their
conversation.
26 October lain Scott and soloists of the
Opera School give a preview of The
Threepenny Opera by Bertold Brecht, which
they will be presenting at the School in
November.

20 October Roger Carruthers, "Our
Legacy from the Oral Tradition."
27 October Richard Outram will discuss
"South of North," the text of the 9 0 th
anniversary song cycle.

Music Tables
1 October Jenny Jung, piano. Jenny Jung
returns for a farewell recital before taking up
her new post at the Banff School of Fine
Arts.

8 October Dr. Willis Noble on Healey
Willan. Dr. Noble, Organist and
Choirmaster at St. Mary Magdalene and
Trinity College, talks about his illustrious
predecessor and our former president, Dr.
Healey Willan.
15 October Artists from the Glen Gould
Professional School. Another sampling of
the fine musicians-in-training from this
prestigious school.
22 October John Hawkins of the Faculty of
Music, University of Toronto, will talk about
Shakespeare and the music inspired by his
work.
29 October The Choristers of Dixon Hall.
Bernard Farley leads the young singers of
Dixon Hall in an exciting return engagement.

Literary Tables
6 October EricMcLuhan, "Aspects of
James Joyce."
13 October Robert Woolner, "An Insight
into the Pre-Raphaelite Movement."

Genealogical Table
26 October New chair John Hore begins
the new season with thanks to Pat
MacCulloch for all his work and a welcome
to all members. Please bring your ideas as
well as yourselves.

Have You Remembered the Gin?
If not, look back to page 2 for details of the performance of the classic American play The Gin Game by D.L.Coburn at the Club
on 7, 8 and 9 October, starring Beth Firstbrook and Gordon Fulton and directed by Julian Mulock It perfectly balances
sadness and humour as two members of a retirement home face "the dying of the light."

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!
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The deadline for the November Lampsletter is 16 October.

Dear Contributors,
I am sure you will be relieved that Thanksgiving has pushed the deadline to the third Friday
of the month. Stern editor that I am, I could not bring myself to ruin your holiday week-end by an
earlier deadline. I certainly could not bring myself to ruin mine. Sorry for the confusion, stuffing
elves; we shall all meet to giggle and stuff on the fourth Friday, 23 October-and that's not the last
of the Fridays in October.
Apologies. Last LAMPS had an unfinished Web address; here below the finished one.
A&L Club
E-mail: artslets@interlog.com
Web: www.interlog.com/-artslets

0

Ann Robson, Ed
Fax 921 7573
Email arobson@inforamp.net
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OCTOBER CLUB NIGHTS

OCTOBER 5 "Ezra and Guest" features Eric Koch speaking about his
new book The BrothersHambourg, which traces the musical
connections of four remarkable brothers.
OCTOBER 13 Howard Engel, crime writer extraordinaire and radio
producer of mystery novels, presents "A Distinguished Writer's
Ramblings."
OCTOBER 19 At 5:00pm. in the Lamps Room, Doug Purdon
launches his first book, ColourSecrets for Glowing Oil Paintings.
Please note the change: After dinner, enjoy coffee and dessert in the
lounge and listen to the tape of Peter Ustinov's remarks at dinner in the
Great Hall circa 1980.
OCTOBER 26 lain Scott and soloists of the Opera School at the
University of Toronto give a preview of The Threepenny Opera by
Bertolt Brecht which they will be presenting at the school in November.
RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY
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Christmas Planning for Partying Members

Street-and she stayed there for
twenty-five years. This was an
astonishing thing, since females in
those long ago days, were rarely
found within the walls of that
of male solidarity, the
Arts and Letters Club of Toronto.

Even more surprising was that when this woman left,
every man in the Club lamented her departure.
The woman in question was Bessie Webster, our
chef from 1924 to 1949. Wentworth Walker remembers
her fondly as someone with "a wonderful, appreciative
nature... and very tolerant of our [sometimes difficult]
members." When she retired, Mrs. Webster was invited to
be a head table guest at that year's Boar's Head Feast and,
in order "to express their esteem of the good lady,"
members gave her a purse of two thousand dollars. The
Club presented her with an illuminated address (designed
by the renowned A. Scott Carter and signed by president
Walter Moorhouse) in which she was appointed "Mother
Emeritus" [sic] for her "cheerful dignity, her easy grace
and friendliness, and her faithful performance of all the
duties of the office." The address concluded: "A
household of men, after reaching after high things of the
spirit while still keeping their feet on the ground must be a
perplexity to any woman. But the inner courtesy which
comes of an understanding heart can resolve all problems.
Under Mrs. Webster, the Club enjoyed peace, prosperity
and honour, even among the Philistines."
Some months later, Mrs. Webster returned the
compliment with a gift of her own-a handsome silver
ladle engraved with the Club's name and with her own. It
was for use with a silver punchbowl presented to us five
years earlier by past-president George Pepall (1942-45)
and the treasurer, George McMurtrie. Both the
punchbowl (it bears the Club's logo) and Mrs. Webster's
ladle have been recently re-silvered-and they look
wonderful. You will see them soon in the display case on
the lower level.
Margaret McBurney

Mark these days in your daybook to-day:

I

Sunday
6 December
South of North
Music by Srul Irving Glick
Poetry by Richard Outram
Baritone James Westman

Wednesday
16 December
Boar's Head

Thursday
31 December
New Year's Eve Gala
"And All That Jazz"

I

--
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Activities by and for Active Members
Three famed artists join us as Honorary Members: Michael McClelland, President, Toronto Society of
Architects, as Eric Arthur Honorary Member for Architecture; Matthew Teitelbaum, Director, AGO, as
J.E.H. MacDonald Honorary Member for Painting; and Martin Bragg, Artistic Director, Canadian Stage
Company as John Coulter Honorary Member for Stage. They join Greg Gatenby (E.J.PrattHonorary
Member for Literature) and Jukka-Pekka Saraste, (Sir Ernest MacMillan, Honorary Member For Music).
The irrepressible Tom Kneebone, actor, writer and all-round funny-man is this year's Arts and
Letters' Award winner for his work as Artistic Director of the Smile Theatre Company, a nonprofit
professional company that brings live theatre to people in nursing homes, hospitals and seniors' centres.
Along with a spectacular bronze medallion designed by Anne Mirvish, which will be on display at the Club,
Tom received a framed certificate, a cash award, and a year's membership in the Club.
Lou Applebaum, composer of the Club's wonderful, celebratory fanfare played before every
Members' Dinner, was honoured last month on his 8 0 th birthday, by the Toronto Arts Council with its
Lifetime Achievement Award.
John and Patricia Irwin report that when they were at the Edinburgh Festival in August, they dropped
into the Scottish Arts Club on Rutland Square. "Thanks to Molly we knew this Club has an exchange
agreement with the A&L. We were greeted warmly, had lunch, and met Chris and Jack Firth, a Scottish
painter, who had studied film with Canada's John Grierson, the head of the National Film Board in the
1940's. We also had time to visit the Club's fine exhibit of Scottish landscape painters."
Raymond Peringer has been named the Club's Archivist Emeritus. This honour is accompanied not,
we are sorry to say, by a cash award but only by heartfelt thanks for his twenty years of devoted service to
the archives. Even before Raymond joined the Club, Hunter Bishop had him hard at work in the archives.
After Bishop's death in the mid-80s, Raymond took over this demanding and often unacknowledged
Herculean labour. He is still devoting much time assisting our new archivist, Scott James.
Alice King Sculthorpe (aka A.K.[O.K.? Ed.]) has recently completed her two-year term as president of
the Architectural Conservancy of Ontario, founded in 1933 by Eric Arthur, "to preserve buildings and
structures of architectural merit and places of natural beauty and interest."
Herbert Whittaker has used his vast knowledge of the theatre and its people, his charm and his wit
[My explanation, not his. Ed.] to gain for the Club permission from English playwright Sir Tom Stoppard to
perform a reading of his recent hit play The Invention of Love, now playing in London's West End. When it
appears on our stage early next year, it will be the first performance of this play in North America. Thank
you, Herb, for this remarkable coup.
The Club has received another generous gift from Melodie Massey, widow of Hart Massey and
daughter-in-law of past-president Vincent Massey, a sizeable framed reproduction of a sketch of Vincentunfortunately unsigned, but distinctive. Perhaps one of our members will be able to help us identify the
artist. The picture is presently being remounted on acid-free board and will soon be on display in the Club.
Attention Members and Friends
In time for Christmas shopping, or for yourself, we present
The Arts and Letters Club Library Book Sale! The overflowing
library shelves, tables and chairs have been judiciously culled over
the last six months, using guidelines set out by Hunter Bishop in
1955, re-affirmed in 1992 and still viable. Our library is
dedicated to reference works related to the arts and to works by or
about Club members, Toronto and allied clubs in other cities. We
identified books, however worthy, that do not conform to our
guidelines, and also found a number of duplicates. As a result
there is now shelf-space for new works by Club authors. Another
result is The Book Sale. Many books, some "rarish", some
handsome, all interesting, will be on sale in the Board Room on
23 November, (conveniently a Club Night) 5.00-10.00pm.

The Music Committee
presents
The Arts and Letters Club's
90t Anniversary Commission
SOUTH OF NORTH
Images of Canada
Music by Srul Irving Glick
Poetry by Richard Outram
with
JAMES WESTMAN-Baritone
Sunday, 6 December, 1998 at 2.30pm.
Reservations required. Book with Molly
by 16 November.
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People of the Club

_

A price-tag of $3000 for a book sounds somewhat extreme, but
not when there will be only a hundred copies printed and when, in
addition to 15 images within the book, each of the hundred acrylic-oncanvas covers will be a different abstract painting, on the theme. And
all of the paintings will be by the Club's own Ray Cattell.
"It's been a three-year project," says Ray, but just to prove that
painting a hundred covers has not overwhelmed him, he has a one-man
show opening 3 December at the Moore Gallery, just two weeks before
the launch of the book at the Robert McLaughlin Gallery on 17
December. Then he can relax with his wife, Madeline, for Christmas.
The title of the book is The Island ofDemons, a dramatic poem

based on a Canadian legend and written by the late Canadian writer
George Woodcock (1912-95). The legend was first recorded in 1575
and concerns an island off the coast of Newfoundland. But, wrote
Woodcock, "Do not seek my Island of Demons on the map or in
history; it is, I like to believe, as much nowhere and anywhere as the
seacoast of Bohemia."
Portrait by Tom McNeely
Ray was born in England in 1921 and after studying at the
Birmingham College of Art and serving six years in the Royal Navy, came to Canada in 1954. In this country he
thrived first in advertising, won various awards, became president of the Art Directors' Club and established his
own agency. In 1962 he took two telling steps: he began to exhibit his paintings, and he joined the Arts and
Letters Club.
"I've lived a dichotomy," he says, "between ad man and artist. It was a case of: Will the real Cattelli please
stand up? And the artist won." He has had at least 50 solo exhibitions and is represented in as many public and
private collections. To name all his distinctions would run us over to the next page; they include being elected to
the O.S.A., and the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts (executive director for four years) and the Canadian Society
of Painters in Watercolour where he is past president and three-time honour-award winner.
At the Club he has been chairman of the art committee and did various helpful chores, such as designing the
heading of this newsletter, painting the portrait of past president Michael Spence, designing three executive lists
as well as the lists of presidential portraits and members of the Order of Canada. Ray has also contributed to stage
events: "Stage painting and backdrops, props, that kind of thing, and being part of a play. That's a great way to
get to know the others in the Club. You really get involved."
"And you can say I'm looking forward to all the membership attending the opening of my show and the
launch of Woodcock's Demons."
Fergus Cronin
_

How do you see New Year's Eve?
["Double" is not the answer. Ed.]
The A&L's New Year's Eve party has
become a tradition. Come and celebrate in
style with friends in the way you enjoy the
most. Barbara Effer (922 9044) would
like your suggestions for the perfect party.

Members of the Arts & Letters Club Go to the Opera!
Thursday, 19 November
A performance of Brecht's The Threepenny Opera presented by the
University of Toronto's Opera School at the MacMillan Theatre. Tickets are
a mere $15 each for reserved seats.
The Greatest Theatre Bargain of the Season!
They will be on sale on Club Night, Monday 26 October, when lain
Scott and soloists from the production will entertain us with song and
enlighten us with background. Tickets remaining may be bought from Molly
to be paid for and picked up by Friday, 6 November.
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Girl! Boy! Are You Busy!
On 19 September Gery Puley was invited to
the Homer Watson Gallery, Kitchener to do the
demonstration at the celebration of its 5 0 th anniversary. Works from the school and one of Gery's
are on exhibit at the Gallery during October.
David Skene-Melvin with Robert J. Sawyer
has edited Crossingthe Line; Canadianmysteries
with afantastic twist, a book of short stories by
fine authors such as Robertson Davies, published
by Pottersfield Press, Lawrencetown, Nova Scotia.
Susan loannou proudly announces the birth
of A Real Farm Girl for readers ages 8-10, illustrated by James Rozak, published by Hodgepog
Books, an hilarious look at one girl's adventures
and misadventures while on a farm.
Wally Joyce reports that paintings by
Frederick Varley and J.E.H. MacDonald and
others of the Group are in danger from the leaky
roof of St. Anne's Church in downtown Toronto.
They were painted on canvas and then glued to the
ceiling! [Brother could you spare a dime? Ed.]
The November issue of Toronto Life has an
article about the A&L Club, written by Margaret
McGrath's son John.
Congratulations to Hugh Anson-Cartwright,
who became on 11 October the grandfather of
triplets, all girls. [Should that be "triplettes"? Ed.]
Peter Hart is Pickering in My FairLady with
York Weston Players, 5,6,7,12-14 November (Sat.
matinee) at the Weston Collegiate Performing Arts
Centre, 100 Pine Street, Weston. For tickets call
410-6120.
The Communications Committee reminds
you, apologetically but helpfully, that Christmas is
coming and they have many items for sale with
special interest for Club members such as sweat
shirts, ties, mugs, crests, book bags-all with Club
insignia and at competitive prices. [Competitive?
Who else is selling mugs with our insignia? Ed.]
Ease your Christmas woes and place an order with
Molly.
The same committee wants to know if there is a
desktop publishing expert in the house? A number
of members [including your editor, Ed.] would be
interested in a demonstration. If you have any
suggestions for someone to show us how, please
call Freda Fyles (481-2449).
Several of our Non-resident and Junior
members have asked to be listed as Professionals
(as defined by the Club). The Annual General
Meeting last May voted in favour and the

Executive set up a committee. All who met the
Club's criteria have their names indicated by "P" in
the new phone book, to be ready this month. [Me
thinks I have typed those last words before. Ed.]
Our President points with pride to the "No
Parking" signs in front of the Club. Now, in
theory, we shall be able to stop to pick up or drop
off passengers, paintings, parcels etc. [Especially
LAMPSletters Ed.]
Please check the mailboxes by the kitchen
door. Many of you get mail and it gets greasy after
a bit, especially the big ones on the bottom shelf.

The Arts and Letters Choir
has changed its day and time yet again. It will now meet on
Tuesdays at 4.30pm in the studio. The choir presently is
working on some beautiful music including "Song for
Canada" by Halley, "All Around the Circle" by Greer, "We
Rise Again" by Dubinsky/Adams, "Fare Thee Well Love"
by Calvert, Byrd's "Mass for Four Voices, and Faur6's
"Cantique de Jean Racine!" They would love to increase
the numbers in the chorus and urge you to come out and lift
your voices and your spirits.

20% Discount for Inexpressible Island
Ken Hagerman, Board of Directors of
Necessary Angel Theatre Company, has arranged
a 20% discount for members of the A&L for the
highly acclaimed InexpressibleIsland by David
Young. An all-star ensemble cast includes R.H.
Thomson, one of Canada's most celebrated
actors. The production is directed by Necessary
Angel's Artistic Director, Richard Rose.
Nominated for the Governor-General's
Award, InexpressibleIslandwas considered one
of the top ten productions of 1997 by the Globe
andMail, CBC Radio and NOW magazine.
The production runs at the Canadian Stage
Theatre, Berkeley Street, from 29 October to 29
November. Call the box office at 368-3110 and
tell them you are a member of the Arts & Letters
Club to receive the discount.
To learn more, see the enclosed brochure.
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Members' Dinner 11 November 1998
The guest speaker at the Members' Dinner, 11
November, is Anton Kuerti, OC, internationally
known concert pianist and social and political
activist. Dr. Kuerti's topic will be "A Musician
Looks at Free Trade."
Anton Kuerti has played in 31 countries,
performed with most major orchestras in North
America, and includes some 50 concertos in his vast
repertoire, including one he composed himself.
Born in Austria, he grew up in the U.S.A. and
has lived in Canada for the last 30 years. He has
played in about 115 Canadian communities from
coast to coast, played with every one of this
country's professional orchestras, and has appeared
with the TSO 35 times. He is one of today's most
recorded pianists, he has put all of the Beethoven and
Schubert Sonatas, the Beethoven Concertos, and
works by many other composers. CD Review
(London) recently called him "one of the truly great
painists of this century," while Classic CD (London),
said "some of the finest Schubert playing I have ever
heard." Fanfare(U.S.A.) wrote simply, "Kuerti is
the best pianist currently playing."
At the age of 11, Kuerti played the Grieg Concerto
with Arthur Fielder, and while still a student won the
coveted Leventritt Award in New York. As a
chamber musician he has performed with Yo Yo Ma,
Gidon Kremer, Barry Tuckwell, Janos Starker,and
the Cleveland, Guarneri and Tokyo String Quartets.
He has honorary doctorates from several institutions
and is an Officer of the Order of Canada.
Dinner is $24. Bar opens 5.30. Reserve now.
Welcoming New Members
Helen W. Brown, (P) proposed by Loi Hathaway,
interested in literature, art history, music and pursuing
a lifelong interest in the arts. Tel. 782-4169.
Rod Prouse, (P) proposed by Ann Rothery,
interested in visual arts of all sorts, including
performance and underwater sculptures, history and
good fellowship. Tel. 705-533-3819.
Margaret McGrath, (P) proposed by Loi Hathaway, interested in literature, theatre, cinema,
particularly not exclusively, Canadian. Tel. 481-7154.
Bonnie Rourke, proposed by Murray Cayley, interested in writing, Georgian Bay. Tel. 705-326-6425.
Frank Scarponi, (P) proposed by Andrew Sookrah,
interested in sculpture, drawing, painting, design,
drama, film, discussion. Tel. 544-0134.
Rosamund Youn2, proposed by Herbert Whittaker, interested in painting, sculpture, opera, ballet
music, films and theatre. Tel. 515-0287.

Love Song from Mount Sinai's 17h Floor
(after Eliot)
In the halls the nurses come and go,
Talking of Mrs. Angelo,
And Schubert and Shapiro,
And Robinson and Deal,
And Skene-Melvin
(One pricks up at that, eager for the real goods).
Their camaraderie forms the background noise
For consultations of import, by Teams A,B,C or D
"Watch out! Or the G.I. men will get you!"
Or worse still, Dr. Thai, the nutritionist,
Eager to fill your veins with ersatz Big Macs.
(One would not be caught dead eating a real one).
Hints of conversation spark imaginative scenarios:
"I'm stuck in Midland, no ambulance back until 4pm."
Orders from the Nurses' Station seem bizarre:
(Lilly available for 12-hour nights)???
"All keys to the Desk, stat!"
Have they locked us all in for the night?
(We heard there was a wanderer).
"Service attendant and policeman for transfer to T.G.H"
"Policeman and taxi for the Clarke."
Dreaming of Allan's food.
Cataloguing favourites in endless lists,
I hear, "What tonight, guys, Chinese or Indian?"
And vicariously enjoy when the smells arrive.
Sometimes a Code Red blasts the building:
"Some nut smoking a cigarette;"
Worse, after midnight, a Code Blue:
"I.C.U. to 17th Floor, cardiac arrest,"
And heart-pounding footsteps thunder down the hall.
That's why we're here.
Their days are not measured out in coffee-spoons.
Ann Rothery
Many thanks for all your cards, enquiries, and good
wishes. I am enormously touched. Miss you all.

Dear Ed.,
Re my letter in the October LAMPSletter. Many
thanks to Scott James, Leon Warmski, and David
Skene-Melvin for information concerning "Attack of
the Killer Tomato." A video of same is on its way to
the individual in B.C. who doubted it could be found.
It was Leon's lead that found it. Moral: never underestimate the Arts & Letters Club!
My credibility is saved.
Jane Champagne
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ART SHOWS THE WAY
Pat Fairhead and Anne Meredith Barry were
asked to exhibit in "Perspectives 1998", a unique
exhibition of art by women for women, initiated by
Pratt & Whitney, Canada, in support of women's
Habitat, Etobicoke, and Interm Place, Mississauga,
shelters for abused women and their children. The
show was on 17 and 18 October.
Pat Fairhead has an exhibition of paintings with
Joanne Clarke at the Harbour Gallery. The opening
reception is on 12 November from 6-9pm; the
show runs until 29 November.
Thelma Ledgerwood will be participating in the
group show at Seeley Hall, Trinity College,
University of Toronto, 25-29 November. Opening
ceremonies will be on 25 November 6.00-9.00 pm.
Sandra Shaw was one of the exhibitors in "New
Members" an exhibition of work by recently elected
professional NSS Sculptor Members in the NSS
Gallery in New York.
Heather Strucken's paintings are on view at
Seasons Restaurant in Oakville until 4 January
1999.
Sixteen Club members and friends at the
Club's fall outdoor sketching weekend, 2-4
October, enjoyed sunshine, autumn colours,
painting and fun at Elmhirst's Resort on Rice Lake.
One of the highlights was the "Painters' Hats"
contest, organized by Bobbi Wagner, who
provided the prizes. There were three categories,
Innovative, Functional and Decorative. The winners
(and the runners-up) were: Innovative-Virginia
Trieloff with paint brushes in her hair a la Statue of
Liberty and makeup making her resemble the
Adams family (runner-up, Steve Quinlan, wearing
a lamp-shade); Functional-Roly Pincoe, with a
hat fit for alcoholics (Janina Stensson, with a selfmade tuque); Decorative-Marion Porter, a
beautiful flowered hat, which any greatgrandmother would be proud to wear (Hazel
Harvey with wild flowers on her hat).
Hummingbird Centre Art Show
8 February-17 March 1999
Registration forms for Club artists to participate in
a juried show with The National Ballet of Canada
are available at the bar. Registration closes 15 Dec
1998. The preview reception is 9 February, 5-8pm
courtesy of The National Ballet. The jurors are:
Wendy Boyd, Moya Gillet, Tom McNeely.
For information contact: L. Dierlam 481-8656;
S. Henderson 920 3258; A. Sookrah 769-0825

INVITATION

You are all invited to a showing of the works of
Franklin "Archie" Arbuckle in the Great Hall, A&L
Club, 26 October to 23 November. The opening is
Monday, 26 October before the Opera School
preview of The Threepenny Opera.
IMPORTANT

Call for entries for an exhibition and sale of
small paintings from Saturday, 14 November to
Friday, 27 November 1998.
Paintings, original prints, sculpture and
photography to be delivered to the Club between
8.30am and 9.30am, Saturday, 14 November 1998
will be selected by jury.
Up to four works may be submitted. No outside
frame dimension exceeding 20" will be accepted.
Come one, come all to this exhibition and pre
Christmas sale on Saturday, 14 November 1998,
between 2.00pm and 4.30pm. Refreshments will

be served. Please bring your friends. Volunteers are
needed to hang the show in the morning.
AS IMPORTANT

An invitation to all Club artists, painters,
photographers and poets to participate in the annual
Christmas Show, Monday, 30 November 1998 to
Friday, 8 January 1999. In keeping with last year's
new format all paintings submitted shall be 8" by
10" and unframed or matted. Work may be broadly
seasonal in theme. _Artwork must be available for
silent auction with a minimum bid price of $50.00.
Proceeds are for the Club Art Fund. We will do the
matting. The deadline for submissions is Saturday,
28 November 1998 before 10.00am.
Come and start the bidding on Monday night
30 November. Jim Webster 's phone is 445-4784
The Outdoor Sketching Group had six pleasant
Saturday meetings, one a month from May to October. Many
thanks to the hosts and hostesses as well as to the telephone
committee; without your combined effort all would have been
for nought. Ellen Frei, looking forward to 1999, needs
volunteers each to telephone between 8 and 10 members. Also
she would also appreciate hearing from people interested in receiving the group on a Saturday; participants bring the lunch.
CALENDAR OF ART EXHIBITIONS
16 -27 Nov--Members' Small Painting Show (Juried)
30 Nov- 8 Jan-----Christmas Show of Small Works with
Silent Auction
11 Jan-5 Feb-------Photography Show (Juried)
8 Feb-26 Feb-----Members' Painting Show (Juried)
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What's On in November
Members' Dinner

Music Tables

11 November Our guest is internationally known
concert pianist, Anton Kuerti, whose topic will be "A
musician looks at free trade." Please see page 5.

5 November Because of an unforeseen glitch, the
names of the musicians for the Music Table are
unknown. The bulletin board will tell.

Club Nights

12 November To-day is our monthly date with
promising young artists from the Glen Gould
Professional School.

2 November John Twomey, "The Movies of
Raymond Massey," a presentation of his life and films.
9 November Lyricist, Director, and Creative Head of
Arts Programming at TV Ontario, Richard Ouzounian
asks, "Is There Life After Andrew Lloyd Webber?"
16 November Peter Garstang will show and tell of
his recent visit to the new Guggenheim Museum in
Bilboa and of his pilgrimage to Santiago de
Campostela.
23 November A return engagement by popular
demand! Soprano Lorna MacDonald accompanied by
pianist Che Anne Loewen presents a recital of songs
and arias by Schubert, Strauss, Finzi and Gershwin.
30 November "Ezra and Guest" features John
Cripton, former Director and CEO of the National Arts
Centre from 1996 until he resigned on 9 October 1998.
Cripton is the NAC's fourth CEO in eight years! Why?
His credentials are impeccable: president of Great
World Artists Ltd.,; producer of Canadian cultural
events world-wide; head of the touring office of the
Canada Council. "It should," Ezra says, "be a very
interesting evening."

19 November Bernard Farley, who was last heard here
in recital with his wife, soprano Meredith Hall, returns
with a solo guitar programme from the

19 th

and

Writers' Table
6 November Eve Yates will speak on "Imagists of
East and West" in a presentation on the history,
traditions, and evolution of poetry as an art form, its
disciplines and styles, with practical advice on
competitions, awards, markets etc.
Poetry Table
3 November at 5.30pm the poets meet
The

6 th

of October, 1998

3 November Eric McLuhan, Joyce's Wake
(transferred from 6 October).
10 November Josef Skvorecky, "The Oldest and
Newest of My Writings and Your Questions."

Genealogical Table

17 November An informal discussion by the members
of the Table of Joyce's Ulysses, Portraitof the Artist as
a Young Man and The Dubliners.
24 November An informal discussion by member of
the Table of Kate Taylor's Globe & Mail article on the
Stratford Festival's policy for selecting plays. Copies
of the article will be distributed in advance.

th

26 November Surprise! Just before our deadline, we
had a cancellation. Please check the bulletin board.

a quiet yet historic date
'twas high time for poetic rhyme,
born a Poets' Table for members gifted & able;
growing, writing, so exciting
reading, listening, so enlightening.
Welcome new members of poetic stripe
come, blend with poets free of hype.
Alisa Satchel

Literary Tables

20

century Spanish and Latin-American repertoire.

30 November The genealogical Group will be given a
tour by Gwen Manning of the Genealogical facilities of
the Toronto Reference Library, Yonge and Bloor,
starting at 10.30am. The group will then meet for
lunch in the LAMPS Room about 12 noon.

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!
Members' Dinner $24; Club Night $12; Music Table $11; Literary Table $8.
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Club Night
Ezra and Guest
GHR short for Great Hall Rented.
The deadline for the December LAMPSletter is 13 November.
Dear Readers,
Many thanks to all of you who tell me that you read the LAMPSletter. And extra thanks to all
the extra hands who join together on the third Friday of the month with the Great Letter Stuffers.

A&L Club
E-mail: artslets@interlog.com
Web: www.interlog.com/~artslets

Ann Robson, Ed
Fax 921 7573
Email arobson@inforamp.net

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!
Members' Dinner $24; Club Night $12; Music Table $11; Literary Table $8.

14 Elm Street, Toronto,
Ontario, M5G 1G7
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SThe LAMPS are burning brightly
these days as the Club hums with

activity. And thanks to increased
rental income, the Club is finanScially
quite healthy. With this in
mind, we have been offering an
•p
occasional helping hand to strugSgling arts organizations, because
we are uniquely positioned to do
so-and to do so without interfering with our members'
enjoyment of the Club and its facilities.
Last July, for instance, inner city kids from that
admirable organization Dixon Hall, staged a musical,
Cinderella,at the Club. The Great Hall was crowded with
beaming parents for this entertaining-and heart-warming-production. The Club provided the space pro bono,
and these talented youngsters were ecstatic.
Some time ago, Brent Carver and his troupe rehearsed
for a month on the third floor for a Harbourfront play, at a
fraction of our usual fee. As a result, several young actors
learned about us-and we earned income from an area
that was sitting empty. Next May, the Canadian Society
for Painters in Water Colour will be given the same space
to jury a painting exhibition, followed by a paid luncheon
in the Great Hall.
Last month, Ken Hagerman, who is on the board of
Necessary Angel Theatre Company, asked if they could
include a flyer with LAMPSletter. They paid for the
additional postage required, offered us a reduced ticket
price to their hit play, Inexpressible Island, and helped
stuff the envelopes-a win/win situation for us and for
this worthy group.
During the past few months I have written to several
arts organizations advising them that because some of
their members also belong to the A&LC, we offer reduced
rates for their various functions. It is our way of helping
others while, at the same time, helping ourselves by

•

y
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>
'

.
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But wasn't there supposed to be a boar's head?
Indeed, yes. The Boar's Head, with boar's head, will be
on
Wednesday, 16 December.
Before that, South of North will be presented
on
Sunday, 6 December
After that, the New Year's Eve Gala, "And All That Jazz"
on
Thursday, 31 December

raising the Club's profile and attracting new members.

And it keeps treasurer Bill Buchanan smiling.
I hope you agree. As always, your suggestions are
welcome.

_________________

Margaret McBurney
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In Memoriam
Dr. John Grayson 1919-1998
Newcomers to the Club may remember John Grayson only as a jovial curmudgeon.. Long-timers cherish

the memory of a fascinating raconteur, painter, essayist and conversationalist.

John saw the futility of armed conflict, but served as medical doctor during the Second World War. He

had close friends in pre-war Germany, but that did not prevent him from railing against the cruelties they
inflicted. He looked deeper into the human mind, and saw in each of us a capacity for great cruelty.
In his memoir, March Through MilitaryMedicine, John described meeting an old German friend on the
battlefield and treating his wounds. He told of his role in helping to stamp out malaria in Greece after the war.
He told of his life in Nigeria, where he helped found a medical school.
As a physiologist, John had expertise in the human response to temperature. After the war, he reported on
Nazi experiments in cold exposure and survival, tests which killed hundreds of people. John was aghast at what
he learned about man's inhumanity to man. But none of this dampened his enthusiasm for life, and his advocacy
of exchange among all people.
In a talk to the Club, John told how he once pronounced an African on the verge of death. John granted
the request of a local medicine man to visit the room of the dying patient. A short time later, they both emerged,
the man cured. John even invited a medicine man to join his team in the operating room. His open mind
accepted the possibility of a power beyond the best medical learning. A truly enlightened person.
Raymond Peringer

The Club notes with gratitude a generous bequest from the estate of Bernard Radley, who died last July.

PLAN TO ATTEND
THE ARTS AND LETTERS

HOLIDAY LUNCH
Delicious Repast only $20.00
Seasonal Entertainment
with Jim Morris & Peter Hart
Christmas Carols
with Jack Yocom

TUESDAY 22 DECEMBER
or if you prefer
WEDNESDAY 23 DECEMBER
AT 12:00 NOON

KIDS' CHRISTMAS PARTY

BURNS' SUPPER
Monday, 25 January 1999
The pipes, they are a-callin'! It's HAGGIS
time again. Celebrate RABBIE BURNS'
birthday in the traditional way. A Grrr...eat
Scottish Supper with wines and Drambuie--

Haggis too, wi' a dram o' scotch tae wet yer
whustle. Songs, poetry, stories, toasts and the
skirl of the bagpipes with host Malcolm Sinclair
and David McKane, Reg Wallace and Zora
Buchanan.
Cost $50 per person includes all of the
above! Cash bar at 5.30pm features a large
selection of Malts. Dinner 7.00pm.

Sunday, 13 December 1998 at 2.00pm

This event is extremely popular and sells out

Featuring
Stories by Beth Firstbrook
Face Painting with Camilla Gryski
Christmas Songs with Betty Trott

quickly. As the seating capacity of the Great
Hall is limited to 100, reservations are absolutely essential. In order to accommodate members
first, reservations will be limited to a member

Magic tricks and surprises by Jim Helik

Gifts! Refreshments!
.-.. -,
Parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles and
friends all welcome.
$3.00 per child. Please reserve with Molly
Garlock oi
S ibonus: G
.cr.·" Secal ons:George Calc opiano

and one guest until Monday 4 January, after

which members may reserve for additional
guests, space permitting.
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People of the Club
When the Club holds its unique 9 0 th Anniversary celebration on
December 6 with an evening of commissioned music and poetry, one of
the unseen [a member of the Music Committee is surely unsung? Ed.]
members who has had much to do with coordinating the event is
Ann Wardrop. Although she is, as she says, "not a
l:,iiiii
: i'i.....Patricia
professional, performing musician," Pat has been involved with music
much of her life. She "did the usual Conservatory routine, and studied
SIi
with a very good piano teacher, and studied harmony and theory and all
those things with a very fine composer;" then she completed a degree in
honours English at the U of T and as a student became involved with the
Toronto Symphony. Then, neatly condensing years in a few words, she
says, "1 got married and had my children and went back to university to
take a two-year degree in library science" where she met Ann and Ezra
Schabas, who interested her in the Club.
She heard that Ken Winters had become the English editor of an
Encyclopedia ofMusic in Canadaand she became part of the team who,
Photograph by Alan Carrie as the foreword noted when the eleven-pound volume was completed in
1981, "brought a librarian's skills to her daunting main duties as indexer
and bibliographer" and helped to coordinate the finished product, which was funded by the late Club member Floyd
Chalmers. "It's a marvellous volume," says Pat. "Then I carried on doing various jobs related to music research."
One of these was a volume of photos of Canadian musicians taken by Walter Curtin, a project for which she was
given three weeks to write biographies of 90 musicians. More experience, with musicians as well as many parts of
Canada, came because of husband Terry's involvement as a member of the Toronto Symphony Board with which
they travelled throughout the country. (Terry is a retired lawyer who spends much time renovating a century-old
home north of Trenton.)
Such experiences have convinced Pat that "the people in the music business are a wonderful mixture of charm,
self-confidence and sometimes aggressiveness. And they're mostly optimistic." Pat and the committee are excited
about the 6 December occasion to celebrate our 9 0 th anniversary. Called "South of North," it was spearheaded by
former chairman John Lawson. The first time the Club has commissioned music and a song cycle; the poetry was
composed by Richard Outram. The $10,000 required was contributed by "a large number of Club members,"
says Pat, who is playing her customary role as co-ordinator.
It's just one of the events that makes her think highly of the Club. "I like it because it's a real mix of people;
there's always interesting talk and discussion going on." She considers the staff "incredible," always ready to
accommodate a meeting sometimes displaced by renters.
Music has been a good part of her life, which included work for the music division of the National Library,
being editor of the Toronto Symphony news magazine for four years, project manager for the Frederick Harris
Music Publishing Business, and "writing articles and programme notes as stuff came along." One might call her
activity: variations on a theme.
Fergus Cronin

t

NEW YEAR'S EVE GALA
Thursday, 31 December
with Rod Staples and The Queen City Jazz Band
7.30-Cash bar for cocktails with free hot canapes
8.30-Four-course dinner with wine included.
Dancing and Entertainment
At midnight:: Champagne, Balloons, Funny hats
and Hoohing equipment
[A splendid word! I wonder if it's for real. Ed]
The whole evening, including the hoohing, is only
$55.00 per person.
Be sure to reserve with Molly, please.

S[Sorry,

| /
/

/

I have not got
a picture of a hooher. Ed.]
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Good News About Good Members
Eve Yates delivered a wonderful poetry session
on Haiku at the November 6 lunch, and while there
was not time for a workshop on creative writing in
this exquisite medium, we all came away enriched
by her presentation and enlivened by colourful
handouts. A wonderful, knowledgeable poet and a
credit to the club.
For December, Jack McQuaig, and Bill
Belfontaine, who is back as head of the writer's
group, extend an open invitation to all writers, or
prospective writers, to a networking session not
available anywhere else in Toronto.
Casting is about to begin for our staged reading
of Sir Tom Stoppard's The Invention of Love,
starring John Neville as famed classical scholar
and poet A.E.Housman. The play will be directed
by Herbert Whittaker with the assistance of
John Rammell and the Theatre Committee. There
will be two performances (the first in North
America) on Sunday. 17 January and Tuesday, 19
January. Tickets will be limited to members with
only one guest each. If you are interested in
auditioning (men only please, unless you are
young, pretty, and in your twenties) [Housman
would not made that exception! Ed.], call either
Herb or John Rammell.
The recently published collection of essays by
Alberto Manguel, Into the Looking-Glass Wood
(Knopf Canada) has a chapter entitled "Waiting for
an Echo; On Reading Richard Outram."
Mildred Tibbles has completed her book
Mildred's Memories, a seven-year labour of love,
written primarily as a family record for her
||
daughter Penelope. It is a social history of living
and teaching in rural Ontario, Quebec and
Newfoundland earlier in the century. Copies of
this well-bound little book, illustrated by Les
Tibbles and Penelope are available at $10.00.
It is with great pleasure that LAMPSletter

announces the marriage on 26 September of
Naomi Priddle to John Hunter at St. Andrew'sThe
reception, Naomi says, was held at the Club and
was beautifully done--our gratitude to the staff.
Naomi also wanted members to know that St.
Anne's Church where the Group of Seven are
suffering water-damage now have Christmas cards
for sale to raise money to help stay the floods.

News About Good New Members

Jean Carrie, proposed by Alan Carrie, interested in
Literary Table, watercolours, handcrafts, poetry and
dogs. Tel. 241-9200.
Mary Ann Di Bernardo, proposed by Moya Gillett,
interested in picture framing, the art business
world and artists. Tel. 429-7237.
Audrey Hadfield, proposed by David Skene-Melvin,
interested in literature & music, skiing, sailing,
scuba, husband, children. Tel.905-845-6162.
Nona Heaslip, proposed by Margaret McBurney,
interested in theatre and literature (former member
returning to the fold). Tel.961-2516.
Robert Jackson (P), proposed by Beth Firstbrook,
interested in painting architecture, music, gardening,
garden architecture, old books. Tel. 518-828-1805.
CREATE FOR
CHRISTMAS
All members are invited to create a
Christmas Tree decoration no bigger
than a 6" square to be delivered to
the Club on or before Decoration
Day, 28 November.
Each is to be signed and given a
number on the list kept at the bar.
They will be sold by silent auction
after the celebrations. (Proceeds for
the Club Art Fund.) Jim Hubbard
is in charge as they come in.
Thanks to Gerry "S".
/

90th Anniversary Concert Sold Out
Just a reminder to all you lucky ticket holders
that the world premiere of South of North
takes place Sunday, 6 December, 1998 at
2.30pm in the Great Hall.
A Reception will follow the performance.
Remember the seats are first come, first served
The Music Committee offers its heartfelt
thanks to all our donors and sponsors who
have made this event such a great success.
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It's Just One Blessed Thing After Another
An Evening to Remember Eric Arthur
On Monday, Club Night, 7 December, we shall
celebrate the 10 0 th anniversary of the late Eric
Arthur, architect, historian, author of Toronto: No
Mean City, Professor of Architecture at the
University of Toronto and esteemed member of the
Arts and Letters Club.
There is bound to be a sizable and enthusiastic
audience to hear colleagues, friends and relatives
reminiscence about Eric. Speakers will include:
Paul and Jean Arthur (now Leach), Tony
Adamson, June Callwood, Adele Freedman, Alec
Keefer, James Murray, Norman McMurrich,
Michael McClelland, Stephen Otto, A.K. Sculthorpe, Michael Roberts and Peter Stokes.
UTP will have Toronto: No Mean City for sale.
Bar at 6.30; dinner at 7.00. Please reserve early.

Members' Dinner 13 January 1999

For 25 years the words and music of Pat Hume
and Jack Yocom provided the theme and framework for the Arts and Letters annual Spring Revue.
They created thematic opening and closing numbers
for each show and flanked the intermission with
mini-musical adaptations of everything from the
classics of literature to sociological treatises. As
well, they created many original musical sketches.
On Wednesday, 13 January at the Members'
Dinner they will be assisted by a number of their
former stalwart performers, plus several Club
members who have never worked with them before.

TO ALL CLUB MEMBERS
Call for Submissions
For Photography Exhibition
11 January--5 February 1999
All themes and photographic techniques are
welcome. There is no size limitation, but
photographs must be framed and ready to hang. The
work can be for sale and the Club keeps 20%.
Please bring a maximum of three prints to the
LAMPS room, Saturday 9 January from 9-11.00am.
The photographs will be juried by the members of
the Photography Committee.
The opening is Monday, 11 January at 5.00pm.

The Crooked Creek
Cooking Company
Cooking
Class
Know the difference between dicing and cubing?
Chiffonade or julienne? Frying and sauteeing? Want
to know: A Whole Lot of Things You Can Do To A
Chicken Without Getting Arrested? What would you
choose if you could only have one knife and one pot
to prepare a Dinner for Two? Why should you:
Always Leave The Mushrooms Until Last? These and
many other culinary queries will be answered during
the six-week, Sunday Afternoon Crooked Creek
Cooking Company Cooking Classes with Jim Morris.
Starting with the egg and working up to, and
concluding with, how to plan and prepare an elegant
dinner, the classes will commence Sunday, 10 January
at 2.00pm until 4.00 (or more). Cost is $145.00 per
person for the six-week course and is limited to ten
participants.
Please send cheque for full amount to Molly.
Two Reminders

Have you got yours yet? If you have not picked up
your copy of the 1998 Members' Directory, please do
so. Molly has them in her office. It is expensive in time
and money [but then time is money. Ed] to mail them
out, so we'd appreciate it if you would pick them up.
Extra copies are available for $2.00.
Have you given yours yet? Donations to the
Archives are always welcome, but PLEASE, PLEASE
remember to provide as much supporting information as
possible (donor, provenance, date etc.) to aid the process
of evaluation and filing.
Thanks,
Scott James, archivist
k
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Art thou showing there below?
Ron Bolt, in his recently completed and successful show at the west-end London gallery of Le Mur
Vivant Fine Art, continued to explore the idea of
artist as tourist. The world's largest art bookstore,
Zwemmer's, in London has agreed to distribute
Ron's fine-art book The Beat and the Still (limited
edition ). The Leith Gallery, in Edinburgh's historic
district, will show Bolt's work at the Pollock House
in Glasgow this December. There will also be a
show in Northern Ireland next spring.
John Joy has contributed two stunning paintings
to the Hallmark Paintings of Canada series for their
Christmas cards this year, works which "display an
inherent spontaneity that captures the on-location
atmosphere of an inspired moment."
Anne Meredith Barry had an exhibition with
Robert Cadotte, "The Modem Landscape", at the
Michael Gibson Gallery in London, Ontario, from
9-31 October 1998.
Scott James highly recommends an easily
overlooked small exhibit at the AGO on the work of
Arthur Goss, a very active former member of the
A&L. Goss was City Photographer from 1911 till
his death in 1940.An award winning "pictorialist,"
he took the famous "doctored" photo of the Group
of Seven (1920) reprinted in the November Toronto
Life. The curator of the show is Peter McCallum. It
closes 3 January 1999.
Gallery One on Scollard Street, Toronto, is
pleased to announce that Pat Fairhead, is joining
them, describing her as "best known for her
vibrantly coloured, large scale, watercolours."
Tom McNeely has produced 35 paintings of
historical subjects for Empire of the Bay, a fourhour documentary based on a history of the
Hudson's Bay Company by Peter C. Newman. It
will be seen on CTV, the History Channel, and
PBS. Tom's paintings will be on display at the
Club next spring.
On the Club bulletin board is an interesting
profile ofjunior member Stephen Bulger from the
November issue of The Globe andMail'sReport on
Business magazine. Steve's photography gallery on
Queen Street West is attracting much notice.
CALENDAR OF ART EXHIBITIONS
30 Nov- 8 Jan----Christmas Show of Small Works with
Silent Auction
11 Jan-5 Feb------Photography Show (Juried)
8 Feb-26 Feb----Members' Painting Show (Juried)
-- ~ -

I

IMPORTANT
An invitation to all Club artists,
painters, photographers and poets
to participate in the annual Christmas Show,
Monday, 30 November to Friday, 8 January

To celebrate the Christmas Season in a light-hearted
manner, we are repeating last year's format with only
one change. That is, each exhibit shall be 8" by 10" (not
as last year, 10" by 10") and shall be original, not
framed and not matted.
The exhibition may include photography and poetry.
Work may be broadly seasonal in theme, and must be
available for silent auction with a minimum bid price of
$50.00. (Proceeds are for the Art Fund.) There will be a
winner selected from all submitted entries. Submissions
must be made by 11.00am, 28 November 1998.
Come and bid on Monday evening 30 November.
For more information call Jim Webster 445-4784

All Club Artists
Registration Deadline--15 December 1998
for participation in the
Hummingbird Art Show
8 February-7 March 1999
Registration forms are beside the bar. For more
information please contact: L. Dierlam 481-8656;
S. Henderson 920 3258; A. Sookrah 769-0825

And a Third Reminder

7•
Jgor's

WiAlawsday 16 r awmbaer
$55.Oo eb6, including taxes.
Reserve
with
oplly
starting
625 November
II Reserve with Molly starting25 November.
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What's On in December
Members' Dinner

Writers' Table

16 December Boar's Head Feast.

4 December A small press publisher, from the
backbone of the Canadian publishing industry, will be
the speaker who'll bring us a serious message about the
future of book publishing in Canada. Answer
questions? You bet! See you there. Why shoot the
breeze in the Great Hall when you can be part of the
winds of change in the LAMPS room at the Writers'
Table?

Club Nights
7 December A celebration of the 100th anniversary of
the late Eric Arthur architect, historian, author of
Toronto: No Mean City.
14 December Stuffy? Reaction-ary? Or
one of the great Canadian stories never
told. The past, present and future of the
Royal Canadian Academy of Arts-its
characters, its scandals, its passions, as
told in slides and conversation with Ron
Bolt RCAand Ernest Annau RCA,
President and CEO. This is also your opportunity to
finish off your Christmas shopping: two exciting new
Academy publications will be on sale with 20% rebated
to the Club.

Poetry Table
1 December Do not forget to remember
the first of December
When poets meet
and reverentially treat
Ignite and fan
Every poetic ember
Alisa Satchel

Genealogical Table
21 December Christmas carolling.

Literary Tables
1 December Kay Morrison, will discuss the writings
of Henry Adams, an American historian.
8 December Harold Flammger has
entitled his reading "Portrait of Edith
Wharton."

15 December Richard Outram, OfStardust.
Music Tables
3 December NO MUSIC TABLE because of a mix-up
of dates for the rental of the Great Hall.

30 November Gwen Manning of the Toronto
Reference Library is going to show the group round the
genealogical section. The group meets at 10.30am on
the fourth floor, genealogical section, of the Toronto
Reference Library, on Yonge just north of Bloor. The
tour is expected to take about an hour. We will then
make our way back to the Club for lunch in the
LAMPS Room about 12 noon as usual.

Specials
3 December Dundurn Group Book Sale with
complimentary wine and sandwiches. All members
SF76 December 90t anniversary song cycle.
Christmas Specials

10 December Our Christmas package by
the Glen Gould Professional School.
17 December NO MUSIC TABLE.
After our 90th Anniversary Concert and
before the Boar's Head, we need rest.

13 December Kids' Christmas Party.
22 December Christmas lunch.
December Christmas lunch.

24 December NO MUSIC TABLE. Merry Christmas.

New Year's Special

31 December NO MUSIC TABLE. Happy New Year.

31 December "And All That Jazz."

RESERVE WITH MOLLY

597-0223

RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

Members' Dinner $24; Club Night $12; Music Table $1I; Literary Table $8.

DECEMBER 1998
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

1

Studio Painting

6

13

8

Kids' Party
Club Night
Bolt and Annau

Ct2

20

27
Club Closed

9

s

_.1
m

£3

.GHR

10

11

<
m

Glen Gould School

GHR
Jason's Restaurant

GHR

16

Boar's Head

22

GHR

28

tFJ

12

Music Table

17

18

19

24
Club Open
for lunch only

Club Closed

P-

26
Club Closed

Merry
Christmas

GHR

29

~Im
?.

25
Club Closed

30

31
New Year's Gal
"All That Jazz"

GHR short for Great Hall Rented.
The deadline for the December LAMPSletter is 11 December.
Dear Readers,
Your editor and the elves, preparing to stuff before, and be stuffed at, Christmas wish you all
the best and the merriest of seasons.

A&L Club
E-mail: artslets@interlog.com
Web: www.interlog.com/~artslets

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 590233

Ann Robson, Ed
Fax 921 7573
Email arobson@inforamp.net
SERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE1

Members' Dinner S24; Club Night S12; Music Table Sll; Literary Table $8.
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Restauran

____Jason's

23

Christmas Lunch Christmas Luncl

Club Closed

GHR

C'a'

Studio Painting

GHR

15

Studio Painting

Club Night
Carols

5

GHR lunch
Studio Painting
Literary Table
Club Closed
No Music Table
Richard Outram
for lunch
4.30 Choir
Members' Night
GHR

21
GHR

_

4.30 Choir
GHR

14

Studio Painting

4

GHR

Harold Flammger

Club Night
Eric Arthur

3

GHR

Literary Table
Glick&Outran

2

Saturday

Literary Table
Kay Morrison
4.30 Choir
5.30 Poetry Table

7

annivesary

Friday

No Music Table
Dundum Book Sal Writers' Group
All members
Small Publisher
welcome to free
wine & sandwiches Jason's Restaurant

Studio Painting
9 0th

Thursday
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